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The following thesis examines the development of the 773' m' theme in the 

book of Joel. A survey of origin theories shows that F. C. Fensham's theory provides the 

best background for understanding the n77' Dl'. A brief examination of the 313' El' 

texts found in the prophetic corpus identifies how this theme is used within the prophetic 

litexatinre of the Old Testament outside the book of Joel. A histolrlcal grammatical and 

literary cntical analysis of the book of Joel identifies it as a literary work bu.& upon the 

cal1 to communal Iament forin and dating to the mid-fifth century B.C. The book of Joel 

develops the C(m7 Dl' theme within the b e w o r k  of a communal lament liturgy. The 

exegesis shows that the book of Joel develops the iTliT' Of in a mamer consistent with 

Fensham's theory. The themes of theophany, covenant, sovereignty, and judgment, as 

seen in the prophetic corpus, are dùectly associated with the 317' C1' in the book of 

Joel. The 317' Dl' is a day in which Yahweh appearç to enforce his covenant and 

sovereignty, punishing those who are in violation The book o f  Joei firrther develops the 

71i?' D'l' as the means by which Yahweh institutes the promises of the Zion Tradition 

and the New Covenant. 



INTRODUCTION 

The Old Testament motif;717' P'lS has attracted considerable attention fkom 

bi'blical scholars over the past seved decades. Some have attempted to trace its ongins 

(e-g. Gethard von Rad); others have focused on its use in the propheîic literahue (e-g. A 

J. Everson). The prominence of this motif in the book ofJoe1 has Iong been recognized 

In 1985, Willem S. Prinsloo's monograph on JoeI  concluded, "Joel is a theocentri2 

book, . . . as it proceeds fiom lamentation to a promise of salvation, fiom caiamity to a 

hopeful future."' Three years later, Ferdinand Deist argued that the book of Joel was a 

literary text that presented a theological development of the 373' Dl'? The 

prominence of the 717' 01' in the book of Joel and the writings of Prinsloo, Deist, and 

nurnerous other scholars suggest that the book of Joel is an appropnate place to study 

îhe r7'iÏiS DIT. 

The followïng thesis is a study of the 773' C11' as it is developed in the book of 

Joel. Chapter 1 presents background information against which the iiln' PT' can be 

investigated. Firsf there is a m a r y  and evaluation of ongin theories proposed for 

the 713' Pl'. Second, a case is argued against the use of the concept of "eschatology" 

' Wdlem S. Prinsloo, The Theolopv of the Book ofJoel, ~ I i d N e w  York: Walter de Gniyter, 198S), 
124- 

Ferdinand E. Deist, 'Tarallels and Reintespretation in the Book of Joel: A Theology of the Yom 
Yahweh?" in W. Claassen, ed., Text and Context: Old Testament and Sernitic Studies for F. C. 
Fensham, JSOTSIP~., 48 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1988), 63 - 79. 



in this shidy. Chapter 2 provides a brief survey of the 773' PT' passages found in the 

prophetic corpus. Chapter 3 is an exegesis of the book of Joel, focuskg on the 

development of the 313' OP. It is evident that Joel uses the 713' a'!' in ways similar 

to its use in the prophetic corpus. It is also evident that Joel develops the 317' Pl' in a 

unique manner. The book of Joel provides a theological development of the m7 D4' 

and the foUowing thesis offers a presentation of that development 



CEAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND TO n%?' Dl' 

Introduction 

The phrase ni?' PT' occurs five times in Joel(1:lS; 23, 11; 3:4; 434). Its 

frequent use alone makes it signincant The use of " 373' D1' " in the book of Joel is 

discussed in detail in chapter 3. A clear understanding of l'llg' Dl'>, its meanîng and 

associated concepts, is essential to understanding Joel's message. The following 

discussion of the background to the 717' 01' is foundational to understanding the use 

of this theme in the book of Joel. 

Joel does not use the phrase i?7iT7 01' in a vacuum. The phrase appears in 

several prophetic books that predate the book of Joei, including the book of Amos which 

predates Joel by several centuried Since several prophets predating Joel use the phrase, 

it is reasonable to assume a background exists and informs its use in Joel. Scholars have 

long recognized this point and several have proposed theories of the origin of 377' E3'. 

A brief review and evaluation of a number of prominent theuries' concerning the origin 

1 Hans Walter Wolff, Joei and Amos, Rermeneia traas. Wlademar Janzen, S. Dean McBride Jr., and 
CharIes A Muenchow, @?hiIadelpiiia: Fortress Press, 1977), 255. Amos is beiieved to have the most 
ancient use of the t a m  in prophetic lierature. It is clear fiom Amos 5:18 that the tenn ;?lnS Pl', or at 
least the concept, was already known to his audience. Amos is chailenging their beiief concerning the 
nature and outcorne of the amival of 773' Pl'. 

2 The works and theoies discussed here are those that are prominent in the recent discussions. 



of Tll7' D7' is offered in order to establish a framework for understanding its use in 

JoeL 

Even a cursory reading of îhe material relating to the 773' 01' reveals that 

eschatology is a regularly r e c h g  topic of discussion It is the position of this thesis 

that the term "eschatology" is inappropriate to the study of 377' ml' specifically, and 

possibly in the Old Testament generally. The later portion of this cbapter is a defense of 

that position. 

Gerhard von Rad argued that the n'ln' D1' originated in the concept of k e l ' s  

Holy War The~logy."~ Von Rad followed the Y o m  critical" approach of Hermann 

Gunkel,' and applied the principles of the History of Traditions School.' Focusing his 

shidy on Isaiah, Ezekiel and Zephaniah, he reached two important conclusions. First, 

"the Day of Yahweh encompasses a pure ment of wor, the rise of Yahweh against his 

enemies, his battïe, and his vi~tory."~~ Second, the concept is ancient in origin, drawing 

upon the various acts of salvation through which Yahweh delivered his people.' 

"hard von Rad, Oid Testament TheoIow Vol. 2 trans. D. M G. Stalicer (New York - & 
Row, 1965), 1 19 - 20. See also GerIIiLCd von Rad, Holv War in Ancient Israel traas. Marva 3. D a m  
(Grand Rapids: Eerdrnans, 1991). 

Von Rad, Holv Wu, 39. 

WilIiam Wayne VanHorn, "Au Investigation of n17' 07'  As It ReIates To The Message Of Amos," 
(Ph. D. Diss., New Orleans Baptist Theological Semhary, 1987), 1 1 - 

Gerhard von Rad, 'The Origin of the Concept of the Day of the Lord: JotrmZ ofSrnitic Studres, 4 
(April, 1959): 98. Italics mine. 

7 Von Rad, "Origin," 103. 



Von Rad identified several elements that comprise the holy war tradition. Centrai 

is the idea that Yahweb comes. Zn coming, Yahweh gathers an army. Once the army is 

gathered, it is called 317' DY, a term that generally means an amphictyonic8 mustering 

of a l l  the meng There is a CLpre-battle fknzy," intended to fighten the enemy and amuse 

the soldiers to battle.IO CIouds, thunder, earthquakes and darkening are often attendant 

phenomena to the pre-batfle fienzyJIZyH 

Von Rad M e r  argueci that Israel's traditions were preserved through specific 

institutions." The royal court, the cult and judicial Life were the usual institutions used to 

preserve  tradition^.^ In the case of the 373' 01'; the preserving institution was the cult 

Von Rad argued ?hat a concept of faith, such as 77n' PT', can ody be understood 

against the backdrop of the Sitz im Leben fiom wfiich it issueci." In the case of 01' 

?lÏi', he concluded we were dealing with a cultic institution preserving the "holy war" 

tradition." 

' "Amphictyony" is the sacred confederaîion of mies which is called Israel, the people of Yahweh. 
Amphictyony is synonymous with Ieague or confederation. An "amphictyonic mustering" is the gathering 
of the men of these tribes together for the purpose of battie. See Rudoif Srnend, Yahweh War & Tribal 
Confederacv: Refiections U ~ o n  Israei's Earfiest History, trans. by Max Gray Rogers, (New York: 
Abingdon Press, 1970), 13 E. The concept of amphictyony, important to von Rad's theory, wrrs a 
prominent way of  looking at Israd's early history during the time of  Noth and von Rad. Fewer scholars, as 
evidenced in Srnend, think of Israel's early history in this way. 

Von Rad, Holv War, 4 1. 

'O Von Rad, "Origin," 103. 

" Von Rad, Wrigin," 99 - 100. 

l2 Von Rad, B&B!!X, 39- 

l3 Von Rad, Holv War, 39. 

l4 Von Rad, Holv War, 39. 

l5 Von Rad, Holv War> 69. 



The concept of c'holy w a .  dso needs clarification A hoIy war is not a war 

fought to either preserve or promote religion, but is a war in which Yahweh fights on 

behalf of Israel- Von Rad said, 

In the holy wars Israel did not rise to protect fàith in Yahweh, but 
Yahweh came on the scene to defend fsrael, for the members of the amphictyony were 
sheltered under his protection; Israef was Yahweh's posse~sion.~~ 

The concept of holy war is closely related to the covenant reiationship between Yahweh 

and Israel. 

Von Rad understwd the actual holy wars occurring in Israel's ancient history, 

during the tirne of the Judges." The institution of holy war fhds its end in the defeat of 

Josiah. However, von Rad believed the concept underwent a "spiritualizing process."" 

As a resuit, it is used in a variety of ways in pst-exilic literaîwe. The Deuteronomisr, 

Psaims and postexilic prophets pick up the motif using it in a mélange of settuigs and 

applications. 

The process of spirihialization is one commcm to many, if not all, religions. In the 

case of Israel it cari be seen in relation to lamens. Individual lament is "spintualized" so 

that the lament c m  be used in the cdt  as a communal lament. The outpouring of the 

spirit in Joel3: 1-5 might also be understood in this way. Von Rad's position that Isael's 

hoIy war tradition underwent a spintuakation process and was thus established in the 

cult is certainly possible. 

l6 Von Rad, Halv War, 72 - 73. 

17 A weakness in von Rad's theory is that 777' ml' does not appear in aider historical materiai of the Old 
Testament. Von Rad acknowledged this and responded by asserting that the "circIe of ideas" associated 
with 717' Dl' appears ofien in the older matenial. H e  di& however, admit that another possibiiity is that 
the concept of 717' Dl' does not arise untiI the monarchical period. He noted tbat knowing what the 
"Book of the Wars of Yahweh" (Numbers 21:14) containeci might solve the riddle. Von Rad, "Origin," 
105, 107, 108. 

'* Von Rad, Holv War, 129. 



The term "holy war" does not appear in scriphire.* Von Rad got the t m  fiom 

Friedrich Schwally." Schwally used the Arabic tem jihad, a technical term for wars 

fought with a view to converthg infidels? Building on the work of Wellhausen, 

SchwalIy argued that Israel lives in coveaant with Yahweh as a federation. The 

mciologist Max WeberP developed Schwally's work, identifying Isael as a 

"confederacy" and the covenant people of Yahweh, who is their sovereigaP Schwally 

suggested Yahweh was worshiped as a w h o r  and Weber said the prophets "exercised a 

particular role as leaders in wadm Von Rad developed his concept of "holy war" on the 

bais of the work done by WeWusen, Schwally and Weber. 

It is not possMe, or necessary, to engage in a long, detailed critique of von Rad's 

%oly war" theory. It is sufficient to note that this theory is not exhaustive or without its 

wealaiesses. The assumed amphictyony, upon which the theory stands, is one area of 

weakness. Did such an amphictyony actually exist?15 If it did, was it çtrong enough to 

R Smend, Yahweh War & Tnbal Confederac~, 26E Smend pointed out that the expression ''wm of 
Yahwehn aises h m  the content of the Song of Deborah. He further noted that the term iii?' ni?m% 
was a fîrmly fxed f o d a ,  a d  that the Old Tesîamem quotes fkom a ÏWT' M D R ~ ~  (Num. 
21:14)- This indicates that, ahhough the term Woly war" does not exist in the Old Testament, there is an 
Old Testament concept of Yahweh War. Whether it is possible to equsde 'Woly war," and "Yahweh Wu," 
is not certain The problem is one of definition HoIy war, rooted in the concept ofjihad, hpf ies  the 
battle's purpose is the conversion of uifidels or, at the very least, the defense of  Yahweh's honor. Yahweh 
war may include the former but aiso the defense of lsrael, etc. Von Rad's choice of the tm 'Holy wai' 
raises a defbilïonai problem that negatively affects his theory. Usiug a tenn denved fiom a much later 
t h e  period and a Semitic people otherthan Israel seems inappropriate for determining the background to a 
motif relating to Israel's ancient history. 

U) Ben C. Ollenburger, "Introduction," in Gerhard von Rad, Holv War in Ancient Israel, trans. Marva 
J. D a m  (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991), 9. 

21 Ollenburger, Holv War, 6. 

* Max Weber, Gesamrnelte Aufsatze zur Reliaionsozioloscie . III, (Tùbingen: 1-C.B. Mo& 1921), 90 ff 

2.î Ollenburger, Holv War, 6, 7. 

R Smend, Yahweh War & Tnbal Codederation, 27- Smend notes that the idea of "amphictyony" is 
"nottiing more than a hypothesis." H e  believes the hypothesis has a good base; however, the form criticai 
task necessary to prove the hypothesis seemq at present, to be an impossible task. Von Rad's theory rests 
heavily upon this hypothesis fbr its foundation; uncertainty concerning its validity weakens the theory. See 



produce the 1Md of effect von Rad assumed? There is some dispute over this issue, but 

in light of our present knowledge of this t h e  p e n d  we must settle for an element of 

uncertainty. This uncertainty weakens von Rad's theory. 

A second wealaiess is that von Rad's theory is of iittie help in understanding those 

references to 3 7 7  n79 where there is ciearly no reference to war (e-g. Amos 5: 18 - 20; 

Malachi 3:l; Joel3: 1 - 5). The iIlfl' Dl', according to von Rad is a "pure event of 

war." A holy war, according to von Rai ,  is also a war in which Yahweh rises to defend 

Israel. The spirituaLization of the holy war tradition may explain sume of this difficdty. 

For instance, hofy war could function metaphmically in the background of those texts in 

which there is no clear references to warfare. The difnculty here is that some of the 

ÏTliT' texts id* it as impacting the natural and cosmic realms." Although 

spiritualization may explain these variances one wonders ifthere mi& be a broader 

concept, capable of supprting the fidl range of motifs associated with the 713' Pl'. 

Von Rad's theory seems to be incornplete. 

Methodological criticisms of von Rad's theory are ako relevant. He fails to 

explore al1 references to 71C[' W y .  His neglect of Amos 5: 18 - 20 and Isaiah 2: 12 - 
20 is especially noticeable, since they are likely the most ancient biblical uses o f  the terrn. 

Yair Hofhann cnticized von Rad for this methodological error claimuig Amos, the most 

ancient source, is the most mtural place to begin the in~estigation.~~ A M e r  

also A,. D. H. Hayes, kael in the Period of the Judaes, (London: SCM Press, 2 974). The majority of 
scholars presently reject the concept of "amphictyony" as a way of understanding kael's early history. 

26 Both M. Weiss and F. C. Fensham point to this weakness in von Rad's theory. This weakness is an 
important contributor to their Iooking for a broader concept as the background for the 733' Dl'. The 
theories of both M. Weiss and F.C. Fensham are presemed later in this chapter. 

27 Yak Hoffmann, "The Day of the Lord as a Concept and a Tenn in the Prophetic Litmture," 
Zeifschn~fur die dtte~lamentliche W&ensch@ 93 (1981): 37 - 50. 



are exact synonymç for 277' Dl'? Lastly, he does not consider possible altemate 

explmations for the phenomena he observed as associated with the 317' PT? These 

criticisms point to methodological wealaiesses in von Rad's theory. 

Finally, von Rad's use of the tem and concept of holy war mises certain 

questions. Is the concept ofjihnd a fair, or fittingSB reflection of ancient Israel's 

understanding ofwar? To what extent, if at dl, did Israel worship Yahweh as a warrior? 

C m  it be show that the cult, or any of Israel's institutions, adequately sustains the notion 

of holy war as the background for the m7' Pl'? If the cult could sustain this concept, 

what reason wuld  it have for doing so? The holy war theory is weakened at certain 

points by the fomdation on which it U built. 

These weaknesses acknowledged, von Rad's theory aids our understanding of the 

use of 713' both in the book of Joel specifically and in the prophets generauy. Von 

Rad pointed out that the prophets were using a motifwell known and understood by tbeir 

contemporaries. He also identified several elernents that make up the landscape of 

images encornpassed by the phrase i7111' Dr. The prophets codd include these images 

in whoie or in part in his delivery, or might depend upon their audience's knowledge to 

fill in the gaps. War is a possible element in the m7' Dl', even if it cannot be called a 

"pure event of war." Von Rad's theory may explain why Amos's audience assumed that 

717' DY was a day of b l e s s a  a notion which Amos reversed Von Rad's work also 

drew attention to the association of 777' 01' with the cult and covenant, and that it is a 

day in which Yahweh appears to act within history, for the salvation of his people. 

-- - - 

Meir Weiss, "The Origin of the 'Day of Yahweh' Reconsidered," Hebrew Union Cdlege AmtuaI, 37 
(1966): 29 - 62. see pages, 42 - 45; Y. Hoffinann, "Day o f  the Lord," ZA W 37 - 50. Once one aiiows 
the addition of adjedives into the miE, such as Whe day of the Lard's wrath," etc., it becornes impossible to 
ascertain whae the cut off point is. A1Iowing such phrases as synooymous opem the subject up to 
speculation and possible confiision. 

29 The concept ofjihad cornes h m  a Semitic group other thau Israel. Second, the concept cornes fiom a 
much later time period. Using this concept to explain ancient Israel's concept of  war seems inappropriate. 



Understanding the association of these themes with the 3liP P1' sheds light on Joel's 

use of this phrase. 

Sigmund Mowinckel proposed the cultic enthronernent rihial as background to the 

7 '  1' .  VJorking with the Psalms, he concluded that the 717' D'? was related to the 

day when Yahweh came and was enthroned as king? H e  said, 

At the "enthronerrient festival" -as we may preliminarily call it - 
ancient Israel witnessed Yahweh's arrivai as King, when he iiterally founded his 
kingdom. . . . It is this appearance and enthronement day 
of Yahweh which origninally was called "the day of the Lord," "the 
day of the feast of Yahweh.'"' 

That the Vay" of Yahweh originally indicated the day of his festival becomes quite 
obvious fkom Am. S. 17fX, . . . but where the "&y" is clearly and distincdy imagined as  a 
festival day, . . . Akkadian m u  ili is the "festival day of the god" . . . the idea of 
ccrevelation," "epiptiany," was also origmally attached to the cuit? 

Yair Hofbmn challenged this conclusion, stating that the phrase "darkness and not 

light" in Amos 5 would be senseless if MowinckeI were correctn W s  criticism may not 

be as strong as it first appears since the phrase, "darkness and not light," refers tu how 

Yahweh will respond to covenant breaking subjects. Enthroned, a Holy Yahweh could 

quite conceivably bring disaster upan those who were not fithful. 

Following Gde1 's  fom criticai methodology, Mowinc kel studied several 

pericopes dealing with the 77n' Pl'. From this study he concluded that the 713' 

Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psafrns in Israel's Worshiu, Vol. 1 trans. D. R ApThomas (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, l962), 1 18. 

" Mowinckei, Psaixns, Vol. 1, 1 13 - 1 16. 

" Mowinckel, Psalrns. Vol. 1, 1 16. 

" Hofikaan, "Day of the Lord," 41. 



developed out of the culturd setting of the cultY He proposed an annual cuit-drama in 

which Yahweh was enthroned as king over Israel as the origin for the 713' Pi? He 

The festival is, then, a festival of the epiphaay of Yahweh in the literal meaning of t h i s  
word. . . . there is reasoa to thirtk h t  it - or one of its days - was called "the day of 
Yahweh," Le., the day of his cultic coming and revelation as king? 

Building on the assumption that a cultic festival forms the background to the 

enthronement Psalms, Mowinckel proceeded to iden* which particular festival is 

involved He argued quite convincingly that the -est Festival of Tabernacles is the 

background to the enthronement P~alrns?~ The Harvest Festival and enthronernent of 

Yahweh may, according to Mowinckel, have a Canaaaite origh3' Mowinckel set the 

timing for the development of enthronement as during the Monarchial period. He 

beiieved it developed prior to Solomon since there was an empty cherub throne, upon 

which Yiihweh codd sit, in Solomon's Temple. 

The end result of Mowinckel's investigation was to establish a background for the 

rnn' Dl' that is signincantly different fiom von Rad's view. Yahweh's place as King is 

central. A plethora of concepts, such as justice, Iaw, judgment, etc. are attached to the 

d e  of Kingship. e 7 '  7 '  is, based on Mowinckel's theory, a time when Yahweh 

exercises his right of rule. Knud Jeppesen, building on Mowinckel's theory, conciuded, 

"Yahweh's enthronement &y in the pre-edic cult was the day  of the new creation and 

3' Mowinckel, Psaims, Vol. 1 1 18 - 1 19. 

35 Mowinckel Psaims, Vol. I 1 19. In Psalmenstudien II p. 230 Mowinckel writes, "Der Tag Jahwae' s is 
der Thronbesteigungstag" [the &y of Yahweh is the enthromment day]. For Mowinckel the enthronement 
of Yahweh, his epiphany, was the central féature of the kst of Tabernacles; therefore, he us& the term 
'enthronement festival' in connection with this feast. 

36 Mowinckel, Psalrns, Vol- 1 1 18 - 130. 

37 Mowinckel, P a s ,  Vol. 1 130. 



the defeat of the dragon, the day of the new exodus, the day of the battle agaiost the 

nations, the &y of salvation, the day of dwm, the day of destiny, etc.'- 

As wetl as seeing the 317' onpinahg in the pre-exilic cdt, Mowinckel also 

concluded that it %came a central feature in pst-exilic es~hatoIogy-'~~ Yahweh's 

enthronement day, and its relateci concepts, were paralle1 to the future mn' PT' , and the 

later prophetic texts are properly understood only if read against this background4 In 

spite of a disappointing reality, a sense of hope developed in connection with the 

expectations associated with Yahweh's enthronement" 

There are several criticisms of Mowinckd's theory. First, he failed to account 

edequately for the warfare language associated with the 713' - What von Rad 

overemphasized, Mowinckel diminished. Mowinckel's theory does not seem to 

adequately exphin the apparent judgment on Israel which came in the fonn of defeat in 

battle. Second, his theory does not give su"cient account for the obvious association of 

the 313' El' with foreign nations. Ifthe nl?' 01' is rooted in Israel's cult and the 

enthronement of Yahweh, where do the several references to foreign nations fit? This is 

a cntical point for the present work since Joel clearly sees a connection between the 

317' and foreign nations. Clearly the comection with the nations is related to Yahweh's 

sovereignty. One might wonder if Yahweh's kingship over Israel and sovereignty over 

the nations are associated with his role as creator? Mowùickel ignored this possibility 

and his theory was weakened as a result. Third, the textual evidence does not support bis 

theory since none of the 777' El' texts explicitly refer to Yahweh as king or Yahweh 

38 Knud Jeppesen, "The Day of Yahweh in Mowinckel's Conception Revieweci," Scandmm J m i  
ofthe OH Testament, 2 (1988): 42 - 55. 

39 Jeppesen, "Day of Yahweh," SIOT, 42 - 55. 

41 Jeppesen, "Day of Yahweh," SIOT. In Psalmenstudien II, p. 320, Mowinckel wrote: Trotz d e n  
Enftmischungen des Lebens, hoetle man nicht aïe ganze YenvirkIichng der an der Thronbesteigmg 
Jahwae 's gekmrepflen Ewarhntgerz in die feme Zttkunfi himusgeschoben - 



king enthronedU A M e r  criticisn is that Mowinckel presumed the ideas of the m' 
313' that lost their relevance in the present were projected into the future, ignoriag the 

possibility that these ideas might be dismded as "psychologicalZy disappointing? 

Mowinckel established a clear cunnection between the 713' Dl' and the cult 

(also recognized by von Rad). He drew attention to the relationship between sovereignty 

and Yahweh's intervention in human history with the 777' Dl'. His theory provided an 

essential background to understanding the use of 713' Dl' in the prophetic Iiterature. 

Like von Rad, Mowinckel identified a critical element in the ??il' Pl' but fàiled to 

provide an all-encompsing theory. 

Meir Weiss pointed to the ancient motif of theophany-descriptions as the 

background for the nl;I' Dl'." Refemng to Amos 5:18 - 20 and Isaiah 2, Weiss noted 

that a holy war tradition was too narrow a concept to serve adequately as the origin for 

the 317' PT'." The essential elements of the holy war tradition alço appear in the 

theophany-descriptions. Weiss argued tbat while the holy war tradition is too nmow, the 

theophany-descriptions are broad enough, to include di the 717' D'?' motifs. Based on 

his beiief that Amos invented the term 777: 01' de novo, and the need for a broader 

meaning than a holy war tradition would d o w ,  Weiss concluded that the background to 

the 317' m7' was the theophanic motif of Israel. 

" David D. Pettus, "A Canon-Critical Study of Selected Traditions in the Book of Joel," (Pk D. diss. 
Baylor University, 1992), 38. See a h ,  Gerhard von Rad, Oid Testament Theoiogy, Vol. II, trans. D. 
M- G. Stalker, (Edinburgh and London: Oliver and Boyd, 1965), 123, 

" Ladislav Cerny, 'The Day of Yahweh and Some Relevant Problems," (Prague: Cena Kcs, 1948), 76. 

Meir Weiss, "Day of Yahweh," 29 - 62. 

45 Weiss, ''Day of Yahweh," 43. 



Weiss compared the ten elements that von Rad claimed belonged to the 713' DT' 

tradition, with elements that Weiss observeci as part of the theophany tradition. He 

concluded that the textual evidence suggested these elements were more properly 

associated with theophany than holy war traditions.' Comparing the elements of 

theophany with those of the 773' al' and observing marked similarities, he argued 

theophany was a more appropriate backgroimd to the 717' 131'. Weiss had a good 

argument but failed to consider the possibility that a third influence affects both the P'l' 

7738' and theophany traditions. 

James Crenshaw also concludeci that mï'T' D f  belonged to the language of 

Uie~phany.~' Crenshaw begaa by establishing that the prophet Amos' background is the 

cult. Building upon the identification of the prophet with the culf Crenshaw proceeded 

to amibute a cultic background to the book of He acknowledged, but rejected, 

the view that Amos' background is the wisdom tradition: wncluding îhat Amos is 

"steeped in the vocabdary of the~phany."~ 

46 Weiss, "Day of Yahweh," 3 1. For Weiss, the i7TT9 Dl' identified a day on which Yahweh reveded 
himselfin some way and on which he acted in some m e r  and which is characterized by him in some 
aspect. Weiss, "Day of Yahwek" 42. One of the greatest difficulties with Weiss' argument is its 
vagueness. Based on Weiss' proposal, almost any revelation or action of Yahweb could be considered a 
717 01'. This results in 7l;"is D7' being dep~ved of any reaI meaning or significance- 

" James L. Crenshaw, "Amos and the Theophanic Tradition," Zeitscin?$fib- die AZtte~llrmenfIiche 
WisseItSChqfL, 80 (Fd, 1980): 203 - 15- 

" Crenshaw, "The Theopharric Tradition," ZAW; 203 - 206. Crenshaw, in his discussion does not 
ciearly distmguish between prophet and book therefore, it appears that what he beiieved true of the prophet 
was dso true of the book. 

49 Crenshaw, 'The Theophanic Tradition," Z4 W 205. For one view of the development of the Book of 
Amos see, Jorg Jeremias, The Book of Amos, The Old Testament Library, tram. by Douglas W. Stott, 
(Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 1995), 5 - 9. in dismssing the 773' Dl' passage 
(5:18 - 27), Jeremias noted the strong presence of priestly language, painting to a cultic setting, which 
supports Crenshaw. Jeremias, Amos, 99 - 107. Jeremias dso noted that Amos' tyingjustice and 
righteousness to worship is not innovative. Citing Prov. 21 :3,Jemm.ias proposeci that the view expressed 
by Amos had been expressed previously. He concluded by saying, "These instructional pieces, however, 
concern the behavior of the individual, and to that extent are worlds apart &om Amos' judgment 
concerning worship adVities." Jeremias, Amos, 107. 

Crenshaw, "The Theophanic Tradition," 24 W 206. 



Crenshaw identifïed seven passages of "genuine authorship" ( 4:4 - 12c; 5: 14; 

5 : 17; 5: 1 8 - 20; 7%; 8:S; 8: 8; 9:4,8). From these passages he emacted several phrases 

and traced their comection to theophanic language. Second, he identified some passages 

of ''uncertain authorship" (1:Z; 4: 13; 5:s - 9; 9:5 - 6 )  and noted phrases in these passages 

that are clearly associated with theophanic language. Finally, he identified passages of 

"genuine authorship" (1: 14; 2:7; 4:6 - 1 1) containhg phrases that most likely echo 

theophanic tradition. He concluded, 'The language, ritual and theology of the 

theophanic tradition pemde the book of A m o ~ . " ~  

Concluding his investigation of these passages, Crenshaw stated, 'Yhe theophanic 

traditions, point in the direction of themes of the covenant renewal ceremony and of holy 

war? Accorduig to Crenshaw, von Rad's holy war concept was present but subordinate 

to %e~phany."~ Holy war is related to 773' Dl', but only as  one expression of it 

Since theophany is the dominant feature, the 7'1iT' al' may take many f o m  and 

expressions. 

Yair Hofnnann also identified theophany as the background of 777' m. In 
evaluating Amos' use of the terni, Hoffmann stated that îheophany is the concept which 

best fi& the description of the 777' P'I? For Hoffriia~, a theophany is "a special and 

51 By genuine authorship, Crenshaw meant passages which can be attributed ta the prophet Amos with 
certainty. By uncertain authorship, he meant texts which may, or rnay not, originate with the prophet 
Amos. 

52 Crenshaw, "Amos," ZA W 213. 'Passing over' was the most significant according to Crenshaw. 
Phrases such as 'prepare to rneet your God', 'my people', God d l  be with you', etc. are identified as 
theop hanîc. 

Crenshaw, ''Amos," 24 W 210. 

5 4  Crenshaw, "Amos," 24 W 210. Crenshaw seems to have understood the concept of the 7T7' O?' as 
reflecting severaf ancient traditions and motifs. Theophany is the dominant m a  but seems to draw under 
its umbrella covenant, holy war, enthrouement ritual, etc. in Crenshaw's description. In l i s  commentary on 
Joei, Crenshaw seems to foflow îhis same understancikg of the n'ln' El'. Cf. William F. Albright and 
David N. Frewiman, eds. The Anchor Bible, (LondonMewYork: Doubleday, 1995) Vol. 24C, Joel, 
by James L. Crenshaw, 4749, 1 1 1, 120,122, 125- 126, 171, etc. 



exceptional intervention in the current Stream of events? Using a diachronie 

rnethodolofl for studying 217' Dl' passages and cornparhg 713' Pl' motifs and 

theophany motifs, Hoffmann concluded that theophany provides the appropnate 

background for the nln' 07'. He noted that 377' was a very apt phrase for 

speaking about the phenornena the prophets were addressing since it was neutral enough 

to convey either calarnity or salvationn 

The theophany motif draws attention to the facî that the 713' Pl' is primarily 

concerned with an appearance of Yahweh In some way, at some point in time, Yahweh 

intervenes in the normai flow of history. As Hofbann pointed out, this appearance may 

resuit in blessing or judgment. Although Hof3inan.n did not elaborate on the conditions 

that detemine how Yahweh wiil act, the Amos passage, which he cailed the essential 

starting point for undemanding zl?' a?', identified covenant faithfhlness as the 

determinhg factor. The theophany motif highlighted the relationship between Yahweh's 

intervention in fistory and covemt faithfulness. 

Again, Weiss, Crenshaw and Hoffhan pointed out an important aspect of O'? 

797'. Ralph Klein in resonse to Crenshaw's subjugation of "holy war" to "theophany," 

concluded that "the theophany of Yahweh on his day is central to its interpretation as 

hoiy war or cdtic fe~tival.'~ Theophany, according to Klein, is an element of holy war. 

Klein, arguai that Crenshaw overstated his case. Contmry to Klein's position, however, 

Hofnnan argued that theophany, with attendant mot& of war, judgment, blood, and 

'' Y. Hoffmann, "Day of the Lord," 44. 

56 Hoffmann's methodology may be summarized as: a) initially only those texts which use the exact phrase, 
;?'1;?' Pl' , are used; b) Amos 5: 18-20, the most ancient Ïd;?' n'l' text, is the st&g point; no conclusion 
about the significance of the phrase in an earfy passage is deduced h m  3s rneaning in a Iater onq related 
phrases are considered only aftm a full investigation of the exact phrase. Cf. Y. Hoffmann, '%y of the 
Lord," 37-39. 

Y. HoEmmn, 'Day of the Lord," 43. 

sa Ralph W. Klein, "The Day of The Lord," Cornor&. TheoZogimI Mont?@ 39,8 (Sept. 1968): 5 1 7 - 
525. 



cosmic uphead, best fit as the background for the 777' Dr." By highlighting the 

theophany and dtawing attention to the fact that it might be more significant than either 

von Rad or Mowinckel recognized, Weiss, Crenshaw and Hofkiilltr have pointed out an 

important elemenî of illil' 01'. 

An important shortcoming of the theophany tradition is dwt it fiiils to account for 

the relationship beîween 777' 01' and the nations. Another difFculty is definitional. 

Theophany, in its original sense, refers to "a sudden and transient manifêstation of Divine 

will and power, in forms more or less perceptible @y hearing, seeing, touchuig), and 

either natural or mystenous in ~haracter.'~ One difficdty with this defition is its 

vagueness. A second difficuIty is its application by scholars. T h e  concept does not 

appear to be applied in a uniforni manner. A major difficulty with Soulen's dennition is 

the close association it makes between the R n '  El' and es~hatdogy.~' The concept of 

theophany is important to the study of the 71CI' Dy, but it aIso fails to capture the whole 

59 Hofftnann, "Day of the Lord," ZAW , 42. Hoffmann noted that the appearance of Yahweh 
(tbeophany) was g e n d l y  regardeci by the people as an act ofsalvation (Jud-s 5: 1; 6: 12-13; Isaiah 40: 10; 
42:13; 523; WabakIark 3; etc.). However, as is evidenced by the Sinai event, there was &O a Enghtening 
and potentiaily destructive aspect to Yahweh's appearance. The presence of t$ùs potenîial danger, 
acçording to Hoffmann, meant that the appeatance of Yahweh had an "ambivalent nature." Hofiami does 
not see such an ambivalence as pan of the hoïy rvar background, as even vonRad clairrieci that the holy 
wars on'ginally spoke ofYahwehYs rishg to battle his enernies and deiiver Israel. Hoffinann identifieci an 
important point, the darkness Amos spoke of is already an aspect of theophany. Based on this, HoSnam 
argued that theophany, with holy war as one of its attendant fames, was the most appropriate background 
to the i17;i' Bq'. 

60 Richard N. Soulen, Handbook of Biblicd Criticism, 2"d ed., (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 2 98l), 6 1. 
Soulen identified 'Zpiphany" as the genus for NT wu.xpts =ch as theophany- He went on to point otrt 
ht, in the OT, Epiphany was a manifestation of God which occurred at decisiive points in the history of 
Israel. Soulen identified the ÏTln' Dl' as "the eschatological E- . . . the uitimate and fiad manifestation of 
God's wiii." 

6l This issue is the subject of discussion in the second part o f  this chapter. 



F. Charles Fensham argwd that the origin of the 1 1 7 7  01' tay in a fusion of 

terminology derived nom holy war, theophany, cult, and other traditi~ns.~ He argued 

against von Rad's view that 317' t 7 '  was a pure event of war. Fensham recognized that 

?Ji'!' D'Y was directly connecteci to war in some cases (e. g. Ezekiel 135; Jeremiah 

46: 1; Zephaniah 1 : 10). However, other temùnology is dso associated with 737' B7', 

terminology that shows its effeci on nature and living things. Fensham maintained that 

nlil' Dl9 shodd rnost properly be viewed against the background of covenant traditions 

as the event of the execution of treaty curses? He noted the connection with covenant 

blessings and curçes and saw them in association with the theophany of the Sinai 

.tradition, as antecedent to the 377' 01'. Fensham noted that n'ln' CT', as it pertaùis to 

kael, may result in blesshg and salvation or curses and judgment Yahweh's cavenant 

with Israel, and Israel's faithfulness to it, was the determinhg factor." The 317' Pl' 

always brought judgment upon Yahweh's enemies, and this included Israel ifthe nation 

was in breach of the covenant .c:aty. 

Based on the arnalgamation theory, any occurrence of 712' ï>? may contain dl, 

several, or one of the many elements associated with it. Israel, based on Fensham's 

concept, rnay be blessed or punished, and 3 7 7  al' may take many forms and produce 

62 F. Charles Fensham, "A Possible Ongin of the Concept of the Day o f  the Lord," in Biblical Essa~s, 
(Pretoria, South Afiica: Pro Rege-Pers, 1966), 92. Fensham's theory is also weakened by its seeming 
dependence upon Israel's existing as an "amphictyony" at an early stage. David Pettus developed 
Fensham's position and argued that an amphictyomc relationsfiip between the w l y  m'bes of Israel was not 
necessary. Pettus argued for a "Ioose tibal confederacy," based on e t h ~ c  and religious (Yahweh was ttiW 
national deity), similarity. Pettus fbrther arguai that the concept of cuvenant, in relation to cult and the 
prophetic office, eràsted long befiore the Deuteronomic development of the covenant concept. David D. 
Pernis, "A Canon-critical Study of Selected Traditions in the Book of Joel" Ph.D. Dissertation, Baylor 
University, Waco. Texas, 1992 (Am Arbor, Mi&: UMZ, 1992)' 120 - 134. An important point 
highlighzed by Pernis, especially as it reiates to the book of Joel, is the role of repentance, or tunüng back to 
Yahweb P m s  noted that in the covenant beaty form, Yahweh's judgment could be averted or reverseci 
tbrough repentance. Pettus, "A Canon-criacal Study," 134E. 

63 Fensham, "Ongin of Day of the Lord," 91. 

64 Fensham, "Origin of Day of the Lord," 9 1. 



Vaneci results. This view is helpfut in understanding bel and its apparent dual 

presentation of 313' Pl9. 

Fensham's amalgamation theory has its strength in that it pulls the significant 

contributions of al1 the other theories together into one concept I t  also provides the 

context for the 717' m' . The covenant treaty curses and blessings provide the context 

for understanding the other aspects of the ïl'l7' D f  . Fensham's dieory explains how the 

&y can be positive or negative and involve israel a d o r  other nations by making 

covenant and sovereignty the controlhg elements. Its wealaiess is that it lacks 

specincity and may be accuseci of being too fluid, allowing almost anything to fit. 

Fensham's theory lacks sufficient criteria for determining which events can be properly 

understood as 317' Pl' and which cannot. An important contribution of Fensham's 

theory is that it identified Yahweh's enforcement of the covenant treaty curses as the 

setting for the 317' RI'. 

Reviewing the severai theories conceming the origin of the 777' DV shows that 

some ehent s  are prominent in that they appear in each of the theories. First, the idea 

that 717' Pl' is associated with the appearance of Yahweh. In some manner, Yahweh 

appears and intervenes in history. Second, there is a relationship to covenant. The 

covenant is an important part of the backdrop that informs ou. understanding of Dl' 

317' in the prophetic writings. The covenant fai-ess of God's people Cetermines 

whether Yahweh will act in judgment or blessing. Third, on the nn' 01' it is Yahweh 

who acts. The sovereignty of Yahweh is an operating principle in the prophetic 

understanding of 713' al'. It is Yahweh's day because Yahweh is in control over its 

appearance and what happens on that day. 



An important criticism of dl the "origin theones" is their speculative nature. 

There is no hard evidence to support any of these theories; &y are built on inference. 

Reference to the 3!7' P'l' does not occur outside the prophetic literature; therefore, no 

textual verification of any origin theory exists, puning al1 such theones on tenuous 

grounda This suggests that care should be taken not to place too much emphasis on 

"ongin theories" for understanding the use of the 377' D1' in prophetic Merature. We 

might be m e r  served if the focus is placed on how the phrase is actually used in the 

prophetic books. -a% 
y+ 

A- I. Evenon referred to t h i s  specific pointa He reviewed ail the bibiical 

references to the 273' DY noting that five speak of past historicd events, seven speak of 

some future event and six stress the imminence of the &y." In his opinion, origin 

theories are sigruficantly less important than each writer's use of the concept Everson 

understood the origùi theories to provide only a limited aid in understanding the D'l' 

777' as it is used in the prophetic books. He concluded that understanding was better 

aided by a study of how the concept is actually used in the prophetic books. 

Everson fûrther argued that the five references to pst events &amentations chs. 1 

and 2; Ezek 133 - 9; Jer. 46:2 - 12; Isa. 22: 1 - 14)' are the best place to begin a study of 

773' PT. In these texts, the writen look back on p s t  historicd events. Since these are 

65 A. J. Everson, "The Days of Yahweh," JBL 93,3 (Sept. 1974), 330. 

66 Everson, "Days ofYahwekV 33 1 .O 

Everson, 'Tlays of Yahweh," 33 1. 

66 Lamentations chs. 1 & 2 and Ezekiel 13: 1 - 9 refer to the destruction of Judah and fitU of Jerusalem 588 - 
87 B.C. Jeremiah 462 - 22 describes the defeat of Egypt at Carchemish in 605 B.C. Isaiah 22: I - 14 looks 
back on Jenisalem's narrow escape fiom destruclion by Serinacherib in 701 B .C. £t is notable that Everson 
did not include Joel chs. 1 and 2 in his Iist. Ferdinand Deist understood Joel chs. 1 and 2 as past, Ferdinand 
E. Deist, ''ParaUels and Reirrterpretation in the Book of Joeln in Texi and Context: Old Testament and 
Semitic Studies for F. C. Fensham, ed W. Claassen, JSOTSupp 48 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic 
Press, 1988), 48. Accordmg to J. L. Crenshaw Joel ch. 1 describes a current crises, ch. 2 , 3  & 4 refer to 
firture events. William F. Aibright and David Noel Freedman, eds., The Anchor Bibie, (New YorkJLondon: 
DoubIeday, 1995), J~RIL by James L. Crenshaw, 49, 1 16 - 1 18. This issue will be revisited in chapter 3. 



pst  events they c m  be historically located allowing us to see how the prophets used 

these events to interpret their own situation. From this study, Everson reached three 

conclusions: 

First, because these five texts are interpretationç of past events, they 
provide a secure point of depamire for understanding the tradition. . . 
. Second, . . . the Day of Yahweh was not viewed in the pre-exilic and 

exilic eras of Israel's history as a "singular, universal, or exclusively 
fùture event of w d d  judgment. . . . Finally, The Day of Yahweh is 
used to interpret manentous events of war. It interprets events which 
divide hîstory into eras? 

Everson makes a strong case for pref-g the study of the biblical tex& to ongin 

theories as the main source for understanding o f  the 777' 07'. 

Althou& the ori* theories may be of lunited help in understanding the 

i'lÎn9, they do aid us. They help establish that the mn' is associateci with Israel's 

belief that Yahweh can, and does, intervene in human history. They also connect th is  

belief with the theophany motif The evidence uncovered by the origin theories suggests 

that underiying Israel's belief that Yahweh can and does intervene in human his tq  is the 

belief that this intervention takes the f o m  of a theophany and such a theophany may be a 

?l'IR9 D'P. The origin theories M e r  locate the 317' al' in a context of Yahweh's 

covenant treaty with Israel. 

The ïflr Dq' and Eschatology 

Introduction 

Eschatology is also a critical issue in understanding the mn' 01'. Y. ho fia^ 

wrote, "The study of the phrase 'The Day of the Lord' is inseparable f?om the overd 

problem of Biblicd Eschatology, and to some extent it is a reflection of the dif3erent 

* Everson, "Days of Yahweh," 335 - 36. 



approaches to that subject'" Hofnnann's statement identifies two aitical points. First, 

there is a problem; second, eschatological views affect the understanding and 

interpretation of 777' 07'. Tt is the hrst point Hoffimann raises that concerns us here. It 

is important to consider some of the problems smmding the eschatological issue and 

whether or not it righthliy belongs as part of the discussion ûf 313' O'I? 

The Eschatological ProbIern 

The fifit difficuity with including eschatology in the discussion of 377' Cl' is 

one of definition. Tt is mon apparent that scholars do not use eschtology in a uniform 

mariner." Richard N. Souien noted that some scholm attempt to solve this problem by 

arguing for a distinction between "prophetic eschatology" and CCapocalyptic 

eschat~logy.'~ Eschatology initially referred to a time beyond history. Old Testament 

" Y. Hofianq 'Day of the L o a n  37. 

Yair Hoffmann, "fichatology in the Book of Jeremiah," JSOTSupp. 243 (Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Press, 1997), 75. The following definitions are offered to illustrate the point: "Die 
Wissenschaf? von den letzten Dingea f177nH). Unter diesern Namen fasste man friiher alle die 
Anschaumgen zusanunen, die vom Ende - sei es des Einzehen, sei es der ganzen Welt - handelm. Die 
dur& die Exegese Alten und Neuen Testaments gewonnenen Resuftate wurden von der Dogmatic 
sustematisch nisammengestah und fûr die Heilslehre verwertet. Neuerdings wird das Wort Eschatologie 
meist Zn pragnantem Sime vmandt  und auf den Ideeakomplex beschrankt, der mit dem Weften.de und der 
Welterneuerung zusammenhilngf und nur in dei= éngeren Bedeutung sol1 es fiir uns in Betracht kommen" 
H. Gressmann, Urqnrnn der israelitisch-iüdischen Eschatoloaie, (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
19û5), 1. 
An e h  allgerneioes Ende der GescMchte wird nicht gedacht, wohl aber an einen, gegeniiber der 

Gegenwart grundsatzlich nim Heil gewendden Zustand, von d m  erwarter Mrd, dass er Kiinftig nicht 
mehr durch Krieg. Dürre und andere Note gest6rt wird, dem also Endmtigkeit &O& HG. 
Reventlow, 'Die Propheten Haggai: Sacharja und Maleachi," Am 25,2 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1993), 23 

"The h w l e d g e  of the end of this period, this rime. and of the rather short s p w  of time wtiich preceeds 
the inîroduction of a new order." J. P. M. van der PIoeg, "Eschatobgy in the Old Testament," 015 17 
(1 972): 89 - 99. 

Richard N. Sotden, Handbook of BRdicai Criticism, znd ed., (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 198 1). 64. E.g 
Anthony A Hoekema, T m h  and The Future, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979). David N. 
Freedman, and others, eds. Anchor Bible Dictionaru, (New York: Daublday, I992), s.v. 
"Eschatology," by David L. Petersen. Henning Graf Revedow, T h e  Eschatologizing of the 



criticism uses the term to refer to 'Yhe future course of history, to a radical turn or 

transformation of this ~ o r l d ' ~  Soulen pointed out that New Testament critickm 

understands eschatology to refer to an act of Go4 wbïch results in a radical discontinuity 

with the present order. Using the same tem in distinctly different ways creates major 

difficulties 

The second problem &ses nom the fïrst. The lack of a clear def~tion resuits in 

the term being obscure. It is impossible to demonstrate that authoa use the term in the 

same ~ a y . ' ~  Hoekema conceded, "Old Testament writers do not give us clear teachùigs 

on most of the major d o c h e s  of what we have cailed 'future eschat~logy'."~~ George 

Ladci., on the other hand, asserted, "Eschatology is a necessary corollary to Israel's view 

of W."" T. C. Vriezen found eschatology to be an integral part of the Old Testament. 

He said, "Eschatology is a religious certainty which springs directly nom Israelite &th in 

G d  as rooted in the history of its salvation.'"' The difficulty is that it is impossible to 

demonstrate that these authors are indeed talking about the çame thing when they use the 

term eschatology. As a result of varied usage and meaning of the terni eschatology, its 

use in reference to 717' 01' is problematic. 

PROPHETIC Books: A Comparitive Study," JSO7'Supp. 243, (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 
2 997). 

Soulen, Handbook, 64. 

74 H o f i -  "Eschatology," 74. Hoffinann stated that escbatoiogy is an obscure term and concept. The 
obscurity of the term, combined with varying definitions, results in confiision. As such, the use of 
"eschatology" in Old Testament studies, incIuding that of the 377' Dl', is problematic and shodd be used 
cautiously, if at ail. 

75 Anthony A. Hoekema, The Bible and Fu- (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979), 3. 

" George A Ladd, The Presaice of The Future, (ûrand Rapids: Eerdmms, 1974). 52. 

n T. C. Vriezen, An Outline of Oid Testament Theolonv, 2& ed., traas. by S. Neuijen (Oxford: 
Blackweil, 1970), 458. 



Eschatology, as a term, was first used by Philipp Henrich Fnedlieb-'' He intended 

the term to include al1 that happens when Christ delivers the Kingdom to God the Father 

(1 Cor. 1 S:24)." Eschatology referred ta "lasi things" such as heaven, hell, judgment, etc. 

Understanding eschatology in this way, refemng tu "last things," is cleariy a New 

Testament and Christian concept. Reading such an understanding back into an OId 

Testament concept such as the 717' P7' is inappropriate.' 

Scholars frequentiy use the terni cceschatology" in îheir discussion of the D'l' 

il 17' ." As a result of the definitional problem, the consequent vagueness of the tem 

c4eschatology," and its Christian overtones, its use in discussing the 3'73' n'I' is 

problematic. Using the term "eschatology" in the discussion of ÏT'l;13 Cl' xesults in a 

lack of clarity. This means a different kind of platEonn must be established upon which 

the 717' P'l' might be placed and exafnined An investigation of the 717 i31' 

passages reveals the prophets recognized a future element to the nl3' D'If. 1t 

sumetimes appears to be near future (Amos 5:  18 - 20), and at other tîmes more distant 

(Joel3 & 4 ). There also seems to be an aspect of imminence to the ?T:?' PT'. The 

prophets seem to recognize the m' a>' as an ever present possibility - i t  is imminent 

'' Stevm Padson, "The Place of Eschatology in Modem Theology," Lrttheran Quarrei)r 12,3 
(Autumn, 1998): 327. 

79 Paulson, "Eschatology," 327. 

KI Henning Graf Reventiow, "The EschatologiPng of the PROPHETTC Books: A Comparative Study," 
JS015upp- 213, (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 170. He said, "Xn the Iiterature one £in& 
diEerent proposais on how to apply the term 'eschatology' to the Old Testament and especidly to 
praphecy. There srists a near consensus that the idea of an absolute end of t!!e world is unknown in the 
Old Testament. Even the expzctation of a fina1 period reckons with a friture ir? the worfd, Ifwith ô period 
totally different fiom the present . . . lf one wants to speak about 'eschatology', one has t a  find a definition 
suitable to the Old Testament." 1 disagree with Revedow's w d n g  to continue using the tenn 
'eschatology'. The term is so loaded with Christian meaning that it is rendered virtuatly useIess for Old 
Testament studies. Ratber tban redefining the term, it would be better to fhd a new term such as "fbture 
orientation". 

'' Even a cursory reading of the litemture will support this daim; however, I offer the foliowing examples 
as support, William S. Pnndoo, The Theolom of t he Book of Joel, (New York: Walter de Gnryter, 
1985); Deist, 'Taralleis and ReinterpretatiodY 90 - 97; William F. Atbright and David N. Freedman, 
eds. The Anchor Bible, (London/New York: Doubleday, I995), Vol. 24C, Joel, by James L. 
Crenshaw. 



Althoough the 773' Dl' çometimes refers to a past event it generally refers to something 

future. 

An examination of 777' m' passages reveals that the prophets never understood 

it as the end of history. There is somethes an expectation that a radical change will 

occur in the covenantaI relationship between God and Israel ( Joel3: 1 - 5; etc.). They 

aiso fkquenty view the events as fuhue, even if that future is imminent. Malachi and 

Joel both expect a special prophetic event to precede the 318' a1'. It is also ciear that 

the Old Testament prophets expected history to continue after the 317' Dl9, and that 

Israel would continue to hold a pnvileged position in covenantd reïationship with God. 

Acts chapter 2 supports this view. Peter's sermon, using Joel3:l-5 to explain the events 

of Pentecost, clearly expresses a view that this 777 Pl' passage was not understood as 

referring to the end of history. Eschatology, especially as it is popularly understood, 

cannot properly be associated with the 717' m. 
Clearly, the OId Testament recognizes a future (near or fa-) eIement within 

prophecy in general and the 713' Dl' specificaliy." It does not appear tha i  the Old 

Testament ever speaks of an eschatological end to histoxy This suggests that scholarship 

ought to avoid using the term eschatology in its discussion of 717' DP. A more 

appropriate concept would be ''firture orientation-" This wouid avoid the problem of 

variable and unclear definitions, while retaixling the pertinent factor which is a firme 

orientation. Consequently the following discussion avoids the term eschatology in 

preference for "future orientation" which more appropriately reflects the prophetic 

perspective of the 777' PT'. 

Since the problem of definition and vagueness of the terni "eçchatoiogy" clearly impacts 

upon its use in discussing the i l 7 7  Dl', it may also be problematic in other discussions. 

a2 In the next chapter it will be seen that the ÏX7' Dl' is sometimes usai to refer to a past event. 
Generally however, the focus and orientation is fiiture. 



This dficulty suggests that it would be prudent to investigate the relevance of 

escbatology to Old Testament -dies in generaI. Such an undertaking, however, is far 

beyond the scope of th is  thesis but might well be a subject for M e r  study. 

Conchsion 

From the above discussion we can conclude that the dominant characteristic of the 

01' is an appemce  of Yahweh. To quaiiw as a 317' Pl', the appearance of 

Yahweh results in a significarrt change such as could be understood as the beginning of a 

new era." It is also clear that covenant and sovereignty are associated with the 01' 

I??;?', and the covenaot fàithfulness of Israel detemiines how Yahweh will act towards 

Israel on that day. The motifs and phenornena which accornpany the prophetic 

description of the 777' n1' are best understood against the backârop of theophany. 

Lastly, the 717 D'l' fTequentIy has a future orientation, either near or f i  and results in 

a radical transformation in the state of thiags. It is also clear that the 713' 01' never 

dissolves Israelys continuing in covenant relationship with Yahweh, even if the covenant 

conditions change. 

(a In this I am foiiowing Everson 



Introduction 

No Old Testament text stands in isolation.' Existing as part of the canon, each 

text stands in relationship to other canonid texts. The book of Joel is no exception It is 

closely c o ~ e c t e d  to other Old Testament books smce it is part of the canon. The 

fiequent parallels in the book of Joel with other prophetic Literature serves to streogthen 

this a~sociation.~ The connection between the book of Joel and the Old Testament canon 

is especidy evident in the 777' Dl' passages. Consequently, a study of the 773' 07' 

therne in Old Testament prophetic literature is an essentiaf prerequisite to the study of its 

development in the book of Joel. 

' David A. Hubbard and others, eds., Word Biblicai Commentaty (Daüas: Word, 1987), Vol. 31, 
Hosea - Jonah by Douglas Stuart, XXÙ. Tme prophecy and tnie originality were mutudy exclusive in 
ancient k a e l .  Understanding this fact is essentiai to understanding the OId Testament prophecy- 

Wdliam Foxwell Albright & David NoeI Freedmaq eds. The Anchor Bible, (New YorklLondon: 
Doubleday, 1995), u, by James L. Crenshaw. 36. The fiture of textual parallels is so cornmon Joel 
is sometimes calIed the "learned prophet." Regardiag these parallels it is generally impossible to determine 
who is quoting whom, or ifboth may be quoting a third source. Pardlels may dso occur sirnply as a result 
of two authors deating with the same subject mater and using the same or simifar language to present theu 
message. A scholar's opinion coocerning Joel's date may be reflected in their determination of this point. 
However, the number of p d e l s  in Joei suggests it is likeiy that more ofien than not it is Ioel who is 
quoting or citing another text 



Since littie c m  be known, with certain@, o f f  e background to the 373' Dl', the 

best means of gaining understanding into the 377 137' is to examine its use in the 

prophetic literature? Saeb said, 

Scholars today generaiiy attempt to derstand the "day of Yahweh" 
within the terms of the Old Testament itself. Scholars (di) often inquüe 
into the of the expression; but, despite many theories, they know 
almost nothing about what (ifanything) it was before Amos, but only what 
it deveioped into among the prophets.' 

The use of the 717 ml' theme within the corpus of prophetic literature of the Old 

Testament is examined to aid ou. study of its development in the book of Joel. 

The phrase 773' 01' is unique to the prophetic corpus of the Old Testament.' It 

appears 16 times (£ive in Joel). Some scholars suggest several phrases and terms that also 

refer to the m' (e. g "in that day and at that time," "the &y of Yahweh's 

vengeance," ''ihat day," etc.)? Although a comprehensive study of the 717' P'l' could 

arguably require consideration of ail such phrases, the foilowing investigation is limited 

to those passages using 713' 01' @ay of Yahweh) and ?'l;['>5 ml3 (a day for 

Yahweh).' 

A Joseph Everson, 'The Days of Yahweh," B L  93 (1974): 330. Everson noted that dl the ongin 
theories fàced the problem that no specifk references to the concept existed apart fiom the prophetic 
material that might verifj. the origin theoiies. 

4 G. Johannes Bouerweck aod Heher Ringgren, eds., Theo1op;icd Dictiomry of the OId Testament, 
tram. by David E. Green, Vol- VI (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), S.V. "al7," by Saeba, 29. 

5 Everson, "The Days of Yahweh," 33 1.  Everson noted two occurrences in Lamentations. These are 
omitted h m  this discussion because their irregultirity goes beyouci the addition of the 5.  
6 For a treatment of several reiated phrases see Everson, 'Days of Yahweh", 329 - 337. A major problem 
with the idea of relaîed phrases, and the reason fbr tfieir exclusion fiom this discussion, is the specufative 
name of determining which phses  are synonymous and which occurrences of these phrases should be 
considerd 

' The rearon for this choice is that scholarship treats these phrases as synonymour The teas which 
include the additional 5 appear in every list of Ïliil' ml'passages 1 found. The &ect of adding the 5 is to 
make the phrase indefinite rather than definitive. The previous note explains the exciusion of 0 t h  related 
phrases. 



Before engaging in the actuai survey, some issues c o n c e d g  methodology need 

chrification. For each reference to the 373' PT' the discussion involves a lunited 

consideration of dahg and a limited exegesis of the te=' Generally the reader wilt be 

directeci to sources which deal with the issue of dating in detail. D a h g  is discussed to 

the extent that this information is important to understanding the 717' m7, or is 

pertinent in some other way. The exegesis is aIso limited and is intended to provide an 

overview of the 377' Dq'. 

In direct relation to the afiorementioned issue is the subject of oral transmission_ 

The following discussion assumes a period of oral transmission for mosf if not ail, the 

prophetic books. ft is also assumed that the final form of the text has a redaction history. 

Scholarship generally recognizes that the nnal fom of each prophetic book is the result 

of interpretation and reinterpretation of the prophet's onginal message. Unraveling the 

layers of matenal is fiequently specdative and based on hypothetical reconstmction A 

full discussion of this issue is far beyond the scope of this thesis; therefore it is generdy 

bypassed Only when the issue of redaction bears direcîiy upon understanding the 01' 

717' will it be discussed in this thesis. 

The Merature fkequently referî to the eschatoIogical nature of the 713' D'P. 

Based on the conclusion of the previous chapter, the eschatologicd discussion is passed 

over. Due notice is given to the future orientation of a text since it is a legitimate aspect 

8 This thesis is concemeci with the devdoprnent of the ÏKi' Dl' in the book of foel. There is no attempt to 

iden* a development, or progression, of the ;?lZs 01' within the prophetic corpus. There is no attempt 
to argue a diachronie progression of this theme. Such an atternpt wodd require extensive work in the area 
of redaction criticism The process of redaction for most of the prophetic books is cornplex This 
complexity and the hypotheticai nature of the redaction bistory for prophetic books proposed by scholars 
makes dating with absolute certairity very difficuit i f  not impossible. Certainty concerning dating is 
essentid to a progressive, or developrnental understanding of the 377' Dl'. fn the end 1 am not certain 
that a true progression could be proven since it is difficuft to determine, with absolute cwtainty, the exact 
chronologicai order to give the 77n' P'l'texts. The conceni of this thesis is the ÏTi' Ul'therne as it is 
developed in the book of JoeL The review of this theme's use in the prophetic literature is concernai with 
ident-g motifs, traditions and elernents associatecl with the 7171' D)' as it is used within the prophetic 

corpus. These general observations are drawn upon to aid understanding the use of 31i7' Dl'in the book 
of Joel. 



of the many 7'l7' Dl' passages. Some attention is given to whether it is a near or far 

future orientation and the significance of that issue to understanding the Tin7 Di' 

The iili7' Dl' in the Pre-exiiic Prophets 

Amos 

Date 

Amos' minisüy is located during the reign of Jeroboam ben Joash (Jeroboam II), 

787 - 747 B.C. (1: l).' The superscription also places Amos' mùiistry two years before 

the earthquake. Excavations at Hazor, just no& of the Sea of Galilee, provide physical 

evidence of a major earthquake occwring in the mid eighth centuxy B.C.'O Amos likely 

deiivered his oracles at different locations in the Northern Kingdom (Samaria, Bethel, 

and perhaps others) over a briefperiod of tirne, perhaps not more than a year, in the fïrst 

halfof the 8" centus. B.C. 

Amos deiivered his messages orally; however, the structure of the text suggests a 

written rather than oral form." The written text likely began as an attempt to preserve 

Amos' message. Its history of transmission almost ceitainly indudes the work of 

redactors, and its nnal form is most likely dated to the e d e  or early postexilic period12 

9 J6rg Jeremias, The Book of Amos, The Old Testament Library, tram. DougIas W. Stott (L.ouisville: 
Westminster Jobn Knox Press, 1998), 1. 

'O William Sanford LaSor, David Allan Hubbard and Fred&c Wm Bush, Old Testament Surve~,  2Dd ed. 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, l9%), 245. 

11 For excellent discussions of dating and proposed redaction history see Jeremias, Amos, S E  H. W. 
Wolff, Joel and Amos, Herrneneia, tram Wlademar Janzen, S. Dean McBride Jr., and Charles A 
Muenchow, (EMadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977), 1 O6 - 2 13, As a result of Amos' complex redaction 
histo y, it is very diEcult to determine with certainty what can and cannot be d i r d y  attributed to the 
prophet Amos. 

'2 Jeremias, Amos, 5. 



More important to our study is the view that the book of Amos provides the earliest 

record of the 373' J. Jere&as concludeci that 5: 18 - 20, the ?li7' passage, is 

an oral unit, attributable to Amos himself" Perhaps the best that cm be said is that 

Amos 5 :  18-27 is the earliest mg7 DT7 passage and may reflect the message of the 

prophet Amos. 

The Book of Amos owns an Mportant place in this discussion since it probably 

introduces the phrase nl3' a' .15 Meir Weiss claimed that Amos coined the phrase;16 

however, it is evident from the text that Amos' audience already knew of the concept" 

The te* assumes Amos' audience looked fonvard to the 778' O? as a day of blessing 

for Israel. Amos challengeci the popular belief, declarîng the il'l7' Pl' was a day of 

judgment not blessing. The audience may have challenged Amos' message by pointing 

l3 Ham Walter WolfS Joet and Amos, Hermeneia, tram. Wlademar Janzen, S. Dean McBride Jr., and 
Charles A Muenchow, @hiladelphia: Fortress Press, 1977),254; D. J, Wiseman, ed,, The Tyndale Old 
Testament Commentaries, (hicester, England: Inter-Varsity Press, 1989), Ioel and Amos, by David 
Ailan Hubbard, 178. Jeremias, Amos, 99. As the earliest occurrence of the term, Amos lays an 
important foundation to this m e y .  

14 Jeremias, Amos, 98. This conclusion dates Amos 5: 18 - 20 at about 750 B.C., making it pre-exilic. 
See dso Wolff, Joel and Amos, 253 £E Hubbard, Joel and Amos, I78ff. Perhaps the best solution is that 
proposeci by Ehud ben Zvi's theory. Based on E- ben Zvi's theory, one c m  conctude that the historical 
setting the text presents is that of  mid eighth cen- Northern Kingdom. 

'' Wolff, Joel and Amos, 255. 

I6 Meir Weiss, "The Origin of the 'Day of Yahweh' - Rewnsidered", HUGi 37 (1966): 6.  See 
David C. Pettus, "A Canon-critical Study of Selected Traditions in the Book of Joeln, Ph.D. diss. Baylor 
University, 1992. 1 1 1. Pettus, as have others, questioned the accuracy of Weiss' position, Jerernias 
(Amos, LOO) claimed îhe prophet A m o s  did not coin the term but onty disputed with his audience over its 
nature. The book of Amos conîains the most ancient use of the t m  but the concept was certainiy known 
to his audience, even if the term itseif was new. 

'' Moshe WeinfeId, "Expectations ofthe Divine Kingdom in Bibiical and Postbiblical Literature", 
JS015upp. 243 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 220. William F. Albright and David N- 
Freedman, eds., The Anchor Bible, (LondonMew York Doubleday, 1995), Vol. 24c, f u e L  by James 
L. Crenshaw, 48. 



to the 377' 0'1' as a day of blessing, implying Amos' cal1 was unnecessaiy." Amos 

replies (5: 18 - 20), c a b g  the 313' &1' a day of darkness, not iight; rather than iife, it 

will bring d e a e  instead of deliverance there will be destruction. 

Amos 5: 18 - 20 is a 'Woe Oracle."" Its larger context is a Tuneral Lament" and 

Tovenant Law~uit.'~ The language is not that of d a r e  and it wouId be dificult to fit 

this text within such a fiamework; therefore, von Rad's theory is little help in 

understanding this textu There is an appeanuice of Yahweh The Lord passes through 

the midst of Israel as he did Egypt at the t h e  of the exodusP Judgment occurj because 

Israel has broken covenantP Israel believed the 777 a>' meant blessing for them and 

judgment for their enemies but Amos points out that their sin meant they wodd be 

judged when Yahweh came among them. 

Stuart identifiai the sovereignty of God as a major theme in the book of Amos.24 

Amos shows God sovereign over Israel(4: 12; 8: 1 - 3; 9: 15); ali nations (1 :3 - 2:3); the 

18 WolfF, Joel and Amos, 254. 

l9 Wow Joei and Amos, 254 - 55. The "Woe Oracle", in its fiillest form, consists of: 1 .  The expression 
of Woe"; 2. Identification of party to whom tfK woe is directed (usuaüy in the form of a participle); 3. 
Pronouncement of merited judgment. Raymond Collins said, '?t ïs an intensive outbwst of invective 
dùected against wrongdoers, conveying a note of îhreat, wbich is then more fully speiied out in the 
pronouncement tfiat foilows." (e. g. Iça 5 8  - 9; Mic. 2:l - 3). David NoeI Freedman, The Anchor Bible 
Dictionq, Vol. 6 (Torontothndon: Doubleday, 1992), S.V. "Woe" by Raymond F. Collins, 945. 

20 Jeremtas, Amos, 94-97. 

21 1t is noteworthy that von Rad did not include Amos in his discussion. The inclusion o f  Amos by von 
Rad codd have significantly impacted his conciusion concerning the origin of the riin' 07'. AIthough the 
language of warfàre does not appear, one could argue that waxfiîre lurks in the background. The threat of 
exile might arguably iofer w&e- 

Weiss, 'Day of Yahweh", 29 - 62; Jefemias, Amos, 83 - 97; Gary V. Smith, Amos, (Grand Rapids: 
Regency Reference Library, 1989), 180. 

23 F. C. Fensham, "A Possible Origin of the Concept ofthe Day of the Lord", Bibiical Essavs, (Pretoria, 
South Atnca: Pro Rege-Pers, 1966)' 92. Amos' use of i7 i ÏV DV supports an understanding that 
amalgamates the several theones concerning the background to this phrase. Fensham's amdgamatlon 
theory in conjunction Ath covenant enforcement or estabiishmenî fits well in this passage- See also Smith, 
Amos, 179. 

" Stuart, Hosea - lonah, 289. 



world (4: 13; 5:8; 9 5  - 6); and the individual (7: 17; 323; 7: 14 - 15; 7:9). As nlN>s 

373' [Yahweh of amies], God is also supreme in heavenP As sovereign, God judges 

his own people (8: 1 - 3). Amos a h  stresses covenant (3:9, 12; 4: 1; 6: 1; 8: 14). Amos 

wamed lsrael that their trust in cultic performance is ill founded' Yahweh, as 

sovereign judge, holds all nations, including Israel accountable. His appearance is 

dangerous to those who are disobedient. Yahweh wiil not "pass by" as in the Passover, 

but will ')xiss through" (5:  17) as in Egypt If Yahweh passes through, Israel is Lost, for 

they have ignored the covenant requirements of justice and righteousness. In the book of 

Amos, the 717' 01' is asçociated with Yahweh's universal sovereignty and avenant 

with IsraeL 

Amos uses 777' PT' in a context of tament and woe, arousing an emotive 

response, gaining his audience's full atîention The ;[l;l9 Pl', in the book of Amoç, 

appears to be used to motivate the people to repent and to secure obedient acceptance of 

God's judgment. In this case the response was opposite to that hoped for. Amos and his 

message appear to have been rejected, and there is no evidence of repentance. 

In Amos, the ;lm' D1' is closely Linked to the theophany motif, sovereignty, and 

covenant Fensham's theory seems to provide an appropnate background for the Dl' 

3 '  as it appears in the book of Amos. Theophany is an Mportant motif associated 

with the 317' Dl' and the covenant treaty curseshlessings (Deut. 28; Lw. 26) appear to 

be the context. When Yahweh appears both blessing and judgment are potential 

outcornes. The determining factor is not the whim of an unpredictable despot, but the 

condition of the people in terms of covenant obedience. Amos, therefore, provides 

important insight into the prophetic use of the 373' 1?1'. Covenant is the logical support 

25 David A. Hubbard and others, eds. Word Biblical Library, (Waco, Texas: Word Bwks, 1985), Vol. 
24, Isaiah 1 - 33, by John D. W. Watts. 289- 

26 McComiskey, ed., The Minor Prophets, VOL I (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1992), 428. 



for the 717 Dl7 taking the form of judgment This promised appearance of Yahweh is 

intended to motivate the people to repent. 

The 317' CiP in the book of Amos is presented as fimire. The Iarger context of 

chapter 5 is lamentation. This suggests the danger is near. The tone of 5:l8 - 27 points 

to the imminence of the 773' Dls. 

Important to our study is the association of the 713' Dl' with a context of 

lamentation. Jerem-as stated that the lamentation was ccalt-c~mprehensive.'m Everyone 

was to join the lamentation, and lamentation was to take place everywhere: in the city, 

the fields, the vheyards, etc. The book of Amos lacks a clear offer of saIvatioa 

Although the people are calIed to lament the= is no certain promise that this action will 

resuit in a reversal of the judgment. However, lamentation is presented as the appropnate 

response to the impending threat n77' Pl' poses. 

In the book of Amos, 773' n'l' is associated with the covenant treaty curses / 

blessings. The motif of theophany is evident. Yahweh's sovereignty is also an important 

element of the context of the 713' Dl7. It is also evident that Pl' is future, most 

likely near future, and it stands as an imminent threat to Israel. 

Date 

There are two ÏTl7' Pl' passages in Isaiah (2:2 - 20; 13: 1 - 22). The ministry of 

the prophet Isaiah covered at least the time period 740 - 70 1 B.C., and centered in 

Judah? When the book was put into its fml form remains uncertain but a postexilic 

tg J. Ridderbos, Isaiah, Bible Students Commentary, trans. by John Vriend (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervaq 19851, 2. Riddehos said, "The First mentioned prophecies, which are moted in Isaiah's own 
tirne, are for the most part bound up closely with the renewed activity of the Assyrians in the West. - . . 
Uaiah's death . . . us& to be datai in 758 B.C. . . . the newer chronology . . . pas Uzziah's de& around 



dating is most likely. isaiah 232 - 20 is one of the most ancient references to the BI' 

iTlÏ!' Dating Isaiah 2:2 - 22 with absolute certainty is presently impossible. Brevard 

Childs assumed a literary composition that involved redactional layen but conchdeci that 

in 2:6-22, ?he reader fids the central pulse beat of Isaianic theology.'" The theological 

focus of the text is a scathing attack on hman pride and a powerful declaration of 

Yahweh's sovereignty over creation. 

Scholarship generally mderst;inds I&ah 13:I - 22 as pst-Isaianic. R E. 

Clements identified several redactional layers in chapter 13 with the nnal redaction dated 

just @or to the fd of Babylon to the Medes." B. ChiIds also recognized redactional 

layers but argued that Isaiah 13 :2 - 22 was best understood fiom an exilic perspective 

which reflected back on the events of 587 B.C, and looked forward to imminent 

deliverance? 

Although Isaiah 2: 12 uses the phrase ~ ' I C I ' L )  û? (a &y for Yahweh), it is clearly 

part of the 773' Pl' tradition. The addition of the preik 5 serves to makes the phrase 

740 B.C. . , . About this same tirne Jerobam II nrIed in northern b e l  (his death is now flxed between 746 
and 740 B.C.)" 

Y- ~~ "Day of the Lord" Z4 W (1981): 37 - 50; M. Weiss, "Day of the Lord", 4 1 - 45. Yak 
Hoffmann and Meir Weiss, dthough not discussing exact dating, identified Isaiah 2:12 - 20 as one of the 
most ancient occurrences of the i71i73 Dl? phrase. As such, Isaiah 2:2 - 20 shares importance with Amos 5: 
18 - 20 as a foundationa! text in this study. This importance is increased since Amos deals with Israei and 
the Isaiah deah with the nations. See Brevard S. Childs, Idah, The Old Testament Library 
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, ZOOl), 28. Ifans Wildberger, isaiah 1 - 12, trans. 
Thomas H, Trapp, A Continentai Commentary (Mhneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991), 1 12. Wddberger 
says, "There is no question that this passage origùiated with Isaiah." 

Brevard Childs, Isaiah, 33- 

3' R E. Clernenîs, Isaiah, 132. Ciments argued for a historicai progression in the redactional !ayers 
with W. 2 - 3 dated to the late eighth century B.C., w- 9 - 16 dated just fo2lowing 587 B.C., and W. 17 - 22 
dated just pnor to 539 B.C. 



indennite rather than definite. The greatest impact of this change is to allow for the 

possibilify of more than one n'ln' Pl'. The language of the text with its theophany 

motifs, covenant themes, and batîle images, positions this text squarely within the 

framework expected of the 377' Dl' passages. However, using this form, Isaiah makes 

it dear he has his own concept of what is involved in that &y.= 

The &TH and Q7H (v. 9) point to the pride of himianiîy as a critical concern in 

Isaiah 2: 1 - 22. Hurnan p d e  will be brought down, and Yahweh d l  dernonstrate his 

majesty on the i i l7  7 .  The double occurrence of%e splendor of his majesty when 

he rises to shake the earth (2: 19,21) places emphasis on Yahweh's attack on human 

pride. Isaiah 2:1- 22 identifies the 777' Di' as a day when Yahweh shatîers the 

arrogance of the proud? 

A second major îheological point of Lsaiah 2: 1 - 22 is Yahweh's sovereignty over 

creation Wiidberger recogaized elements of Jenisalem cult poetry (see Ps. 29) woven 

together with the Ïl'l3' D1' theme recasting motifs to proclaim Yahweh as Lord over 

hi~tory.'~ B. Childs said Isaiah 2: 1 - 22 takes a radical theocentric stance claiming 

"Yahweh's complete sovereignty over his creatior~'~ The m' Dl' is set within the 

context of h m a n  pride ninnuig headlong into conflict with Yahweh's sovereignty. 

Yahweh prevails, reafnrming his nile over creation. Otto Kaiser noted that 713' D1' 

was a day when Yahweh planned to intervene, a day "on which he wiil reveal his power 

33 Wildberger, Isaiah I - 12, 112. 

" Wildberger, Isaiah I - 12, 1 24. Wddberger noted thar kaiah might be the onguiator of the idea that 
the Day of Yahweh was a &y of judgrnent against pride. Likely, Lsaiah is highlightùig an aiready 
understood elemenî in the Day of Yahweh motif. 

3s Wildberger, Isaiah 1 - 12, 144- 



to the whole ~orld.'~'  Isaiah 212 - 22 shows that Yahweh's sovereignty, and the 61' 

Rln', extend beyond kael and inchdes all nations. 

Isaiah makes a powerful theological statement by including the nations in this 

text The theology here is not merely an expression of Yahwehys sovereignty but is a 

declaration that Yahweh oversees, and intervenes in international af3à.k. isaiah 2:6 - 22 

is an oracle against the nations and, as Walter Brueggemann pointed out, such oracks 

indicate more is iovolved in international processes tban brute force? Isaiah implies that 

Yahweh is invcilved in the fiairs of the nations in a pragrnatic way. Yahweh's activity 

lies behind the events on the larger, international scene, even when Israel is not invdved 

This indicates Tsaiah understod Yafiweh as much more than a tn'bal, or national, 

The theology of this te* and the logical implication of monotheism, is that Yahweh 

exercises kuigçhip over every nation, holding them accomtable, wheîher those nations 

acknowledge Yahweh or not. 

The 773' 01' lies in the indennite future (v. 12). Israel's crime is relying on 

other nations for protection rather than Yahweh alone. Only by relying solely on 

Yahweh, c m  Israel avoid the impending judgment kaiah shows that the nations wili not 

be able to protect themselves on the 337' m'; therefore, they cannot protect Israel. 

Isaiah's message is r e t m  to Yahweh for 777' m' is near and destruction awaits if 

Israel continues tcr trust in the nations rather than Yahweh. 

" Ono Kaiser, isaiah l - 12, W e  Old Testament Library 2" ed. tram. John Bowden (Philadeiphia: 
Westminster Press, 19831, 61. 

3a Walter Brueggemann, Thedom of the Old TeSament, (MmneapoIis: Fortress Press, 1997), 503-04- 

39 It is not possible to generdize fiom this but one might assume that this tbeologicai development and 
understanding was held by more than one person. 



In 13:2 - 22, the n'lT9 a'l' is obviously placed within the context of Yahweh as 

the divine wmior and the heavdy council is the dramatic seaing? There iue two Dl' 

1 passages, W. 6 - 8 and 9 - 16. The hrst follows the genre of a "Cal1 tœ a 

Communal Lament," whîle the second follows uie m e  Warrior" genre." The cail to 

wail, or lament, is given in hopes that the outcry may cause God to relent fbm foilowing 

through on his intended action of judgment (14: 1 -2)- 

Isaiah 13:9 - 13 depicts the 717' as a &y of total devastation The anger of 

Yahweh will be poured out and it wilI affect the whole universe- S. H. Widyapranawa 

said 13:9-13 descnid the destruction of the eardi, leaving it lifeless and silent. He went 

on to Say, ''because of the sin of the humanity that occupies the earth . . . the glory of the 

heavedy bodies will vanish; instead there wilI be only deep darhess.'"* It is a time of 

devastation and judgment 

According to Wildberger, Isaiah 13 is fkshioned -fi-om a number of the elements, 

which make up the concept of the 277' P1'. Yahweh commands his consecrated ones, 

summons his mighty ones, musters out an anny, etc." The outcorne of this battle is the 

fa11 of the proud (v. 11). Wildberger noted thaî the downfâll of Babyion wodd result in 

the downfall of the hau& and make it possible for Israel to Petuni and be 

a Watts, Isaiah 1 - 33, 195. This passage serves as the source for W. BrueggemaM's corrcept of 
courtroom drarna in his Old Testament Theology that focused on Israei's testirnony concerihg Yahweh 
Walter Brueggemann, Theolosg of the Old Testament, (MheapoIis: Fortress Press, 19973, 120- 

41 Hans Wrldberger, Isaiah 13 - 27, tram. Thomas K Trapp, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1977), 22- 
The communal lament genre uses the foIIowing pattern: I .an introduction, using the imperatEve, 2. Those 
who are addressai aie identified by the vocative, 3. Fuially, introciuced by '3 (because), the reason for the 
lament is identified. The second stnictuml element is rnissing in thïs passage, as is sometimes the case. 

42 F&ck Carlson Hohgren and George A F. Knight, eds. International TheolonicaI Cotz~mentarv, 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990), Tsaiah I - 39, by S. H. Widyapranawa. 81. 



reestabLished4 The 317' D? is a day ofjudgment upon the wickedness of the wodd, 

but amid ail the darkness, there is the glimmer of hope for the f a i m ,  the remnant of 

The judgment against Babylon widens to ïnclude the whole earth. This widening 

of the impact of the ?ICI' D?' is also evident in Ezekiel30:3 and Obadiah 15. The t17' 

1 '  is accompanied by cosmic phenornena, such as appear elsewhere (Amos 5: 18.20; 

8:9; Jer. 423; Zeph 1: 15; Ezek. 32:7; etc.). Darhess, the result of these phenornena, is 

part of the theophany mow; therefore, as Wildberger noted, Isaiah is not descnbing a 

cosmic catastrophe, but a the~phany.~  It is unlikeIy that Isaiah has the unmaking o f  

creation in mind as some have since the undoing of BabyIon is for the upraising 

of Israel. The note of hope in chapter 14 does not coincide with the unmaking of creation. 

There may be a sh&g of the eadh as in chapter 2, but it does not appear the unmaking 

of creation is intendeci here. 

Isaiah 143 - 2 points to a remnant, a mixed group tbat will be rescued4' Verse 1 

says Yahweh d l  choose Israel again and settle them in their own land. This language 

seems to portray the return from exile as a second exodus. The incorporation of people 

fiom other nations into the people of G d ,  Israel, is aIso suggested in 14: lc. Verse 2 

portrays a reversal of fortunes, as Israel becomes overlord and captor. These same 

themes will reappear in the book of JoeL 

Isaiah portrays 813' Dl7 as a theophany. Yahweh appears and is intent on 

exercising his universai sovereignty. At this time Yahweh will judge human pride, the 

" Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, 113. 

45 Wildberger, Isaiah 13 - 27, 25. 

46 Kea and Delitzsch, Isaiah, 15 11 - 12. Keil and Delitzsch go on to daim that in chapter 14 it becomes 
clear that the upraising of Judah is Yahweh's purpose. This position does not seem to logically fit with 
their view that chapter 13 is describing an unmaking of aeation. 

Young, Isaiah, VOL 1 424. 



greâtest of dl covenant breaches since it robs Yahweh of his proper place of honor. 

Isaiah 13 aiso highlights two important elements for ou. study, the concept of a remnant 

and the involvement of the nations. Both of these recur in other prophets, including Joel. 

Zephaniah 

The superscription (1: 1) locates Zephaniah's ministry during the reign of Josiah 

(640 - 609 B.C.)? Following a period of prophetic silence (698 - 626) Zephaniah (and 

his conternporaries Nahum and Jeremiah) begùi theU prophetic ministry- The pend of 

698 - 626 was a time of Assyrian domination, the reigns of Mannasseh and Amon, and 

marked by idolatry (2 Ki. 2 1 : 1-9, 16). 49 In 626 B.C. Ashurbanipal died and Assyria's 

strength quickly waned It is not yet possible to know aoything with certainty conceming 

the prophet Zephanîah outside of what we are told in the Book of Zephaniah. 

J. Roberts acfmowledged an editing process for the Book of Zephaniah but 

concluded that the text in its present fom is a ''clear statement of the message of 

ZephaniahYO Adele Berlin concluded the book of Zephaniah is set in the tirne of Josiah, 

48 Hennirtg GrafReventlow, "The Eschatologizing ofthe PROPHIETIC Books: A Comparative Study," 
JSOTSupp. (Sheffield: Sheffieid Acadernic Press, 1997): 179. David A Hubbatd and others, eds. Word 
Biblicd Cornmentaq, Vol. 32 (Waco: Word Books, Publishers, I984), Micah - Malachi, by Ralph L. 
Smith, 121. Smith noted that most scholars support tbis view. Kapelrud claimed that Zephaniah's strong 
denouncernent of syncretism, idolatry and child sacrifice points to Josiah's reign, Kapelrud, Zephaniah, 
121. Donald L. Williams, "The Date of Zephaniah", B L  82 (1963): 77 - 88- argued that Zephaniah 
prophesied during the time of Jehoiakim, reckoning the inscription to be inaccurate, Seeing the rising 
Babylonian tbreat Zephaniah prophesied against the present state of affkks pointhg to an impendig 
judgment. me absence of an idenr;fiabIe enens, during the perfod 626 - 605 is an itnponkmf element Ïn the 
&ce of a Iater &te, w k n  the BabyZommans are cIearij i&nfiEable as an enemy. T h  dficulty with this 
position is the assumption that the prophets needed an identifiable enemy to speak this way. The motif of 
judgment by foreign attack seems to be part of the prophetic rhetoric; therefore, an identifiaHe enemy 
wodd be unnecessary. Zephaniah codd easily speak as he d i 4  invoking the covenant cwselblessiag motif 

49 Smith, Micah - Midachi, 121. 

J. J. M Roberts, NamUn, Habakkuk and ZeDhani& The Old Testament Library, (Louisviiie, 
Kentucky: WestminsterlJohn Knox Press, 1991), 163. 



King of Judah." Generally, scholars wnsider the book of Zephaniah as set during the 

reign of Josiah. The evidence alço points to a pre-refonn date (621 B.C.) for Zephaniah's 

setting. The reference to Assyria in chapter 2 iippears to descnie a strong Assyria 

requiring a date before 626 B.C. A. Kapehd pointed to the mention of Ninevah (which 

feli in 612 B.C.), Moab, Ammon and Philistine cities as evidence of a pre-refom date.* 

Accepting a pre-reform settllig for the Book of Zepbaniah means the 772' Pl' should be 

understood within the context of supporting Josiah's refoms. 

Zephaniah 1 : 1 - 9 describes an utter devastation. Yahweh declares He is about to 

destroy al1 life from the face of the earth. A B e r h  noted that Zephaniah 1 :2 - 3 speaks 

of the reversa1 of creationD In Zephaniah 1 : 1 - 9, this reversal is limiteci to the animate 

creation?' In 1 :4 the judgment narrows to focus on Judah. The reaçon for judgment is 

Judah's idolatry and syncretism. Berlin suggested that syncretism and idolatry created an 

impure cult and resulted in the people of Yahweh failing to parûcipate in the maintenance 

of creation" Yahweh will counterbalance Judah's failure by offering his own sacrifice, 

on his day - the approaching mg' O?. Berlin said, 

His Day is near and his sacrifice is about to take place. The prophet, like a 

" Wiliam Albnght and David Freedman, eds., The Anchor Bible, (New YorWLondon: Doubleday, 
19941, vol. 25 A, Zephaniah, by AdeIe Berlin, 38. 

" Kapeinid, The Messaqg 42. 

53 Berlin, Zahaniah. Si. 

54 For an excellent discussion of the importance of the c r d o n  motit especidly the covenant with Noah, 
and the implications of this for understanding the message of Zephaniah see - A Berlin, Ze~haniah, 8 1 
- 84. 

55 In this 1 am following Berlin's understanding of the association of the cdt  with the creation motif. 
Berlin, Zephaniah, û3. Cf 3. D. Levenson, Creation and the Persisteme of EviI, (San Francisco: 
Karper and Row, 1988). 



herald, announces the Day of the Lord, which is here the Day of the Lord's 
sacrifice and the Day of the Wrath of the Lord. Because Sacrifc~ce is associated 
with sanctification and culf it nicely contrasts what the Judeans were doing with 
what God wants to have done; and because it is associated with slaughter and 
blood, it is an apt image of God's punisiment of ail who deserve it. In this 
double image, the Judeans move fiom those consecrated to those punished" 

In 1 : 10 - 18 the ?liï' D'l' is the day of Jerusalem's destruction. In graphic detail 

the reader sees and hears the destruction of Jerusalem and its inhabitants. Here the m' 
?lf[' is presented using images of war, theophany and sacri6ce. According to J. 

Roberts, Zephaniah's presentation of the ?1CI9 D1' as negative for Judah is dependent on 

Amos and Isaiafrn The picture is one of Yahweh irnposing the covenant curses upon 

The Book of Zephaniah also offers the possibility of hope and escape. The 

j u m e n t  is focused on the d i n g  classes. The poor and humble are aàmonished to seek 

the Lord and, for those who do, there is the possibility of escape (2:3). Like Amos, 

Zephaniah does not guarantee escape but offers it aç a possibility. Like Isaiah, it is the 

proud and haughty that are singled out for judgment. 

Zephaniah plays an important role in understanding the prophetic use of the B7' 

rnn7 theme. The Language of Zephaniab 1:7 is the language of sacrifice and points to an 

association with cult and covenants8 The timing of 317' Dl' is near future, it is close at 

hand (1: 14). Both Judah and the nations are included and, for Judah the day is both 

positive and negative. Chapter 3 is important for it shows the ulîimate outcome is the 

restoration of Jemsalem as a place of righteousness. h the reversai of the fortunes of 

Jerusalem, J. Roberts saw a correspondence between Zephaniah and Isaiah's Zion 

-- . .- 

" Berlin, ZeDhaniah, 84. 

" J. Roberts, Zeohaniah, 164. 

su J. Roberts, Zevhaniah, 178. A.. Berlin, Zephaniah, 84. The idea of sacrif~ce has been seen aiready 
in Isaiah 13. Wbat relationship there may be between Zephaniaù 1: l4ff and Xsaiah 13 is impossible to 
determine; however, they do share this idea in cornmon 



Tradition? J. Roberts summed up Yahweh's pcirpose in the 317 Dl' as, "God's 

ultirnate goal in judgment is the transformation of his people, the creation of a poor and 

humble people in whose presence the righteous God cau live, and this righteous remnant 

will one day rejoice in God's restoration of the fortunes of Z i ~ n . " ' ~  

The theophany motif is prominent in 1 : 14 - 18. The Ianguage of chapter 1, using 

the theophany motifs of clouds, fie, and darkness shows Yahweh as present and active. 

Twice Yahweh visits Jerusalem. Yahweh visits Jenisalem fïrst in judgment because the 

covenant is king breached (1 :4,17). Yahweh's second visit is restorative because the 

city has been purged (3 : 14 ff.). Zephaniah 3 : 14 - 20 points to a time when Yahweh's 

presence in J e d e m  will be salvific and a righteous remnant will dwell in Zion 

rejoicing in Yahweh' s presence. 

Zephaniah's use of the term 71n' D7' seems to be motivationai. Greg King 

understood one of Zephaniah's goals as motivating the people of Israel to wholeheartedly 

worship Yahweh and carry out righteous ethical practices since nothing less was 

acceptable to Yahweh? If Zephaniah is dated pnor to Josiah's reform, the 772' O f  is a 

powerfid motivation to participate in those reforms. 

The 317' Dl' is a horrible day (1 : 1 5, 16), a future day, but a day within history." 

Zephaniah emphasizes the 717' D'l' as near, md as a &y of judgment, to motivate his 

audience to seek the Lord so they might escape the horrors of this &y. 

S9 I. Roberts, Zephaniah, 164. A discussion of the Zion Tradition wiii foliow in chapter 3. 

J. Roberts, Ze~hruiiah, 164. 

'' Greg A. King, 'The Day o f  the Lord in Zephaniah," BibIiotheca Sarra 152 (January-Marcri, 1995): 
32. King went on to speak of a second, more distant purpose. He ciaimed that Zephaniah also intended to 
point toward the estabiishment of  Yahweh's kingdom on earth. This conclusion; however, seerns 
dependent upon a presumed eschatology. There does not appear to be d35cient evidence within the text 
itself to demonstrate such a view. Determining authonal intent is always difficult and becornes extremely 
speculative when the proposal moves beyond the content of the te*, 

62 Lewis, Minor Propheta 50. 



Jeremiah 

Date 

The prophet Jeremiah ministered during the period 627 - 575 B.C. Bright argued 

that nothuig in Jeremiah chapters 46 - 5 1 dates after the middle of the sixth century B.C." 

Present day scholarship tends not to follow such a judgment." Robert Carroll noted that 

dating the book of Jeremiah about 550 B.C. depended on a belief that much of it was 

written prior to the fall of Babylon in 539 B.C? Carroll argued for a Deuteronomistic 

editing of Jeremiah which meant the "book may be read as commentary on the events of 

the years c. 627 - 587." He went on to Say that a precise daîing of the Deuteronomistic 

editing was impossible but could weli have occurred as Iate as the fi& century B.C. 

Carroll concluded that, ''the complex issues of date and setting can ody be settled in an 

approximate way by reference to the different interests represented by the various 

traditions in the te-" Most scholars acknowledge that the book's final form is the result 

of an extremely complex pro ces^.^ Important for this study is that general schoIarIy 

63 William Foxwel Albright and David Noei Freedman, eds. The Anchor Bible, (New York: Doubleday, 
1965), Jeremiah by John Bright, 307- William McKane dated wme texts (e.g. 12: 14 - 17; 16: 14 - 15; 
23:7 - 8; etc.) as postexilic because they seemed to rdect the social and historical conditions of that period. 
William McKane, Jeremiah, Vol. 1, The International Critical Commentary, (Edhburgh: T. & T. Clark 
Lhited, 1986). 

a William F. Abri& and David N. Freedman, eds., The Anchor Bible, (LondodNew York: Doubleday, 
1999), vol. 21& Jeremiah 1 - 20 by Jack R Lundborn 57 - 101 _ Lundbom preseated a 
developmental process for the book of Jererniah that begins with Jererrriah. Lundbom recognized two 
major edits, one by Baruch and another by Seraîah. Lundbom recognized that there may be contributions 
fiom other scribes but the majority of Jeremiah 1 - 51 may be attributed to Jeremiah, Banich and Seraiah- 

a Robert P. Carroll Ieremiah, Old Testament Library, philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1986), 
68. 

Carroll, Jeremiah, 69. 

68 Reventlow, "Eschatologizing", JSOK!hppP, (1997), 179 - 80. Cf William McKane, Jeremiah, 

Vol. 1, Ixxviii - xcii. For an excellent review of scfiolarship and various theoretical approaches to the 
composition of Jeremiah see R Carroll, Jecemiah, 3 1 - 50. 



opinion supports the view that Jererniah 46 was wriîten f i e r  the battle of Carchemish. 

This uidicates that Jeremiah refers to a pst event as a 313' 01' ." 

The oracle against Egyp (46:2E) leads a series of oracles against Israel's 

enemies, the last of which is addressed to Babylon. The structure of Jeremiah 46 - 5 1  is 

very suggestive. The text begins by pointhg to Egypt's defeat as a 377 Cr. Egypt, 

Israel's fkst captors, has k e n  deait a ctevastating blow as Yahweh purs out his 

vengeance upon them. Ending with an oracle against BabyIon, f srael's present captors, 

suggests Yahweh wi l i  appear at some friture >l?'!' 01' in vengeance upon Babylon. The 

past reaiity serves to promote faith that the promised fuhire will one day become realiiy. 

It rnay not be possible to demonstrate this was the author's intention but the structure of 

the text clearly allows such an interpretation 

In Jeremiah 46 the nln' 01' is a day of defeat for Egypt Jeremiah offers 

dishirbing words of cornfort to Judah for they speak of rescue fiom exile, and salvation 

fiam a far away place. Lying behind the promise of salvation is the proclamation of a 

period of distress also. Jeremiah Mplies that exile Iooms in Judah's near fimue. He also 

indicates that the exile is prolonged for the remmees are descendants of the generation 

that enters exile. 

6P A J. Everson identified Jeremiaii 46 as one of  5 texts which use the 813' Dl' to refer to a past event 
(Jeremiah 46; Lamentations chapter 1 and 2; Ezekiel 13 :1-9; and Fsaiah 22: 1-14}. Tie other four texts are 
not deait with in tbis thesis either because they are outside the prophetic corpus (Lamentations) or the 
variance in the phrase is beyond the additionai f i. Isaiah, Lamentation and Ezelciel each look back on a 
disaster for Jerusalem. Lamentations 1 and 2, and Ezekiel 13 look back on the fatl of Jenisalem in 586 B.C. 
Isaiah 22 may look back on Jerusalem's narrow escape from Se~acharib pverson, "Days of Yahweb," 
3341 or some other event in Jerusalem's history prevard ChiIds, Isaiah and the AsmRan Crisis, 
Wndon: SCM ]Press, 1967),22 - 27J. Later in this chapter, Obadiah is shown to look back on the fidi of 
J e d e r n  as a 77Z' Dr. Retniutive justice is an important part of Obadiah's understanding of the El' 
737'- Obadiah may be infiuenced by Iererniah since they share retriiutive justice and a pst orientation in 
reference to 7k?' Dl'. However, Obadiah may a h  be influenceci by Isaiah and Ezekiel. Such 
reiationships are difficuft to identZy with certain@; therefore, we must settie for an identification of some 
similarities betweefl these tem. 



Jeremiah 46 foliows the structure of an oracle agaiast foreign nations. This genre 

is cornmon among the prophets yet its ongin is ~ n k n o w e ~ ~  Comparative material f?om 

Mari shows other Near Eastern cdtures &O us& this fonnlL Carroll claimed the oracle 

against foreign nations is influenced by the holy war wncept" Carroll wrote, 

The &y of batîle belongs to Yahweh as his day of vengeance. . . . The 
confident rnarch of the EEgyptians is but to the place of Yahweh's sacrifice, 
and his sword will devour the Egyptians. So the milifary expedition 
becomes a scene of ritual slaughter and there is no hop for the Egyptiansn 

Close examination of the text reveals this genre is used to portray Yahweh as sovereign 

over human history, using human actions to accornplish his purpose. As the poem (v. 3 - 
12) proceeds, it becomes obvious that it is Yahweh who lurks in wait beyond the Nile. 

Egypt's real enemy is Yahweh, not the Babylonian army. 

The idea that Yahweh stands over history, using natural events, or human activiw 

to bring about his purpose, is a clear implication of Jeremiah 46:3 - 22. W t e r  

Now abruptly in v. 1 O, everythùig is named and becomes fiused. The day of 
battle is a &y with a specid reference and sponsor and purpose. The day 
belongs to the Lord, "Yahweh of hosts." The naming of Gad is an exaggerated 
mili- formula . . . This is no ordinary context, no routine batîie. . . . And the 
purpose? It is that God may avenge God's own f ~ e ! ' ~  

70 R Carroll, Jeremiah, 751. CarroU provides an excellent discussion of how OracIes against the 
Nations fiinction within the propbetic literaîure of the Old Testament, 751 - 759. 

72 Carroll, Jeremiah, 756,764. Warfare is clearly present in this text and the hoIy war concept may be 
seen as infonning the use of the 7'13' m' in this text. Yahweh stands over the events of human history, 
using the Babylonians to execute his divine purpose. 

73 Carroll, Jeremiah, 764 - 65. Carroll also suggested that Jeremiah may reflect the Near Eastern belief 
that the national god intemenes on behaif of the people against their memies- However, Jeremiah seems to 
portray Yahweh acting primarily out of self-interest rather than Israel's. 

74 Walter Brueggemann, A Commmtaq on Jeremiah Exile and Hornecoming, (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1998), 428. 



Seeing Yahweh as the meen govemor of history and creation allows the prophets to 

point to natural catastrophes, wars, etc. as a 317' 07'. 

The metaphor of sacrifice for the punisiment of a nation on the 777 DT 

appears in Jeremiah 46:3 - 12. Jeremiah speaks of Carchemish as a place of sacrifice and 

Egypt will be the sacrifice offered. This metaphor also appears in Isaiah 23 and 

Zephaniah 1 :7 in relation to the ?'ln7 RT'. Jeremiah 46:3 - 12 brings retri'butive justice, 

covemt, and Yahweh7s sovereignty together as themes associated with the 317' Dl'. 

The 1717' in the Exiiic Prophets 

Ezekiel's ministry can be placed between 595 and 57 1 B.C. (e-g. Walter 

Ei~hrodt).~~ Ezekiel, of a priestly family (1 : l), was likeIy taken captive by 

Nebuchadnezer in 597 B.C. (2 Kings 24: 1 1 - 16). His call to the prophetic rninistry 

occurred some five years later (LI)  while exiled to Babylon Ezekiel was one of the 

prophets around whom a schwl developed. A question concerning the dating of material 

in Ezekiel is fiequently related to the Ezekelian Schml and their work of preserviog and 

expmding the message of the prophet E~ekiel.'~ 

75 Walter Eichrodt, Ezekiei, The Old Testament Library (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1970), 1. 

76 W. ZimmerIi Ezekiel 1, trans. R E. Clernents, Hermeneia, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979), 62, 
127. Zimmerli provided an excefient discussion the dacrion @. 62ff.) and dating (p. 3 - I f )  of the book 
of Ezekiel. See a h ,  W. Zimmerlï, M i e l  2, trans. James D. Martin, Hermeneia, (Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press, 1983), xü E. William Foxwell Aibright and David Noei Freedman, eds. The Anchor Bible, 
@andonNew York Doubleday, 1997), Vol- 22A Ezekiei 21-37, by Moshe Greenberg, 629. 
Conceming the text of Ezekiel30: 1-12, Moshe Greenberg claimed Ezekiel30: 1 - 12 was clearly the 
lan-e and style of Ezekiel. Greenberg's argument faifs to consider the possibility that a member ofthe 
EzekieIian school coufd and Iikely would employ Ezekiel's style and ianguage. 



Scholarship during the past century has been divided concerning dating for the 

book of Ezekiel. Greenberg and Zimmerli argued for an exilic dating and clairned the 

text was geared to an exilic audience? Lwking at the issue of date for the ÏT13' Dl' 

passage, Ezekiel30: 1 - 9, there are dif5erences of opinion. Eichrodt atûibuted Ezekiel 

30: 1 - 9 to Ezekel himseK.'"Zimmerli allowed the likelihood that Ezekiel30: 1 - 4,6 - 8 

originated with Ezekiel, but the present fom of the text is most likely the product of the 

Ezekelian School." Establishing a firm date for Ezekiel30: 1-9 does not seem possible; 

therefore it is impossible to identify which event in Egypt's history the 317' refers 

to. In this case we must rely upon the information directly obtained fiom the text which 

indicates the day is near. 

In Ezekiel30: 1 - 19 the 773' Dl' is spoken of in reference to Egypt, and the day 

is near. The annomcement of the 377' P'l' begllis with an admonition to wail for it is 

near. It will be a day "of the end" for the nations? Chapter 30 picks up the theme of 

Ezelciel7, which speaks of  the day of judgment for the nations. Here, in chapter 30, the 

general reference to the nations of Ezekiel7 is made specific to Egypt This link between 

chapters 7 and 30 means the 717' Dl' is the theme of both chapten." Thus, in Ezelael, 

n William Foxwell Albright & David Noel Freedman, eds., The Anchor Bible. (New York: Doubleday, 
1983 j, Vol. 22 Ezekiel 1 - 20. by M- Greenberg, W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, tram. R E. Ciements, 
Hermeneia, (Pbiiadeiphia: Fortress Press, 1979), 69-74. 

" EichrOd~ Ezekiel 1, 415. Cf Foxwell Albright and David Noel Freedman, eds. The Anchor 
Bible, (London/New York: Doubleday, 1997), Vol. 22A Ezekie12 1-37, by Moshe Greenberg, 629. 

'P Zimmerli, Ezekiel2, 127. 

Eichrodt, Ezekiei, 413. 

81 Walther Zimmerfi, Ezekiel 2, Hermeneia: A Critical and Historical CommenIary on the Bible, Trans- 
James D. Martin, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983), f 27. Also see: William Foxwell Albright and David 
Noel Freedman, eds. The Anchor Bible, (New YoxWLondon: Doubleday, 1997), Vol. 22 A, EzeIOel22 
a, by Moshe Greenberg, 62 1. Eichrodt, EEekieI, 416. 



the 777' Pl' is understood as involving the nations. Yahweh acts in judgment upon the 

nations. 

Vene 3 is both powerful and clear, 'The &y is near, the day of Yahweh is near, it 

will be a final day for the nations." Eichrodt pointed out that in verse 4 Ezekiel connects 

the 377' Pi7 upon Egypt with the generai judgment upon the nations.P Lf in fact, 

Ezekïel chapters 7 and 30 refer to the i71;1' DY, then Ezekiel sees it as applying to both 

Israel and its enemies. The reference in 305 to "the people of the mvenant land" 

suggests that Israelites are not exempt f?om Yahweh's judgment on the 717' Dl'? 

In Ezekiel30:3 the 873' D1' is a day of theophwu Greenberg stated, 

The oracle blends rnotifk of %e &y of YHWI.F' oracles with other motifs 
specific to Egypt Among the fkst is the announcement of the imminence 
of doomsday . . . and its characterizaiion as a day of preternatural gloom and 
universal fataIty. . . . Specific to Egypt is the enmeration of allies and of 
native towns,= 

The purpose of the 777 Dl' upon Egypî is that they would recognize Yahweh (30:8). 

Exodus 7 5  indicates the purpose of the plagues Yahweh visited upon Egypt was so that 

Egypt wodd corne to know that Yahweh was Gob It may be that EzekieI has the exodus 

and Carchemish events in mind and points to aoother ?i'lp Pl' intended to Iead Egypt, 

and by extension the nations, to acknowledge Yahweh as sovereign. 

The reason for Yahweh's anger is identifid as Egypt's (pmp)  (30: 10). 

This word occurs 25 t h e s  in Ezekiel, 16 times in chapters 29 - 32, 13 of which refer to 

E3 Zimmerli notes that the presence of Jewish mercenaries in Egypt is known of some time prÏor to the 597 
deportation of Israeüîes. Foiiowing the 597 deportaîion the presence of a Jewish community in Egypt is 
known of and is referred to in Jeremiah 2423 and ch, 43- Zimmerïi, Ezekiel2, 130. The reference here 
may be specific to those IsraeIites residing in Egypt, but the broader applicaîion to ail Israei may aIso be 
implied. 

" Zimmerli, Ezekiel, 128. Clouds are part of the theophany motif and are here used to suggest the 
occurrence of a theophany. 

*' Greenber& EzekieI 22 - 37, 629. 



Egypt The issue of Egypt's pride and arrogance is highlighted in Ezekiel29 - 32. The 

prominence of this identification of Egypt in the broader text o f  Ezekiel29 - 32 points to 

this as the cause for Yahweh coming against Egypt in judgment on the ÏKT' DS. 

Ezekiei parallels Isaiah 2 and 13, and Zephaniah in the identification of human pride as 

the sin being judged on the 737 D f  . 

An important thnist of Ezekiel's message is that Yahweh is sovereign over d l  the 

nations, not just Israel. This inclusion of the mitions is dso seen in lsaiah 13. Even 

though the nations do not recognize Yahweh's sovereignty, Yahweh assumes sovereignty 

rights. Yahweh appears in theophany to exercise his sovereignty rights. This concept 

gains rnomentum in the edic and postexdic prophets Joel's presentation of the Dl' 

717' as a &y when Yahweh summons the nations to judgment may build upon this 

expanded understanding of Yahweh's sovereignty. Yahweh is neither a tribal or national 

god; rather he is God of ail. 

Obadiah 

Date 

N o h g  certain is known of the prophet Obadiah. The name means "servant (or 

worshiper) of Yahweh," and is common in the Old Testament (1 Ki 18:3 - 16; 1 Chr 

3 :2 1 ; 73; 8 :3 8; etc.). The idonnation given in the superscription and text is insufficient 

to identify the prophet with certainty. 

Dating for the book is diçputed with dates fiom 889 - 3 12 B.C. k i n g  offered. The 

issue of daîe is directly related to the issue of unity in uiis short book PauI Raabe 

identined three presuppositional possibilities, -ch of which are impossible to prove or 



disprove, which govern how the diversity in the book of Obadiah may be understood.' 

Wolff followed the view that the book of Obadiah represents different occasions in the 

ministry of Obadiah, and dated the book no tater than a fêw years aftec 587 B.C." On 

textual grounds, JeBey 6. Niehaus argued for a pre-edic date of the book of Obadiah? 

Pad Raabe concluded it was reasonable to accept the book of Obadiah as written by the 

prophet himseIf at a single sitting?' Raabe M e r  concluded that the book of Obadiah 

should be dated no later than the first half of the elrile (587 - 553 B.C.).90 All the 

arguments considered, an e d i c  date for Obadiah seems most Likely. This dating supports 

recogniPng a past, near future, and more distant future 773' D1' in Obadj'ah. 

The book of Obadiah addresses Edom and Judakgl The i71;7' Pl' for Edom is 

near and will be a day ofjudgment? There is, however, the possibility of escape for 

William Foxweil Nbright & David Noel Freedman, eds. The Anchor Bible, (New YorWLandon: 
Doubleday, 1996), Vol. 24 D, Obadiah, by P d  R Raabe, 14 - 15. The three suppositions are: a) one 
can assume a Iengthy developmental process, b) the book cornes nom different times in Obadiah's 
ministry, c) the book reflects one multifaceted speech written/spoken on one occasion. 

" Iians Wafter Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah, trans. Margaret Kohl, (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing 
Hause, 2986) 18,20 - 21. 

I Thornas E. McComiskey, The Minor Prophas: An Exegeticai and Expository Commentary, Vol. 2 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1993), Obadia by JeBey 3. Niehaus. 496 - 502. A major problem 
with Niehaus's position is that it depends upon a preerulic date for Joel. Nîehaus also failed to recognize 
the piiority of Amos' reference to the JTZ' Dl' a position that most O.T. scholars recognîze. 

Raabe, Obadiah, 17- 

Raabe, Obdiah, 17,52,55. 

91 Both Wolff and Raabe identifjr the Sitz im Leben for Obadiah as the prophetic response to communal 
lament ceremnies held amid the ruins of husalem, likeIy the temple precincts. Wom Ohadiah and 
Jonah, 63. Raabe, Obadiah, 57. This setting suggests the pnmary thnist  of Obadiah is a message of 
hope for Judah- 

92 It is possible to understand the message to Edom as an "apostrophe." Raabe presented a strong arpent 
in favor of understanding Edomites as the addressees. 1 am foliowing Raabe in uiis and interpreting the 
t a  as though Edom was the addressee. Raabe, Obadiah, 57. 



Edom, if "it alters its policy and instead @y implication) sides with its brother Jacob and 

the God of Jacob? For J u d a  273' Dl' is a day of salvation for "on Mount Zion there 

will be deliverance" (v. 17). The message ofjudgment on Edom also holds out an 

indirect promise of deliverance for Judah. Raabe concluded this dual presentation of 

i713' U1' "amounces Yahweh's judgment to Edom and thereby stresses his justice, 

while the second part annomces Yahweh's promise to Judah and thereby reveals his 

conunitment to his peopie.* Understanding Obadiah as a prophetic response to a 

commlmal lament indicates the primary message is a promise of deliverance for Judah. 

The reason given for the impending judgment upon Edom is its anti-Judah activity 

duruig the Babylonian attack on Jerusalem (587 B. C.). Using the word "day" ten times, 

verses 1 1 - 14 indirectiy refer to the fdl of Jerusalem as a iT1;17 nT'." The 373' D'l' in 

verse 15 foms the theological ikmework for verses 1 - 14. Leslie Men suggested 

Obadiah presented an important link in the development of the 773' 07' theme since it 

identifies both the fall of Jerusalem and the coming &y of judgment u p  the nations as a 

377' El9." Allen said that agakt Jerusalem's day of disaster (587) stood a day of 

vindication which would be foreshadowed in Edom's defeat, the prelade to Yahweh's 

judgment on al1 nations that do not acknowledge his so~ereignty.~ There is t k n  a past 

event (fd of Jenisalem) and a near event (the demise of Edom), pointing to a more 

distant event involving dl the nations, each calied iTlii' Dl'. The book of Obadiah 

Raabe, Obàdiah, 59- 

% Raabe, Obadiaù, 59. 

9s WolE Obadiah and Jonah, 42. Limburg, Hosea - Jonah, 133. Obadiah and Jeremiah both use the 
37n' al' to refer to past events. This suggests the prophets may have thought there was a possibiiity of 
several appearances of Yahweh that couid be identifiai as a 377' Dl'. 

% Leslie C. Ailen, The Books of Joel. Obadiah Jonah and Micah, The New International Commentary 
on the Old Testament, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1976), 16 1. 



indiCates the prophetic understanding of the 713' D'I' includes the idea that many 

historical events codd properly have the designdon - 317' Dl'. 

Obadiah 15 says, "For the Day of the Lord is near against al1 the nations. As you 

have done, it shall be done to you; your deeds shall return on your own head." The 01' 

317' is a time of judgment executed against the nations - supposedly those nations who 

have been enemies of God's people. In discussing this passage, Niehaus said, "The day 

of the Lord is a t h e  of retri'buhve justicef' and serves to execute the "law of la 

tdionis.'" The operathg principle of r e t n i v e  justice is seen in "%s you have done'' (v 

I 5). This principle guides Yahweh' s action toward the nations. 

The book of Obadiah reassures the righteous. Those who oppose the Lord will 

meet their end but the nghteous wiil be exalted The oracle predicts doom for the 

nations, especially Edom, and offers hope to Isael. The demise of the foreign nations 

opens the way for a restored, purified Israel to blossom again- Armerding noted uiat the 

317' 07' was presented in a rnanner that admitted a preliminary f u l ~ m e n t  within 

history for the faithful r e f l ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ l t  of Israel, and this purged and restored Ismel would be the 

instrument through which Yahweh would introduce and establish his reign? This 

remnant theology serves to hold historical continuity and discontinuity in dynamic 

tension. The indennite, fuhire 717' 03' to which Obadiah points will produce a radical 

change; however, the remnant uidicates there will be a continuity with the past in this 

radically di fferent future. 

Allen, Obadiah, 162. 
* Raabe, Obadiah, 201. Niehaus, Obadiah, 535. 

Gaebefein, Frank E. & Richard P. Polcyn. Eds. The Extxisitor's Bible Comrnentq. ( Grand Rapids: 
Regency, Zondervan Publishing House, 1985), Vol 7 Obadiah, Car1 E. Amercihg 353. 



The Postedic Prophets 

Mdachi 

Date 

At present it is impossi'ble to detemine with absolute certainty whether Maiachi 

should be understood as a proper name or title. Malachi means "Yahweh's messenger," 

and may be a title. If MaIzhi is a proper name, it is not yet possible to i d e n e  this 

prophet; therefore, we can h o w  nothuig for certain about hun or his ministry. 

Historical information capable of dating the book of Malachi is limited to three 

items: the destruction of Edom, the use of the Persian term C[nB (govemor), and the 

presence of Yahweh's temple in J e ~ ~ a l e r n . ' ~  The majority of scholars date Malachi as 

mid-nfth century B.C."' Andrew Hill dated the book of Malachi during the reign of 

Darius (522 - 486 B.C.)." The evidence, Hill's arguments notwithstanding, seems more 

likely to point to a mid-fi£th century B.C. date for Malachi. Although there is some 

variation in dating among these scholars they agree that the historical setting is one of 

spiritual decline in Judah It is against this background the 7117' 01' shodd be 

understood. 

'* WiiIiarn Foxwell Afbright and David Noel Freedman, eds. The Anchor Bibie, (New YorWLocdon: 
DoubIeday, l998), vol. 25 D, Mdachi, by Andrew E. HiIl, 77. Pieter A VerhoeÇ The Bmks of 
H a a i  and Malachi, The New International Commentary on the OId Testament (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, l987), 256 - 157. Smith, Micah - Malachi, 298. 

'O' For example, Smith, Micah - h4&chi, 298. David L. Petersen, Zechariah 9 - 14 and Maiachi, The 
OId Testament Library, @,ouisviUe, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 1995), 3 E Petersen 
noted that mmy scholars agree with this dating for Malachi. Verhoef, Hamai and Malach 156 ff- 

'" W, Malachi, 5 1. Hill idemifid two possible events occasioning Malachi to deliver his oracles. First, 
and least likeiy, was Darius' visit to Egypt in 497 - 496 B.C. More likely is the defeat of the Persians by 
the Greeks at Marathon (490 B.C.). Hiil saw this event as possibly behind Malachi 2:21 - 22, and a &ely 
hiwbinger that Yahweh was about to shake the earthIy kingdom. 



Malachi preaches during a time of apathy toward the temple ritual and especially 

the laws of Moses. Israel's enemies are spiritd rather than the usud foreign armies 

f m d  in other prophetic fiterature. Malachi's last speech responds to Judah's "crisis of 

abandoned hope" and answers two important questions: Where is the Gd of judgment? 

And who cm stand at his appeaing? In this context Malachi speaks against the sins of 

Israel and wams of an advancing purge by £ire (3 : 19) - the 713' P7'. Malachi sees 

717' Dl' as a &y of disaster and judgment accompanied by cosmological si* (3:lO- 

12; 16-17). Hope and salvation are offered to Israel(3:20). The sun of righteousness wiU 

rise in association with 718' Dl'. Justice and righteousness stand out as important 

themes associated with 377' Pl', detennuiing if it wiTl be a day of salvation or 

judgment. Malachi relates justice, righteousness and covenant with the 717' PT. 

Malachi, Like Joel expects a prophetic precursor to the great and terrible ml' 

377'. The exact identity of Mafachi's Elijah is widely debated and uncertain, but, 

accordhg to Smith, the notion is ancient and was widely held among the rabbis.'" The 

prophet Elijah was a reformer during a t h e  when Israei was destitute of fath, calling 

them to repentance- His ministry was followed by a time of temble judgment David 

L. Petersen suggested the reference to Elijah showed an expectation that prophecy in 

some form wodd return before Yahweh's decisive action on tbis "great and temble" 

day.lW The choice of Elijah reflects several similarities between the situations of Malachi 

and Elijah and indicates a hope of suc~ess . '~  

lW Sm& Micah - Malachi 342. 

'* Keil and Deksch, Mafachi 1544. 

'O6 Petersen, Zechariah 9 - 14 and Malachi, 230. 

107 Brevard Childs, Introduction to theOld Testament as Scripture, (Phiiaddphia: Fortress Press, 1979), 
495 - 96. 



The m p  01' passage (3 :22 - 24) presents a distinct change in tom. The 

dialogue is over and the language tums Deuteronomisti~.'~ Looking back to the exodus 

and Sinai, Malachi ties Torah and Prophets together (v. 22 - 23), remindiog Israel it 

stands under the Moses tradition1" Malachi ties the 717' together with covenant in 

the Deuteronomistic tradition. David L. Petersen said, 

Malachi 3:22 embodies a daim that t o d  i s  still valid, that sornething like the 
covenant between Yahweh and Israel express& in the book of Deuteronomy 
remains in force . . , , Yahweh7s covenant with Israel rernains a conditional 
covenant, which can either be obeyed or dïsobeyed The defeat of JeTuSalem in 
587 B.C. E., when read as the invocation of the covenant curses, did not spell 
the end of the covenant relationship between Yahweh and bis people. As a result, 
the people cm be called to remember (and obey) the discrete statutes of the 
covenant,"O 

Malachi associates the Deuteronornic imperative with the 313' D7'; therefore, covenant 

faithfbhess, in Malachi, is associateci with Torah keeping, not cultic practice. Justice and 

righteousness are how Torah is properly kept. How Yahweh acts on the 313' C31' is 

directly related to covenant faithfulness. 

Zechariah 9 - 14 

Date 

Zechariah is a common Old Testament name, especially for prïests and Levites. 

The superscription identifies Zechariah as the son of Iddo (1 : 1,7), which may be a clan 

designation The clan Iddo is identified as part of the restored postexilic community 

(Neh. 12: 12, 16). Very little is presently known of the prophet Zechanah beyond the 

la Smith, Micah - Malachi, 340. 

'* Smith, Micah - Maîachi 341. 

''O Petersen, Zechariah 9 - 14 and Malachi, 229. Petersen conchded the 717' Dl* is clearIy in view 
here. p. 135. 



information in the superscription. Based on the association with the clan Iddo in Neh. 

12:12,I6, Kenneth L. Barker located Zechariah's ministtry durhg the rebuilding of the 

temple and dated the book of Zechariah at 520 - 480 B.C."' 

Present scholarship genetally understands Zechariah 9 - 14 as comprised of two 

separate oracles 9 - 1 1 and 12 - 14, which are distinct fbm Zechariah 1 - 8.1U Scholarly 

opinion seems to agree on a postexilic date for Zecharïah 9 - 14."' Although Meyers and 

Meyers concluded Zechariah 9-24 was best located chronologically between Joel and 

Malachi:'" and Andrew Hill, applying Pokin's method concluded Zechariah 9-14 

belonged to the same period as 30el . '~  Attempting to date Zechariah 9-14 other than 

postexilic is beyond the scope of this thesis. The discussion ofthe 317' Dl' in 

Zechariah does not require a more precise dahg than postexilic. 

Zechmiah speaks of a restored theocratic community and a bctioning temple- It teaches 

the sovereignty of God over history, over men and nations, not just Israel. On th is  day 

111 Gaebelein, Frank E. & Richard P. Polcyn- Eds. The Expositor's BLble Commemq. (Grand Rapids: 
Regency, Zondervan Publishing House, 1985), Vol. 7, Zectiariah, by Kenneth L. Barker, 595,597. 

112 For an excellent review of scholarship on the issues of dating and the structure of the book oEZechariah 
see William Foxweil Abright anci David Nael Freedman, eds. The (New YorWLondon: 
Doubleday, 1993), Vol. 25 C, Zecbariah 9 - 14, by Carol L. Meyers and Eric M. Meyers, 52 - 59. 
Brevard S. ChiIds, A Canonical , 480 ff. Pauf Hanson, The D a m  of AqocaIy~tic, (Philadelp hia: 
Fortress Press, I 975X 280 - 40 1. P e t e m  Zechariah 9 - 14 and Malachi, 5. 

1 l3 Meyers and Meyers, Zechariah 9 - 14, 52. They stated that consensus existed on ody two basic 
issues: first, a postexilic dating for Zechariah 9-14, and second, the preseace of iritertextuaIity (the use of 
earlier biblical materiais) in Zechariah 9 - 14. 

u4 Meyers and Meyers, Zechariah 9 - 14, 410. 

Hiil, Malachi, 81. As is clear in Hill's doting for Malachi, Polnn's typological analysis provides 
some helpfiil guidelines in dating but should not be thuught of as definitive. 



Yahweh is proactive, not reactive - Yahweh summons the nations."6 Zechariah brings 

Yahweh's relatiomhip to Israel and the nations together in association with the D1' 

777, 

There wiil be a remnant that grows and encompasses the whole earth as 

righteouness spreads throughout the world (14: 16 - 2 1). Zechriab, like Joel, declares 

that Yahweh w i U  gather the nations before him in the valIey of decision. The nations 

gather and fight against Jerusalem. Initially Jenisalem f&, half her inhabitants taken 

away, then the tide turns, for God fights for Jerusalem Yahweh appears and t h i s  will be 

a day of his giory. This appearance of Yahweh is 873' Dl'. The reference to Jerusalem 

fdling and Yahweh appearing and delivering the city seems d d  Meyers and Meyers 

suggest Zechariah blends two events, the fa11 of Jerusalem and the future judging of the 

nations, into a seeming singular event."' The bluning results from a postefic 

perspective that this future Dq' began in the ps t .  

Zechariah's use of ;77;f9 Dl' is closest to that of Joel and Malachi."' 

Cataclysmic events accompany the "day." The preparatory H3 shared by Zechanah 

14: 1 ; Malachi 3 :23 and Joel2: 1 is distinctive to these three passages. The judgrnent of 

the nations is a necessary prelude to Israel's ultiniate re~toration.'~ Zechariah moves 

beyond JoeI and Malachi including the incorporation of the nations into Yahweh's 

kingdom? Isaiah 14: 1-2 hints at nations being added to Israel, but it is not possible to 

determine if Zechariah builds on this concept of Isaiah. It is, however, possible to state 

that Zechariah is not alone in pointing to this idea. 

Peterson, Zechariah 9 - 14 and machi ,  140. 

117 Meyers and Meyers, Zecfiariah 9 - 14, 409. 

118 Meyers and Meyers, Zechariah 9 - 14, 409. 

Meyers and Meyers, Zechariah 9 - 14, 410. 

Meyers and Meyers, Zechariah 9 - 14, 4 10. 



In Zechariah 14:3ff., Yahweh is depicted as "divine Wamor." Theophanic, cultic 

and covenant language merge in th is  description of the i'nii' Dl? Talk of exile is mixed 

with the image of the Feast of Tabernacles, suggesting the return fiom exile is a second 

exodus. Zechariah dxaws on numerous images to identia the 373' Pl' as a day of days. 

Zechariah 14:9 declares Yahweh will be king over the e h  Barker claimed the ultimate 

kingly nile of Yahweh over all the earth is central to a bibhcical theology and in Zechariah 

the ?ln' D>' brings it about12' 

Conclusion 

The preceding survey leads to several conclusions. The 333' Dl' in the 

prophetic corpus, outside the book of Joel, is predominantly a day of Judgment. In the 

case of Israel, the judgment is related to Israel's fadure to remain hiithful to the covenant 

terms. In the case of the nations, the judgment is related to Yahweh's exercise of his 

universal sovereignty. Fensham's argument that covenant treaty curses provide the Sitz 

im Leben for i fTÏ7' D1' appears to be supported by the evidence in the previous survey. 

If one understands Yahweh's sovereignty as a fonn of c o v e m t  with the nations, the 

position of Fensham provides the background to understanding the 713' Dy. 

The 317' Pl' is ais0 associateci with the motif of theophmy. On the 713' 01' 

Yahweh always appears, personally executing his judgment. The means by which this 

judgment is execuîed varies, although it seems to generally take the f o m  of an army, but 

always Yahweh is present. The naturai phenornena comprishg the judgment are real but 

the greater presence is Yahwek Crenshaw and Fensham seem to be correct in 

identifjmg theophany as the dominant motif in the background to 713' P1'. 

12' Barker, Zechariah, 693. 



The iTli7' Dl' is a day Ui which Yahweh %aches into the affairs of history in 

extraordinary ways."lP Yahweh may act against the nations, krae1, or both. It is always 

a day of judgment upon the nations, but might bring rescue or protection to Israel. The 

ultimate purpose of this day, in relation to Israel, is to enforce the covenant ternis, 

establishing justice, righteousness, and the nile of Yahweh. In relation to the nations the 

ultimate purpose appean to be the exercise of Yahweh's sovereign d e  and recognition 

of Yahweh as the true God. These purposes govem how Yahweh acts when he appears. 

The prophets also seem to use the 373' PT' as a powemil tool for 

commULLication As a day of judgment, associated with numerous dark images, its 

mention could arouse numerous images in the min& of the hearers. It had strong 

emotive power, and could capture the attention of any audience. Consequently, the 

prophets could communicate a powemil message by merely mentiming the 717' 01'. 

They codd, and di& apply it in a variety of ways, but it appears they generally aimed for 

a response of repentance. Frequently rescue and salvation, even if  only on a limited 

basis, are offered in response to acts of repentance. The horrors of the day might be 

averted if God's people r e p e n d  

It mut be remembered that in every case, the intended audience seems to be 

Yahweh's people. Even the oracles against the nations are delivered in the hearing of 

Israel. These oracles ofjudgment against the nations may at tirnes be understood as 

messages of salvation and hope for Israel. The 773' Pl' directed toward the nations is 

judgment for mistreatrnent of Yàfiweh's people or failure to recognize Yahweh. In both 

cases the nations breach Yahweh's sovereign nile over them. It must be assumed that if 

the audience is Yahweh's people, then the message m u t  have meaning and purpose for 

them as weil as  the natiods addressed A w d g  not to follow the example of the 



nations is one pinpose. It is also possible to rem@ that these oracles of judgment 

upon the nations would give hope to Yahweh's people. 

Important is the discovery that the prophets never thought of the >ln' P'l' as a 

singular event A wide variety of events are designated as P'n7' 373' within the 

prophetic corpus. It is also evident that only major, fortune-cbanging events q u a  as 

7 '  7 '  Past and future events involving a single nation, several nations, Israel, and 

both Israel and the nations are cailed 717' Dl'. ZimmerLi suggested the phrase "day of. 

. ." points to the probabllty of severd days of the Lord? There seem to be many m'al' 
777', which are limited in scope. There also seerns to be a universai 717' Pl' lurking 

over the horizon and it will reestablish Israel's prominence and Yahweh's d e .  The 

sovereignty of Yahweh is central to the i777' Dl' - Yahweh is the one tme King. 

It is also evident that the prophets did not think of this "great and terrible" 01' 

inCi' as nnaL It wouid seem that the idea of a ha1 777 Pl' does not elast Following 

the "great and temble" day, when Israel is again prominent and dwelling securely in 

Zion, coveoant conditions continue to exist This suggests that the potentid for other 

mn' also exist. The discontinuity the 377' PT' produces is never complete. It 

is always mingled with continuity with the past. 

The 377' a?' contains a certain ambiguity and may be posiiive or negative. 

Crenshaw suggested an association of 317' 01' with theophany is behind this  

ambiguity. He says, "YHWWs self-manifestation portends either blessing or curse, 

depending on whether the deity comes in favor or ~ r a t h . " ~  What deterinines Yahweh's 

action is the condition of the people in tenns of covenant faittifiilness. The association 

between covenant and 373' Dl' is significanf and functions to control the outcome of  

the day for Israel. 

It3 Everson, ''The Days of Yahweh," 335. Zimmerli, Ezekiel, 130. 

'" Crenshaw, Joei 49. 



Theophany is a common element in the 737' a'. Yahweh always appears The 

marner of his appearance varies, but it is always clear that Yahweh has intervened in 

history. The prophets ~rnetimes speak of Yahweh's appearance as a past event, an 

imminent possibility, or a fbhm event - but always as a real day in real time. Miliîary 

activity is a prominent feature included in the events surromding Yahweh's appearance. 

The prominence of rnilitary activity associated with ;71i19 Dl' is significant 

The 317' OP concept pre-dates its use in the prophetic corpus. The prophets use 

and develop the concept through their preaching and writing. They comect Ïl'l;[' Pl' 

with covenant, sovereignty and theophany in relation to Israei and the nations. Yahweh 

will act toward Israel in the 717  D'l' in accordance with the covenant tem.  The 

emotive power of 313' Dl' is used to motivate Israel to repent and r e m  to Yahweh, to 

submit to Yahweh's judgment, to be encouraged, or to complete some task. The 01' 

717' deveIops toward king a day of hope and restoration for the fàithfiil rernnant, but i t  

never Mly loses its dark, foreboding note of judgment. It constantly remains in the 

future as an orninous doud h o v e ~ g  over creation. 



Introduction 

The 713' theme dominates the book of Joel. Thw far we have discussed 

ongin theories for the 71ii' OP, and the use ofthis phrase in other biblical prophetic 

books. Now we tinn ow attention specincally to the book of Joel. There is a brief 

review of dating, uni@ and genre, in order to locate the book of Joel in its historical, 

cuiturd and literary setting The remainder of the chapter examines the specific 

development of the n'in' Dl' theme in the book of Joel. 

Jml' s Date 

Establishing a date for the book of Joel with certainty is difncult since the book 

contains no clear historical markers.' Rashi and Kimchi believed Joel contained 

insuiEcient information for a positive datuiga2 Calvin observed that dating Joel with 

certainty was impossible, adding that Joel's message was clear even though the date was 

obsc~re.~ Contemporary scholarship continues to sîruggle with this issue, hding it 

Dates offered for Joel have ranged f!om the ninth century B.C. to the Maccabean period. For a good 
review of the reasoning behind certain dating schemes for the book of Joel see: D. J Wiseman, ed. 
Tvndale Old Testament Commentaries, &&ester: Inter-Varsity Press, 1989), Jod and Amos, by 
David Allan Hubbard. 23 - 27. For a good survey of schoLarship concerning the date of the book of Joel 
see Richard Raymond Lloyd, III, "Preaching and the Literary Genre of Piophetic Drama in the Book of 
Joei," @hD. d i x ,  Southeni Baptist Theological Semiaary, 1 992), 17 - 26. 

A Cohen, ed., The Twelve Pro~hets, (London: The Socino Press, 1961), Joel. by S. M. Lehrman- 57. 

3 John Calvin, Commentaries on the Twelve Minor Proohets, Vol. 2 tram. Rev. John Owen 
(Edinburgh: The Calvin Translation Society, 1896), xv. Calvin did berieve the book of Joel was later than 



difficult to es&blish a date with absolute certainty; however, the rnajority of scholars now 

accept a postexilic date.' Wilhelm Vatke was the first to argue for a postedic date for 

the book of JoeLS Since then scholarly opinion has shifted d l ,  at present, the majonty 

opinion favors a postexilic date, likely mid fi& centiny B.C. for the book of Joel. 

The superscription (1 : 1) associates the book of Joel with the prophet Joel, son of 

Petbuel. Several individuals in the Old Testament are named Joel, none of which c m  be 

clearly c o ~ e c t e d  with this book As of yet, the prophet Joel m o t  be identified; 

therefore, the superscription is no help in dating the book of Joel. 

There are severai cultural, historical, and gepolitical references and omissions, 

in the book of Joel. Individuaily these references and omissions, may point to more than 

one historical period. Corporately, they are best understood as pointing to the postemlic 

period, most Wcely the mid fifth century B.C. The book of Jod presents a functioning cult 

and a walled J e ~ a l e r n . ~  Israel's two major enemies, Assyria and Babylon, are 

isaiah 4, but mncluded it was not possible to fbmty £5~  the date for Joel. J. P. LRwis pointed out a fiuther 
problern- Some elements of J d ,  such as position in the canon, îhe mention of Philistines, Edornites, etc, as 
enemies, suggest a pre-exilic date. However, d e r  eiernents, such as the name Israe1 refers to Judah alone, 
echoes of the plundering of the temple (45); scattering of Tsraeiites arnong the nations, etc. point to a 
p o s t d i c  date. Jack P. Lewis, The Mimr Pro~hets (Grand Rapids: Baker Book Hause, 1966), 97 - 98. 

William Foxweii Albright and David Noel Freedman, eds. The Anchor Bible, (New York/London: 
Doubleday, 1995), Vol, 24 C, Joe_L by James L. Crenshaw, 23. Some scholars have argued for an 
exilic or pre-exilic date: e.g- Edward J. Young, An Introduction to the Old Testament, (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1946), 271. Miles Bic, Das Buch Joel, (Beriin: Evangelische-VerIagsanstalt, 1960), 106 - 08. 
Klaus Koch, The Pro~hets: The Assvn'an Period, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, I982), 158 - 59. Koch 
dated ths book of JoeI as 612 B.C., the end of the Assyrian period. Arvid S. Kapehd, Joel Studies, 
(Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz, 1948), 191 - 92. Kapehd argued for a laie seventh, early sixth centuy date 
for the book of JoeL Kapehd did aüow for a lengthy period of oral existence prior to the book of Joet 
being put in written fonn 

Wilhelm Vatke, "Die Religion des Alten Testaments nadi den kanonischen Buchern ent wickelf" Die 
biblische tkologie w~ssmchtiich dargesteIIf, Vol. 1 (Berlin: 1 83 5), 1 5 8  - 59. Vatke suggested a f2lh 
century B.C. date for Joei and was the first to defend a postexiiic date for this book 

6 Hans Walter Wolff, Joel and Amos, Hermeneia, trans. Waidernar Janzen, S. Dean McBride and 
Charles A Muenchow, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977), 4. WolfFclaimed this strongly suggested a 
postexilic date. 



conspicuous by their absence. It is also significant that no monarch is mentioned in the 

book of Joel.' Several foreign nations are named, most of which were part of the Middle 

Eastern landscape during the breadth of Israel's ancient history. Notable, however, is the 

mention of the Greeks (4:6), wnich points to a postexilic date. Tyre, Sidon and Philistia 

are said to have traded in Israelite slaves and pillaged the temple ( 4 : 5 6 ) . 3 e  Sabeans 

are named among Israet's enemies9 There is no mention ofthe Northem Kingdom and 

the book of Juel uses the term Israel to refer specifically to Judah. Echoes of the 

plundering of the temple (45) and Israel's scattering among the nations (4:2) also point 

to a postexdic date- The book of Joel is written fiom the perspective of foreign 

occupation (2:20; 4:3) and Diaspora (2:26; 4:6).1° James Crenshaw concluded that the 

geo-politicaï references in the book of Joel were best explainecl by a late date." The 

historical evidence points to a postexilic and likely mid-fi& century B.C. dating for the 

book of Joel. 

7 Refèrences to reigning monarchs are a common feature of prophetic literature. The absence of such a 
reference in Joel must be explained. The best expianation is a postexilic date when no monarch existed. 
The prominence of EIders and Priests as community Ieaders is better explainai this way rather than 
pointhg to the minority o f  Joask 

8 Wolff believed these references poirzted to a fourth century B.C. date. However, the reference in Joel 
does not require a close politicai alliance between these nations as Wolff assumes. These nations could 
have easily engaged in trading Israelite slaves during the exilic period. W o a  Joel and Amos, 77 - 78. 
The book of Joet aiso refers to Israelites engaged in slave trading. There is, at preserrt, no corroborative 
evidence that such activity took place at any time in history. 

Wolff, Joel and Amos, 77 - 78. The idluence of the Sabeans was greatly reduced after the mid fifth 
cenhiry. Ifthey are m d o n e d  here as a real threa?, Jod must date mid fifth century B.C. or miier. 
Redditt, 'Teripheral Prophecy," 235. 

10 Stuart, Hosea - Jonah, 225. 

I I  Crenshaw, Joel. 25. Crenshaw pointed out that the community depicted in Joel resembles a theocracy. 
He afso noted the coilaboration between Philistines and Phoenicians, Sabems trading witfi Greeks, no 
mention of Assyria or Babylon, and a Phoenician slave trade. These geo-political features point, in 
Crenshaw's opinion, to a late date. Crenshaw fûrther supported a late date for Joel by ar- the 
"xenophobian (a fear or hatred of fereigners or strangers) of JoeI is closest to that of Haggai, Zechmïah, 
Obadiah, Ezra, Nehemiah. Crenshaw also believed the positive view of the cult in the book of Joel set it 
apart fiom the eighth and seventh century reformers such as Amos, Isaiab, Mcah and Jeremiah. See aiso 
McComisky, Minor Provhets, 240. 



Both WoWand Crenshaw identifïed vocabulary used in the book of 3 ~ ~ 1 ,  which, 

pointed to a late sixth or fifth century B.C. dateeu Stuart argueci for a litemy associatioa 

between the book of Joel and Deuteronomy 32 and on that basis dated the book of Joel 

later than 621 B C 3  Andrew Lee argued tbat simildes between Joel, Haggai and 

Zechariah are strong enough to suggest they were contempolzzlles, placing Joel in the 

postedic period.I4 Douglas Jones, discussing the fiequently noted feature of psrallels 

between the book of Joel and other prophetic writings, said, "While it is true that prallels 

c m  often be interpreted in two directions, it is impossible to suppose that these prophets 

ali borrowed fkom J ~ e l ! " ~ ~  Dozeman argued for a poste>rilic dating for Joel on the bais 

that the book of Joel uses inner biblical rnidrasb.16 As Crenshaw noted, literary and 

l2 W o w  Joel and Amos, 5; Crenshaw, Joel 26, 

13 Stuart, Hosea - Jonah, 228. 

l4 Andrew Yueking Lee, The CanonicaI Unitv of the Scroll of the Minor Pro~hets, (Ann Arbor: 
University Microfilms Internationai, 1985), 66. 

'' Douglas R Jones, Isaiah 56 - 66 and Joel, (London: SCM Press, Ltd, 1964), 136. A weahess in 
Jones' statement is that he fdeù to consider other possible explanation for the preseuce of parallels with 
other prophetic works in the book of Joei E,g both might be citing a third source, etc, 

l6 Thomas B. Dozeman, "Inner-Biblical Interpretation of Yahweh's Gracious and Compassionate 
Character," B L ,  108,2, (1989): 207 - 223. Dozeman argued that Joel employed the "anthological 
style" of midrash. The anthologiçal style is the repetition of certain phrases or words fiom familiar biblical 
texts in order to provide further interpretation of a given theme. Dozeman claimed inna biblical midrash 
played an important role in the formation of the Hebrew Bible within the postdic period-(p. 208) 
Dozeman's theory offers strong evidence for dahng Joel if his theory proves accurate. The theory dependis 
upon an assumption of familiarity with other biblical texts on the part of each writer. This may be me, b a t  
it is by no means so certain that it caa be assumeci. The prophets may draw upon a group of weii known 
traditions and what appear to be pardlels may in reaiity be separate authors drawing upon a bIock of 
cornmon material. Another possiïrlity is that authors dealing with the same, or similar, themes may use 
similar phraseology in expressing their ideas. Identqng wiîh certahty which of these lies behind any 
particular p d e l  is impossible. Ia the case of Joel, the abundance of parallels suggests tb at least some 
of them are the result of quotaîion. 



iinguistic evidence is tenuous and must be applied cautiously, but this evidence best 

accords with a poste>rilic date for the book of Joel." 

The purpose of dating a biblical text is to iden* a histoncal context within 

which the text cm be understood As of yet, it is not possible to establish a historical 

setting that is more precise than postedic, rnost likely the ht half of the fifth century 

B.C. Applying the theory of ben Zvi, discussed in chapter 2, may be helpful in the case 

of Joel. Based on ben Zvi's theory, the historical setting for the book of Joel is best 

understood as a catastrophic, ecological crisis, a tocust infestation that is descnbed in the 

most exixeme mamer possible. It is this ecologicd disaster that gives rise to the alarm 

over the appearance of a 717' DJ', results in a cal1 to cornmimal lament and a redefining 

of the 733' PT' as a day of blessing and salvation for Israei. Some scholars have argued 

that the book of Joel is best understood as a literary work with an ecologicd crisis as the 

formative situation, giving nse to a theological development of the 737' f31'.'* Ben 

Zvi's theory and understanding the book of Joel as  a literary constmct focuses attention 

more closely upon the ecological crisis as the immediate setting for Joel and the 

historical-çritical approach situates this eveiit in the postexilic penod of the first half of 

the fifth century B.C. 

17 Crenshaw, JoeL 28 - 29. Crenshaw provides a good survey of the linguistic and literary features of the 
book of Joel used for dating. Crenshaw concluded these features best accord with a post-exilic date for 
Joel- 

l8 W. Classeq ed. "Text and Context: Old Testament and Semitic Studies for F. C. Fensham," 
JSOTSupp., 48 (1988) 63 - 70, c'PParallels and Reinterpretation in the Book of Joel: A Theology of the 
Yom Yahweh?" by Ferdinand E. Deist, 63. Crenshaw, Joet 39ff. Although Crenshaw recognized the 
book of Joel as a literary construct he was mwilling to concede that this meant the book did not accurately 
reflect the retigious and politicai context of the author. 



As Hubbard noted, most scholars date the book of Jod as postefic, in the late 

sixth to midde nfth centciry B.C." The historical, geo-political, cultural, linguistic and 

literary evidence appears to support this datiog more strongly than the alternatives. In 

this thesis, the majority opinion will be followed with the most likely date in the mid sfth 

century B.C. 

The Unity of the Book of Joel 

The unity of Joel has been an issue of scholarly debate for over a centrnytrnym M 

Vernes, a French scholar fïrst challenged the unity of Joel, in 1872.U Schohly opinion 

has shified in recent years until contemporary scholars genemlly accept the iInity of Joel? 

Such diverse scholars as Kapeirud, Wolff and Ogden have argued for the essential 

UILity of the book of Joel on the bais  of a communal lament form that Unifies the work? 

Hubùard, Joei and Amos, 27, Also Crenshaw, J&- 26. Wolff is a notable exception. W o B  daîed 
Joel in the first haif of the fourth century B.C. Wolff, Joel and Amos, 5. 

Arguing for the urùty of the book of Jml sfiodd not be co&ed with arguing for a single author. These 
are separate issues. The question of unity is, "Does the book of Joel function as a Iiterary whoie?" To 
clairn unity for the book of Joel is arguing that, in its canonicai form, Joel fûnctions as a tinified whoie. 
Individual un i ts  are drawn together (unified) by various means so the book becomes a singie literary work 
The constituent parts of the book of Joel can only be fiily understood on the basis of their rdationship to 
the book as a whole. Parguing for a single author, however, clairns the book ofJoel is the product of one 
individuai, in this case the prophet Joel. This thesis assumes a redactional fiistory for the book of Jml, 
thereby rejectirig the view that it is in totality the work of a single author. 

21 David Noei Freedrnan and others, eds., Anchor Bible Dictionaq (New York Doubleday, 1992), S.V. 

'Joel Book o f  by Theodore Hïebert, For an excellent survey of the history of scholarship concerning 
the issue of unity for the book of Joel see Crenshaw, Joel, 29 - 34. 

22 Two notable exceptions are: O Pioger and Paui Redditt. 

A n i d  Kapehd, "Joel Studies," 4 - 5,9. Kapelnid argued for a fiinctional unity, which was built on the 
Iament fom. H W. WoE, Joel and Amos, 7. WolEmakes a strong argument for the unity of the book 
of Joel, cf Wole Joei and Amos, 6 - 8. J. Lindblom daims W o E s  work is the "edgtlItige Usung" 
(definitive solution) of ail Joelys problems. J. Lindblom, "Book Review of H. W. W a m  Joel" W, 
90 (1%5), 424. Lindblom overstates the case but does point to the importance of WoWs work- 
Although WoEFrnakes a strong argument for unîty, it is not unity for the book of Joel in its canonical form. 



Some recent scholars have used a literary - tkoIogical method of interpretation to 

support Joel's unity. John k Thompson argued for Joel's uni& on the basis of extensive 

repetition within the text? Duane Garrett proposed a literary uni@ for Joel based on a 

dual chiastic Willern S. Prinsloo identifieci a pattern of logical progression 

cIimaxing in Joel's nnal pericope." Ferdinand B i s ?  argued for the book of Joel's unie 

based on the interrelation of levels of meaning as the literary theology of the i'l'l3' Dl' is 

developedn Larry McQueen argued for a development uI the book of Joel with a 

thematic movement going fiom judgment to lamentation to salvation" There seems to be 

general support for J d ' s  unity among scholars using a literary - cntical approach 

A recent work by S. Bergler, conducting a Iiterary and fom criticd study of Joef, 

also concludeci UtZity exists." Bergler imderstood chapters 1 and 2 to present two 

Wolff does not inchde 1: 1-3; 2: 18-20; 4:4-8; 4: 18-21 as part of the text that he argueci formed a stnictural 
unity. WolfFactually identined a book within the canonical book of Joel that had a structural unity, but did 
not establish the unity of the book of Joel in its canonical fom Graham S. Ogden, 'Joel4 and Propbetic 
Responses to NationaI Lament,' JSOT, 26 (1 983): 97 - 106. Ogden recognized the presence of the 
lament fonn in the b k  of Joel. He also notai that thematic connections and key words served tu u&y the 
book of Joel. 

24 M. Black & W. A Srnalley, eds. On Lanimine. Culture- and Reliaion: In Honor of Eueene A. Nida, 
(Pais: Mouton, 1974), "The Use of Repetition in the Prophecy of Joei" by J. A Thompson, 108. 

21 D. A Garrett, "The Structure of Joel," JE73 28.3 (Sept. 1985): 289 - 97. 
26 Pnnsioo, Theolom of J0e4 5. See a h ,  Prinsloo, 'The Unity of the Book of Joel" 24 W, 104, 1 
(1992): 62. The theoretid framework for this thesis is the presentation by PrinsIoo that the book of Joel 
presents a theobgical progression with each pericope building upon and intemiehg the previous pericope. 

n Deist, 'T~arallels and Reinterpretatioq" 63. Deist argued for unXty resulting &om a redactional process. 
For Deist, 3: 1 - 5 is a late interpolation and serves to mod* the univeïsaiisrn of chapter 4. The work of 
~ M u c u s ,  pointing out non-recurrhg doublets, connects 311-5 with the d e r  sections of Joel He says, "the 
preseace of doublet phrases in al1 four chapters contnites significantly to the question of the unity of the 
book . . . the likeliiood that the book is a unity, the work of one band, is greatly strengthened." David 
Marcus, Won-Renuring Doublets in the Book of Toel,'' Cm, (Januacy, 1994): 65, Marcus' work raises 
a serious challenge to Deist's view that 3: 1-5 is an interpolation, giving strong support to its being part of 
the original composition. 

28 L,any R McQueen, Joel and the Suuit: The Cw of a Pro~hetic Hermeneutic, PTSypp., (Sheffield: 
Sheffield Press, 2995), 9, 

29 S. Bergler, Joel ah Sch@ïitterpret: Beitra~e ,-ur Ei.forsch.Vlp des AZten Testaments und des Anhnhken 
Judenlums, 16 (1988). 



descriptions of wmt, while chapters 3 and 4 consist of two divine answers to prayerY 

Bergler dso pointeci out several parallek within the text of Joel - chapters 3 and 4 quote 

fiom chpters 1 and 2, and the feature of quotation also exïsts fiom pericope to 

peri~ope.~~ In developing this same idea, Prins1oo conclude& 

The various pericopes interrelate in a stepby-step progression, each 
representing a Sfezgenmg (enbancement, or increase) on its precursor. 
Vimially all the pericopes refer - through word and phrase repetitions 

- to a previous perïcope or pericopes. As a result each pericope is not 
merely Iinked with the ones immediately preceding and following if but 
is integrated into a whole which dl the more clearly reveals the ascendulg 
pattern, in itself identifiable as a contrastn 

Bergïer and Prinsloo presented a strong challenge to Plogequ and soIid arguments 

f a v u ~ g  the book of Jml's unity. 

Prinsloo presented a convincing argument supporting the Mity of the book of Joel 

in its canonical f o m  Prinsloo established the interrelationship of the various pericopes 

and the progression of thought fiom pericope to pericope util the book becomes a 

"coherent whole.'" He understood the progression of thought in the book of Joel as a 

theological interpretation rising out of a crisis which is developed to ''kindle fkesh hope 

for the f û t ~ r e . ~ ~  

30 Bergler, &eJ 86. See also, Thompson, "Repetition," 108. Thompson notes that Joel's extensive use 
of repetition favors the g e n d  unity of the book 

33 Ploger argued for a three part division of the book of JoeI(1: 1-2~27; 3 : 1-5 and 4: 1-2 1 exciuding 4:4-8). 
This view is a variation of Duhm's proposal. Plager dated 1 : 1 - 27 and 4: 2 -2 2 as postexïlic with 411-2 1 
later thaq md suppiementary to, 1 : 1-27. He considered 3: 1-5 as m c h  later than 1: 1-27 and 4: 1-21, and 
thaî 3: 1-5 was intended to limit 4: 1-21. Joei 4:4-8 was an even later interpokion into the tea. Otto 
Ploger, Theocracv and Eschatoloey, (Richmond: John Knox Press, 1%8) 96 - 105. 



Ourrent scholarçhip generally argues for some type of mity in the book of Joel. 

Some suggest a uni@hg theme, such as the nl?' D'l', while others find unity in the 

work of a redactor. The evidence, especially the arguments of Bergier and Prinsloo, 

strongly favors the UIljity of the book of Joel. Following the majority opinion of current 

scholarship this thesis proceeds on the assumption of IÏterary unity in the book of Joel. 

Literary Genre and JoeI 

Genre is important to the exegetid process. Given the limitations of historical 

criticisrn in the case of Joel, some scholars consider lîterary criticism ail the more 

importantx Historical and literary criticism support a date of mid fifth century B.C. for 

the book of Joel. Literary criticism also suggests a liturgical setting. Considering the 

genre@) found in JoeI M e r  adds to our understanding of how Joel deveiops the 

tbeology of the nI?T7 PT. 

JoeC and Lument 

Form critical work in the Psatms recognized a clearly identifiable genre of lament 

psalm. The Iament genre is subdivided into individual laments and communal laments. 

Claus Westermann identifkd the lament psalrn as following a specific pattern: address, 

lamentation, tuming to God, petition, and vow of praise? The structure of the book of 

Joel is closest to the communal lament form; however, it does not follow the structure so 

McQueen, Joel and the Spirit, 25 E 

" C. Westermann, 'RoIe of Lament", 26. EIans Wddberger identified the c o m m d  lament pattern as 1. 
An introduction, using the impernive; 2. Identification of those addressed with the vocative; 3.  
Identification of the reason for lament, introduced by '3 (because). Wildfierger noted that the second 
elemeut is sometimes missing. IIans Wildberger, Isaiah 13 - 27, trans. Thomas H. Trapp, (Mineapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1997), 22. 



closely that it could be called a lament without qualificatior~~ WolfFargued that the 

performance of a lamentation ceremony was behind the text of Joel? David Allan 

Hubbard idenaed the book of Joel as a call to a communal lament and a description of 

what happens when the people participate in a lament iiturgy." 

The book of Jod daers fiom a lament in that it is addressed to the peopIe, not 

G d  The book of Joel does not begin as a typical lament. On the other hand it complies 

wiih the lament form in important ways. There is a powerfiil description of suffkring ( 2  : 1 

- 2: 17). Present and past anguish is eloquently described Trust and confidence in 

Yahweh's rescue is not requested but is stated in glowing terms in f k t  person address 

fkom Yahweh and the words of his prophet (2: 18ff.). There is a clear presentation of 

deliverance for Yahweh's people and judgment upon his enemies. The major difficulty 

with seeing the book of Joel as a lament is that Israel is throughout, with the exception of 

1 : 19 - 20, the addressee not Yahweh. In fact, Yahweh is one of the two primary speakers 

(the other king the prophet), and it is Yahweh's speeches that describe deliverance for 

Israel and judgment for the nations. It does not seem possible to iden- Joei as a 

lament. The book of Joel seems to fit the genre "dl to lament" found also in Obadiah 

Ogden, "Joel4 and Prophetic Response", 97. Stuart, Hosea - Jonah, 239, pointeci out that Joei is 
addressed to members of the wmmunity, not tu Goci as in a formal lament. G. AhlsbGm, joel and the 
Temple Cult ofJerusaleq (Leiden: Brill, 1971), 13 1, noted that Joel is not a formal iament but 
concluded it is a prophetic text composai in the "style of the lament". Paul Raabe identifieci the book of 
Obadiah and foel as prophetic responses to communal taments. William Fomell Albright & David Noel 
Freedman, eds. The Anchor Bible, (New YorWLondon: Doubleday, 1996), Vol- 24D, Obadiah, by 
Paul R Raabe, 57. 

'' Wolff, Joel and Amos, 9. 

Hubbard, Jod and Amos, 28. Hubbard argues that Joel is not an actud Iament but is a cd1 to 
participate in one, and a description of what happens when people participate in a lament liturgy. 



Concluding that Joel is not a formal lament does not preclude it from beuig 

liturgical in nature. In fact the summons to witness to the events recorded (1 :3), calls to 

lament (1 5, 8, 1 1, 13 f ), individual cornplaint (1: 19 f ), invitation to repentance (2: 12 - 
14), cal1 to assemble in the temple (23  5 - 17), a hgment of a communal cornplaint 

(2: 17), the divine response of salvation (2: 18 - 27) may well point to a possible liturgical 

use. An examination of Joel suggests that it may be a liturgicai work built on the form of 

a communal lament. It could appropriately be identifid as a Iiturgical c d  to iament and 

Yahweh's response. 

An issue related to the question of Joel's titurgicai nature is the prophet Joel's 

relationship to the temple cuit. Some, like Wolff have suggested Joel operatted on the 

periphery of the cuit, critical and not directly involved with it4' Mowinckel did not 

iden* the prophet Joel as a temple prophet but claimed he was strongly iduenced by 

cultic liturgy? According to Cook, Engnell, Hentschke and Lindblom the prophet Joel 

was definitely a temple prophet? Arvid Kapehd, on the basis of extensive texhial 

argument, concluded that Joel was a temple prophet. Kapelrud said, "The Book of Joel 

originated in the temple at Jerusalem . . . JoeI in particular seems to have been closely 

associated with the culf and we shodd not hesitate in presuming that he was attachecl to 

the temple as a temple-pr~phet.'~' PrimIoo pointed to the use of cultic tenninology as 

evidence for the liturgical nature of the bmk.55 Contrary to Wolff, the evidence suggests 
--- - 

'' Wolff, Joel and h s ,  10. Although Wolffbelieved the prophet Jml stood on the periphery of the 
cul& he saw parts of the book of Joel m g  in with the cult as did Ahlstr6m Ahlstrdm, Joel and 'the 
' ï em~ie  Cuh, 26 - 27. 

" S.  Mowùlckei, The Psalrns in Israel's Worstii~, trans. D. Ap-Thomas, Vol. 2 (New York: Abingdon, 
1%7), 93. 

43 Stephen Lloyd Cook "Apocalypticism and Prophecy in Post-Exïiic Tsraei," PhD- d i s ,  Yale 
University, 1993. 26 1. 

Kapehd, Joef Studies, 11, 177. 

45 Prinsloo, -~eoioav of Joel, 11. 



the prophet Joel was closely associated with the temple and the text is at least influenced 

by liturgy, if not indeed a liturgical work 

Kapehd, arguing for the uni@ of Joel, suggested tbat Joel's single fundon was 

to provide a liturgy to be used in wnjunction with the enthronernent feast of Yahweh." 

Graham S. Ogden also understood Joel as a liturgïcal composition. Using thematic 

connections and key words, he argued the book of Joel is a 'Lament Liturgy'." Several 

scholars have concluded that the book of Joel is directly related to lament and has a 

liturgical form. Wollfsuggested Joel was a literary work rising out of the liturgical 

background of the fament tradition." Ogden argued that the language of Joel sets it 

"cfhdy in Israel's lament tradit i~d*~ Understanding Joel in this way works well with 

the obvious two-part division of the book The first section, 1 : 1 - 2 : 17, is the cal1 to 

communal lament and repentance. The second section, 2: 18 - 4:2 1, is the prophetic 

response written fkom an assumed positive response to the caiI to communal lament? 

Perhaps the best way to understand Joel is to combine Deist's view that Joel is a literary 

work and Wolffs view that Joel is based on a cal1 to communal lament. This Ieads to a 

conclusion that Joel may not be a pure iament liturgy, but is a Literary work that buiids 

upon the form of a communal Iament and bas a liturgical nature. 

One mîght ask why this liturgy is fashioned in the form of a Lament. The answer 

may lie in the rhetorical intent of Joel. The use of lament to encourage the rebuilding of a 

ci@ has a long history in ancient near eastern literature. The 'Zament for Ur," composed 

'6 Kapeirud, Joel Studies, 7 - 9. 

" Wolff, Joel and Amos, 6. See aiso Ogden, "Prophetic Responsq" 97-106; Stuart, Hosea - Jonah, 
227; Hubbard, Joel 28. Hubbard argues that Joel itselfis not a lairgy, rather it is an invitation to 
participate in one. H e  adds thaî Joel's record includes what happens when people do participate in a 
liturgy. 

49 Ogden, Trophetic Response," 97- 106. 

XI Ogden, 'Trophetic Response," 97-106, 



during the Old Babylonian period (2000 - 1500 B.C.) moums the city of Ur and is 

intended to motivate its rebuitding? Lamentations for the city of Jenisalem cm be found 

in the biblical books of Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezekiel and Psalms (22 & 137). These 

facts support the conclusion that Joel is a liturgy, fashioned after the lament fona The 

dating for the book of Joel combined with this fonn-critical information suggests thaï 

Joel may serve to motivate and encourage its intended audience. 

The ckac le  of salvation" is a major type of propheîic speecha The oracle of 

salvation has three parts: identincation of the situation, prediction of salvation, 

concluding characterization" Joel2: 18 - 3 :5 is an announcement of salvation Wolff s 

designation of Joel2: 18 - 3 5  as an "assurance oracle answering a plea," suggests that 

Joel 1 : 1. - 2: 17 might be understo~d as the reason or situation requiring salvation? Joel 

"utilizes the form of the oracle of salvation in the context of the c d  to communal lament, 

b ~ g i n g  the themes of covenant renewal into the generd form of the lament psal~n.''~~ 

This  is particularly important for our purpose for it provides a context in which to 

understand the promise of the outpouring of the spint and the n'ln' 01'. It suggests both 

may be understood in the context of lament/repentance and covenant. 

" Victor H. Matthews and Don C. Benjamin, Old Testament ParalIels: Laws and Stones f?om the Anciea 
NearEasf (NewYork:PaulistPress, 1991), 170- 175. 

" K Koch, The Growth of the B i b l i d  Tradition: The Form-critical Method, (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, l969), 210 - 15. C. Westermann, Basic Fonns of Prophetic Speech, (Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1967), 94 - 100. Westermann called it the "announcement af salvationn- 

Koch, Biblical Tradition, 210 - 13. Aithwgh Koch used different terminology, his description of the 
oracle of sdvation reflects Westermann. Westermam identifid the Announcement of Salvation form as : 
1. Command to rejoicdnot fear, 2. Guarantee of divine help, 3. Dechration of the results of a d ' s  activity, 
4. Sometirnes includes statement of God's aim in ail this. C. Westenmanri, Prophetic Oracles of Saivation 
in the Old Testament, &uuiseville: 1991) 

McQueen, Jml and the Spirit, 29. 

'' McQueen, Joei and the Soirit, 29. 



The genre caüed Oracle against Foreign Nations is found in Joel chapter 4. In 

Joel, this kiud of oracle also involves Israel- Although lsraeIites who call upon the name 

of Yahweh are rescued h m  the judgment that does not mean Israel is totally exempt 

fiom judgment as Eichrodt held- He understood the element ofjudgment upon Israel 

wntained in the 717' Dl' to be fidnlled, saying that in the exile "the prophetic message 

of judgment and new creation as in essentials fulfilled9= McQueen, pointing to Joel's 

postexilic date, and seeming implication that judgment rernained potential for Israei, 

disagreed with Eichrodtn A close reading of Joel leads to the conclusion that judgment 

for Israel is still possible; however, the flow of Joel assumes salvatim not judgment 

Perhaps Joel retains a theoretical view that jument  is possible, but a pragmatic view 

that negates tbat possibility. 

In the book of Joel Israel is not exempted fiom judgment on the basis of national 

identity alone. Udy those who cd1 upon the name of Yahweh are rescued when he 

passes through. There may be an iniplied similarity between this event and the Passover 

in which national identity plus a p r e s c n i  act ofobeûience was required in order to 

escape the coming judgment. Joel seems to assume a national obedience but the 

requirement on each individual to c d  upon Yahweh cannot be ignored. Joel appears to 

retain a view that judgment remains a potentid for Israel, even though the poem proceeds 

under an assumed national response of repentance. 

Joel4, the oracle against the nations, is the c l imai~~~  As the climax, salvation for 

Israel, judgment for Yahweh' enemies, and covenant enfimement are identified as the 

56 W. Eichrodt, Theoloav of the Old Testament, Vol. 1, tram. 3.A Baker (Philadeiphia: Westminister, 
1961), 462. It wodd appear fi-om Eichrodt's argument that he assurned every rnember of the Iudahite 
community responded positively to the cal1 to lament This is not an umeasonabie assumption but it may 
oversimpIify the actual situation. 

McQueen, Joel and the Spirit, 30. 

'* McQueen, Joel and the Spirit, 27. McQueen identifid three primary genres in Joel: lament, promise 
of salvation and announcement of judgment (oracle against the nations). He presents a strong argument 
tint these genres work together to provide the thematic direction of Joel. Based on thïs argument, Joel4, 
the announcernent of judgment is the clunax of Joel. 



mary role of the 773' Pl'. Yahweh's sovereigaty is exercisec! in the T l 7 7  D Y  

Yahweh's mie fiom mount Zion on thÏs great and temble m?' 01' results in di the 

nations being treated as under Yahweh's d e .  Joel prociaims Yahweh as the true God of 

every nation, whether that nation recognized him as such or not It appears that Yahweh 

has a relationship with all nations as intrinsic to bis sovereignty and holds them 

acc~untabIe?~ Israel's covenant is unique but Joel presents Yahweh as Iegibmately 

judgmg the nations. SÏnce Yahweh is d o d y  presented as nghteous and just in the 

Old Testament, judgrnent must flow from the breach of some law, or covenan& 

requirement. Sovereignfy is Yahweh's c lah  on the nations since they have not owned 

him in any way; therefore, the legal bais  for judgment must flow fkom sovereignty. This 

judgment is also associated with an appearance of Yahweh (theophany) since Yahweh 

mwt appear in some rnanner to execute his judgment The 717' 87' then is also linked 

to sovereignty, judgment and theophany in this clinnactic scene. 

The evidence suggests that the book of Joei is a literary consbuct framed around 

the communal lament form. Joel 112-2: 1 1 presents the reason for communal lament. Joel 

2: 12 - 17 following the call to communal lament fom, summons Judah to lament and 

offers the hope that Yahweh d l  tuni judgment away. The oracle of salvation (2: 18 - 

3 15) and oracle @nst the nations (chapter 4) buiid on an assumed positive response to 

Yahweh's cal1 to lamentation. The evidence also suggests that the book of Joel reflects a 

liturgicai setting. This thesis proceeds on the fomdation thai the book of Joel presents a 

cal1 to communal lamentation and Yahweh's response of saivation to an assumed positive 

response to the call to lament. 

" In Amos' oracles against the nations, the misdeeds of the nations are judged as rebellions against 
Yafiweh, even though they are not incIuded in the covenant as such. In the book of Joei, the actions of the 
nations are also treated as actions against Yahveh. 



J6rg Jeremias stated, 'Trom beginning to end the book of Joel revolves around a 

single theme, one thaî was cornmon since the beginning of classical prophecy: the Day of 

Yahweb" Prior to Jeremias, Wolff recognized the ?ln9 D1' as king systematically 

treated in the book of Joel, c o n c l u ~ g  that every section contriiuted to this theme.m In 

the book of Joel the 377' Dl' is the major theme. Understanding the 777' Dl' is 

essential to understanding the book of Joel. 

Nearly one third of the occurrences of the phrase 373' Dl9 in the Old Testament 

are in Joel, Further, JoeI uses several related ternis, such as "in that &y" and "at that 

time" to keep the mn' Dl' clearly in view throughout the entire book Even a cursory 

reading shows the message of Joel is tightly linked to the 773' Dl'. In chapter 2 we 

traced the background to the 773' ml', and its use in other prophetic literature. Drawing 

upon this information, we now consider the specific use and development of this theme in 

Joel. 

The following discussion follows two lines of investigation First, the discussion 

focuses on the development of ?li7' PT' in the book of Joel which reflects what has 

been observed in the survey of the prophetic corpus. Second, the investigation tums to 

the developmeat of the 773' ml' which is unique to the book of Joel. 

- - 

60 Jorg Jeremiris, 'JoeVJoelbuch', Theoloaische Rdenzvklo a, 17 (1987) 94. Auîhor's translation 

6' W O ~  Joel and Amos, 12 - 13. 



Joel's Similaxity With The Prophetic Corpus 

In Joel the i7lÏT' DY is a &y of theophany - Yahweh appears. It is dso evident 

that this theophany includes a military component. Yahweh leads his army against Israel 

(2: 1 - 1 1 ), and calls the nations before hun in the valley of Jehoshaphat (chapter 4). It dues 

not seem that von Rad's concept of ''holy war" fits JoeI, but there is a military ingrdient 

hvolved 

Joel2:l- 11 echoes the vocabulary of Exodus 19:3,9, 10,18, which describes 

Yahweh's descent upon Mount Sinai to give Moses the law. This language is clearly part 

of the theophany motif? Joel2:3 uses the motif of darkness, a motif fiequently 

associated with theophany- Discussing Joel2: 10 - 1 1, Crenshaw identined linguistic 

similadies with several "theophanic psalms" and other prophetic descriptions of 

theophany." Joel2: 1 - 1 1 uses theophany language and motifs in direct association with 

the 717' Dl5. 

Chapter 3 also uses theophanic motifs that are reminiscent of Tsrae1's exodus fkom 

Egypt. Blood, f%e, pillars of smoke, and darlmess revive the images of the escape fiom 

Egypt, Mt. Sinai, and the wildemess j ~ u m e y . ~  According to Crenshaw, Yahweh, as the 

62 Theophany is used in a broad sense to mean an appearance of Yahweh. This appmmce may not 
necessarily involve Yahweh's appearance in a visible fom as is meant by the more precise meaning of the 
term theophany. 

63 Crenshaw, &&, 16. Crashaw, referring to 2: 10, I 1 said, "fIere Joel uses ancient theophanie 
language associatecl with YHWH>s self-maaifestation" Lee, "Structure of Joel" 14 - 15. 

64 Crenshaw, Joei. 125-127. 

65 For discussions on the association of these etements with the theophany motif see: David Noei 
Freedman and others, eds. &hot Bible Dictiomqr, Vol. VI, (New York Doubleday, 1 992) S.V. 
"Theophany in the Old Testament," by Theodore Hiebert, 505 - Il;  James Barr, "Theophany and 
Anthropomorphism in the Old Testament," m, 7, (1960): 3 1 - 38; George Arthur Butrick and oîhers, 
eds. The I n t o r e t a s  Dictionarv of the Bible Suu~iernent, (Nashviile: Abingdon, 1976), S.V. 'Theophany 
in the Old Testament," by J. Jeremias. 8% - 98. 



Divine Wambr, leads his anny and "the thought of such majesty leads JoeI to exclaim 

that YHWH's day is trdy a w e ~ o m e . ~  Darkiness and clou& arouse images of the 

Sinaiatic theophany (Deut 4: 1 1 - 12; 5:22-26; Exod 19: 16- 18). James Crensbaw noted 

that the royal psah 97 associated divine judgment with the darkness and cloud motifs of 

theopbany (Ps. 97:3)." 

Joel chpter 4 offers a vivid picture of Yahweh stepping into human history. 

Yahweh could conceivably fulfïil the promised reversal for Israel from his throne in 

heaven- It is difficult, however, to envision the nations being called to judgment in the 

valley of Jehoshaphat without Yahweh appearing to act as judge. The language of Joel 

chapter 4 pain& a pichire, that is ody complete if Yahweh is present, robed in his judicial 

sovereignty . 
In each occurrence of the 313' D1' in the book of Jwl Yahweh is clearly present 

and active. Yahweh leads bis arrny, displays his presence through cosmic phenornena, 

and oversees a universal judgment Yahwefi visits his people, and "dwells in his holy 

mountain" The m7 of God is "poured out" upon Yahweh's people. Al1 these point 

powerfully to the presence of Yahweh In the book of Joel, the 377' Pl' is so 

intertwined with the theophany motif that one m o t  imagine any 31T[' Dl' in which 

Yahweh is not present in some manifest way. As noted in chapter 2 of this thesis, the 

images used in the book of Joel are part of the theophany motif and need not be 

understood as apocalyptic." Joel's liturgicai nature, its pouiting to the new covenant, and 

presenting the retum fiom e d e  as a second exodus, suggests these motifs point to 

theophany rather than apocalyptic laaguage. 

66 Crenshaw, Joel. 16. 

Crenshaw, J& 120. 

" Some scholars understand Joel chapter 4 as apocalyptic. Cf. Dei* Tarallels and Reinterpretation," 
78. 



Fensharn's origin theory, as descdxd in chapter 1 of this thesis, ideotified 

theophany and warfare as foundatiod elernents of the 313' a>'. Fensham also 

identifieci the covenant curses as the context wbich gives rise to the n'ln9 Dl'. The 

presentation of the n'ln' 01' in the book of Joel fi& neatly into Fensham's theoretical 

framework ClearIy, in JoeIYs development of the nlp 07' it is to be understood as a 

point in the when Yahweh steps into human history and acts to enforce the covenant 

terms with lsrael @or his sovereign ri&& over the nations. 

The covenant was an important theme for al1 the proph& throughout Israel's 

history? Amos substantiates a reversa1 of the cornmon belief that the 737' 01' would 

be a biessed day on the basis of covemt obligations. He argued that covenant 

faithfûhess was expressed through actions of justice and righteousness, not mere cuttic 

observance. Many of the prophets drew upon the Deuteronomic expression of the 

covenant to substantiate their message. Throughout Israel's history G d  gave leaders, 

amcing whom were the prophets, who interpreted the covenant w i t h  the hmework of 

their cultural setting. The close affinity between the prophet's message and wvenant has 

been long recognized, 

The book of Joel, like the prophets in general, rises out of an interest in pointing 

Israel toward a right wvenantal relationship with Yahweh David Peîtus, in bis Ph.D. 

dissertation, concluded that the association of Joel and the covenant is The 

word n'72 (covenant) does not appear in Joel, but the subject of covenant is clearly in 

69 William J. Dumbrell, Covenant and C r d o n :  An Old Testament Covenantal Theolos (Exeter: The 
Paternoster Press, 1984), 167. DurnbreU said, "prophetic activity was, and had always been based upon and 
directed by, covenant airns". 

'O David I). Petus "A Canon-cri?jcai Study of Selected Traditions in the Book of Joei", Ph.D. d i s .  
Bay lor University, 1992, 20 1. 



view. The verb I i f D  (turn), a word closely associated with the Deuteronomic covenant 

(Deut 30:2ff.), plays a significant roIe in the book of hel and points clearly to Joel's 

covenantal concean Pettus, discussing Joel3:l- 5. said, "Joel combines the covenant 

promise in Deuteronomy 30: 16, wherein Yahweh elects to circumcise the hearts of fiiture 

Israel so they will live, with the Mosaic wish in Numbers 1 1 :29."R In the book of Joel, 

the images associated with the 7tn' mi' are closely associated wÏth the covenant curses 

of Deuteronomy 28: 15 ff? Deuteronomy 28: 1 - 14 describes the blessings of covenant 

faithfihess. Deuteronomy 30 identifies turning back to Yahweh as the means of 

experiencing reversal of the covenant curses and restoration of covenant bfessings. 

Pettus examiaed the language of the book of Jod in relationship to the covenant 

curses/blessings of Deuteronomy and wncluded that Joel presents the 317' Dl' as a &y 

that enforces covenant curses or, in response ïo repentance, covenant blessings and 

reversai of the curses." In the book of Joel the preseuce of covenant curses is the reason 

" Crenshaw, JoeI, 134-3 5. Crenshaw provides an excellent discussion on the association of the verb 
ZlW as it is used in Joel with the covenant passage of  Deuteronomy 30. Crenshaw concludeci that the Links 
between Joel and Deuteronomy "cannot be denieci." He fllrther noted that Deut. 30:3 provides the 
foundation for the hope that Yahweh might respond positively to wholehemed turning back to him CE An 
article by John M Bracke who provided a strong argument showing the association of mzQi 17D with 
the Deuteronomic covenant. Bracke argued that nylo zlrt) is especially comected with Yahweh's 

reversal of the covenant curses. As such it is very devant to the theological devebpment of the 01' 
717' in Joel. The issues of etymology and the status of2lft) nl2Pi as a technical term are beyond the 
scope of this thesis. However, Bracke's argument supports understanding the 313' Dl' in the book of Joei 
f h r n  the perspective of covenant cursehlessing as suggested by Fensham. It fbrther supports 
understanding communal Iament as a means of obraining that reversal. 

Pettus, "A Canon-critical Smdy of Joel," 197- Crenshaw aiso noted that 9 h e  ancient expression of 
Moses' desire that YHWW would endow everyone with prophetic gifts (Num. 11:29) and the subsequent 
promise of a new hem (Jer. 3 1:33 - 34) and spirit (Ezek. 11:19 - 20; 36:26 - 27) have prepared the way for 
Joel's use of this tradition. The ciosest text to Joel's promise o f  YHWH7s gifi of the mah is Ezek 3929." 
Crenshaw, 164. 

73 In Joel chaptm 1 and 2, s e v d  crises face IsraeI. These crises are identifid in Deuteronomy 28 as 
covenant c . :  Iocusts (Deut. 28:42); drought @eut, 2892); 6re (Deut. 28:24); invading army 
Qkuteronomy 28 and Leviticus 26). 

74 Pettus, "A Canon-cfitid Study of Joeln 170 - 74, Peîh~s' argument fiirther supports Fensharn's 
argument that the covenaat curse/blessing idea was the proper background for understanding the Dl' 
317'. 



behind the cal3 to communaI lament in the book of JoeI. The exercise of a communal 

lament, in the book of Joel, is presented as the reason for Yahweh's reversing the curses 

and sending blessing. 

Deist noted the association between the n'in' D'l' and covenant in Joel, citing the 

deprivation and its reversal as a reflection of the covenant curses and blessings of 

De~teronomy.~~ Pemiç presented a strong case for Joel's covenant association through 

his analysis of the texhial evîdence." VanGemeren pointed out that Joel2: 18-27 is three 

strophes working together, using the restoration motif, to "lead to the only possible 

concIusion; Yahweh keeps covenant'"' This king the case, loel's theological 

development of the 713' PT' is closely associated with the theme of covenant In Joel 

the 717' 01' is a day in which Yahweh appears and enforces the covenant terms. 

Yahveh's action toward Israel - blessing or cursing - is determined by Israel's 

covenant faîthfùIness. Israel is challenged to continue in faithfiil covenant relationship 

since the 772' PT' is imminent, and on that day Yahweh will act to restore Israel's place 

of glory. 

Amos, addressing the Northern Kingdom, clearly tied the 317' 01' to covenant 

Joel2:2, which may echo Amos 5: 18 - 20, uses the image of a focust army to refer to the 

faII of Jerusalem, Crenshaw noted that the language of 2 3  - 1 t "recaIls wvenantal 

conte- and the expedient offer of a way out of dangerous situations invokhg cmes on 

guilty transgressors."" Joel's similarity with Amos and the use of covenant association 

75 Deist, ''Parailets and Reinterpretation," 67 - 70. Thomas Dozeman support's Diest's association of the 
773' 01' and coveaant by showing 2:l - 17 to be an anthoIoIgicai exegesis of Exodus 32 - 34, a covenant 
renewal passage. Dozeman, "Inner-BibIical Interpretation," 209. 

76 Pettus, "Canon-Critical Shidy of Joel," 135 - 174. 

William A VanGemeren, "The Spirit of Restoration," WTJ, 50 (1988): 84. 

'' Crenshaw, Jod, 16. The inference is that Israel is guilty of covensnt brach and is thereby subject to 
its curses. A genuine "turnhg" to Yahweh is the only hope of escape- 



suggests that Judah's covenant unfaithfulness is behg addressed arid the n'Ir(' 01' is 

Yahweh's metbod of intervention, 

Joel's use of the locust plague &O points to a covenant comection in severd 

ways. First, the covenant curses of Deuteronomy 28 inchdes a reference to locust 

plagues (28:3 8,421." The eighth plague in Egypt also included a locust plague (Exodus 

10: 14). Second, there is a literary relationship between Deuteronomy 32, an important 

covenant passage, and the text of Joel? Third, as Crenshaw noted, Joel unites the old 

tradition of an enemy nom the north, the avenger of broken covenants, with the Ù1' 

nly'." The covenant base of Joel seems both strong and clear. In this way Joel 

intertwines the themes ofcovenant curseslblessings and 777' DT'. 

Robert Good pointed to war in Joel as a fom of divine judgment? He argued 

that Joel presents war not as the result of a trial bid as the judicial process itself. He said, 

' Joel has made *are the representative of Yahweh's jura1 involvement with the 

nations, as though in dependence on a notion that war is forensic business. 

Deuteronomy 28:25ff. points to covenant faithfulness as the determining factor of Israel's 

79 Lee, ''Structure of Joei," 12. The Iocust imagery, coupled with the rhetorical question in 1 2 ,  was a 
powerfiil reminiscence of God's judgment on Egypt aî the exodus (Ex 10:2,6, 14 - 15). This event 
became an image of W ' s  redemptive p lan  In chapter 1, Joel hints at what wiU be M y  expounded in 
chapters 3 and 4. 

'O Stuart, Hosea - Jonah, 228, 240. Lee, "Structure of  Joel," 13. 

Crenshaw, Joel. 49. Crenshaw claùned this tradition was fourid in Deuteronomy and in Jeremiah 35- 
36; 49. Both Jeremiah (1 : 13 - 15; 4:6; 6:1,22) and EzekieI(38:6, 15; 39:2) speak of a p o d l  enemy 
h m  the no&, Deerteronomy does not use the word "nortb" ia this way and Crenshaw does not explain his 
ctairn that Deuteronomy refers to this northern enemy as an avenger o f  broken covenants. Perhaps he is 
associating the general statement in Deut. 28E id-g miLitary defeat as one of the curses with the 
more specific idenMication of a ncrthm threat in Jeremiah and EzekieI. Crenshaw discussed the enemy 
fiom the north and concluded, "'The Northemer' thus fbnctions as a play on a prophetic symbot for the 
ultimate adversary; in so doing, it provides a powerfùl image to describe YHWITs sinister harbingers of a 
final day of judgment." 150 - 5 1. 

Robert M. Good, "The Just War in Israel." JBL, 104/3 (1985): 385400. 

" Good, 'Just War', 391 - 92. ûood argued that Joel is comected with a pre-exilic tradition fwnd in 2 
Chroe 20:6 - 12 and Judges 5:2 - 3 1. The location of the tradition in terms of  date is fâr Iess important 
than its covenant association 



success or failure in tirnes of war. Good and Fensham agree that &are is a means by 

which Yahweh executes the covenant curses. Joel chapter 2 shows Yahweh'ç army 

exercising judgment on Judah. As a forensic tool, war fuoctions within the 713' Dl' to 

execute judgment. Yahweh may also use war as one means of irnplementing the covenant 

The prophets fiequently mention one, or some, of the covenant san~tions.~ By 

mentionhg one, or some, of the covenant blessùigs / curses, they allude to the full range 

of blessings / curses. As such, the mention of locusts, sword, famine or plague, 

individually or in some combination, can function as a code word for covenant curses." 

In h l ,  locusts serve to draw atîention to the ultimate covenant curse - exile? Chapter 

2, building on the locust plague, may metaphorically represent an anny and as such rnay 

be an allusion to the exile. kt this way the book of Joel points back to the exile as a 

277? The reference in chapter 2 also points forward to a fuhire 717' al'. 
Based on the evidence poùiting to the connection of Joel with covenant themes, it 

is the contention of this thesis that Joel presents a theological development of the Dl' 

317' that is covenantal in nature. Chapters 1 and 2 portray an appearance of Yahweh in 

which the covenant curses are enforce& Since Israel is in a state of disobedience, 

judgment (the institution of covenant curses) will foilow. The pronouncement of 

judgment is followed by a cal1 to repentance and lamentation. The mtiod iament 

" Stuart, Hosea - Jonah, 232. Stuart cails this practice "synechdocic dusion" 

85 S ~ Z L ~ T ~ ,  Hosea - Jonah, 233. 

86 Leviticus 26, Deuteronomy 4; 28 - 32, show defeat in war, capture and exile are the uhhate national 
Fate for covenant disobedience. in Joel2:l-11, Iocusts are used to symbolize an invading army led by 
Yahweh. There are examples of this use of iocusts in 0 t h  anciem near eastern literatilre (e-g. the 
Summarian "Curse of Agade," the Ugaritic "Legend of King Keret,") J. A Thompson, "Joel's Locusts in 
the Light of Near Eastern Parallels," JIES, 14 (1955): 52 - 55. Pablo Andinach s~pported the view that 
locusts in 3oel refet to human armies by pointing to the mention of "years," and "ded over them" Pablo 
R Andinach, "The Locusts in the Message of Joel," YT, dii, 4 (1992): 437. Andinach effectively 
argoed against the transIation choice of emending "years" in 2:25 and using the secon- meaning 
"mock," rather than the primary "rule," in 2: 17. 



results in a promise that another 717' 07' will occur, reversing the devastation because 

of covenant faithfulness, evidenced by Israel's repentance. As VanGemeren pointed out, 

a key emphasis in Joel is the idea that Yahweh keeps covenant with his people. 

In the prophetic corpus covenant and judgment form the basic points of their 

message concerning the 777 01'. Disobedience brïngs about the covenant curses, but 

following a period of chastisement; Yahweh may restore his people and bless them in 

ways they had not yet experiencd" This understanding provides an excellent 

background for what we see developed in Joel's message. 

Added to the association of the Ïl1Ïi' Dl' with theophany and war is a direct 

comection with covenant. The 713' Dl' as developed in the book of Joel cannot be 

understood outside the h e w o r k  of wvenant. In chapter 2 of this thesis it was observed 

that the n17' Pl' functioned in association with the covenant in most cases. The book 

of Joel is no exception to this general d e .  Fensham's theory also established the al' 
777' within a firamework of covemt. He believed the 772' Dl7 should be understood 

against the background of covenant traditions as the event that executes the covenant 

curses. In the book of Joel, the 717' Pl' is developed to be the executor of the covenant 

bIessings as welI as its curses. Covenant functions as the detennining factor of  how 

Yahweh will act when he ùitervenes in human affairs.88 

a The avenant faiulfuhess, or disobedience, of Yahweh's people may also precipitate his action. Joel 
seems to suggest that cuvenant disobedience Lies behind Yahweh's initial intervention in the aEairs of 
Judah. Exactly how the relationship between covenant faithf'ulness and Yahweh's decision to act are 
related may be a subject for M e r  study. 



The 317 Uniquely Developed in Joel 

In the prophetic corpus, 772' Pl' is always associated with negative judgment. 

There may be gbmers of hope or cautious promises of salvation but no clex association 

with the covenant blessings. In the book of Joel there is a clear association of the Dl' 

777' with the reversal of the curses, institution of covenant blessings and renewal. In the 

cal1 to lament 2: 12-17, tbere is a note of hope expressed in 2: 14. The prophet recognizes 

the possibility that Yahweh may respond to his people's lamentation by tuming curses 

into blessing. Crenshaw suggested Joel may be influenced by Deuteronomy 30:2-3, 

which refers to Yahweh's compassionaie character, in offerïng this guarded hope.- In 

2:13, Joel may also draw on Exodus 3416-7. Joel seems to be grounding h o p  for 

deliverance in response to repentance, expressed through communal lamentation, upon 

Yahweh's character. Crenshaw noted that both Jeremiah (1 8:S 12; 26:3, 13-19; 42: 10) 

and the Deuteronornist (2 Sam. 24: 16) were convinced that Yahweh could be rnoved to 

repent regarding judgmentw Exodus 32: 12- 14 bases Yahweh's change of mind on 

remernbrance of covenant. Crenshaw suggested that Joe17s use of communal lament is 

based on Yahweh's prescribed means of restoring broken covenant relation~hips.~' The 

curses are ernployed with a view to producing repentance and the communal lament is the 

means of expressing repentance. Joel emphasizes the importance of genuine repentance 

by including a rending of the heart as well as external expressions of sorrow. Understood 

in this way, the 313' is more than the avenger of broken avenant, it is in fact 

89 Crenshaw, 234. 

90 Crenshaw, JoeL 137. 

91 Crenshaw, _foel. 144. 



intendeci to result in the restoration of a right covenant relationship, and the outpouring of 

covenmt biessings. 

Beguullng with 2: 1 8  the prophet describes a time of blessing. In dramatic hhion 

the devastation of 1 :2 - 2: 1 1 is reversed Raùi reverçes drought, crops will flourish so 

that hunger is removed and the cultic offerings can resume. Land, beasts and the 

inhabitants of Judah once again live in plenty. The Pnests can now offer the appropriate 

offerings, restoring the cult and the spiritual life of the people. This is Yahweh's 

response to the assumed positive response of the people to the call to lament In the book 

of Joel, the emphasis is on the blessings not the curses. The focus of the 333' Di' in the 

book of Joel is reversed from judgment, as presented in Amos, to a &y of blessing. 

Beginning with 3: 1, Joel moves beyond a mere restoration of covenant. The 

737' 01' is associateci with the introduction of radical alterations to the covenarit 

relationship between Yahweh and his people Judah. Yahweh declares he will pour his 

spirit upoa everyone. This dernocratization of the spint results in a fundamental change 

in how the people will know the minci and wili of Yahwek There is also an association 

of the 317' Dl'> with the Zion Tradition. The Tm' Di' is presented as the event that 

results in Yahweh's ultimate and universa1 exercise of d e  fkom Mount Zion. These two 

features are presented as the product of the "grest and temble" nli7' 01' in chapters 3 

and 4. 



The phrase ]>-'T"" 3'27 is an intcoductory formula which introduces 

somethuig new and refers back to the preceding texte Wolffnoted the connecting role of 

the initial phrase of 3 : 1. He said, 

777TTH is a seldom-encountered conjunctive formula It foms the transition 
to dl those M e r  oracles in chaps. 3 and 4 . . . it presupposes that the . . . oracles 
of plea-response . . . have already been fùlfïiled, connmiing the expectation ofthe 
much greater futrne response." 

Kapehd  claimed this f o d a  served to " U k  the advance of the propet's tho~ght. '~  

In his discussion, Prinsloo stated that jT'TTH "focuses attention on events that would 

only corne to pass after the preceding 2: 1 &27.'* Crenshaw claimed that this "rare 

conjunction" might point back to either 2: 12-17 or 2:24-27.' Crenshaw M e r  noted that 

the syntax recalled Isaiah 2:2, "as if to p h  the event into the remote - and myrhic - 

future.'" Scholarly opinion and the flow of argument in the book of Joel suggest that 

1D''y"H il'iT1 indicates the blessing of JceI 3: 1-5 enlarges upon, and is subsequent to, 

the blessùigs enumerated in 2: 18-27. This locates the event of 3: 1-5 sometime in the 

indetenninate future. 

92 Prinsloo, Joet 80. W o e  Joel and Amos, 65. 

WolfiS Joel and Amos, 65. 

" Kapelrud, Joel Studies, 7. 

95 Prinsloo, Theolo-p of Joei, 80. 

96 Crenshaw, J& 163. Prinsloo conclude- that the events of 3 : 1 - 5 follow the nahual restoration of the 
previous chapter. Prinsfoo, m. 80. Paîterson a h  saw 3: 1 - 5 comeded %th 2: 18 - 27. He saw the 
naturai reversal as near fiiture, but suice the spuitual blessing foflows the natural it is M e r  off and may 
be at some undeterminecf time in the fiture. Frank E. GaebeIein, ed., Tbe Expositor's bible Commentaq, 
Vol. 7 (Grand Rapids: Zondervan hblishlng House, 1985) Joei by D. Patterson 255. 

91 Crensùaw, hi, 164. 



Establishing that the event of 3: 1-5 is friture it is necessary to determine the nature 

of tbe bblessingk described Joei 3: 1-2 idenaes Yahweh's pouring out of his spint as 

one aspect of the fuhne blessing. Throughout the Old Testament, one fin& the spirit of 

Yahveh coming upon individuals to enable them for specific hctions. The 

empowement of the spirit is closely associated with prophetic activity in the OId 

Testament Joel3: 1-5 announces that, as part of this Mure 313' Pl', the spint of 

Yahweh will be poured out upon "aU flesh? The "democratization of the spirit. 

presents an improvement, now all Yahweh's people 'ki11 possess and act via the 

empowe~g Prinsloo noted that 3: 1-5 "elaborates the credd formula of 

2:27,"1°' and "announces a new era of saivation for kael."'" Revelatory speech will no 

longer be Limited to specidy called or aained persoos but will be the domain of ail. 

Sigmund Mowinckel spoke of a ccdernocratization'7 or "individualization" of the 

cult and religion of Israel. Yahweh gradually became god of the individual and not just 

god of the whole people. In eariy times priests, kings, and prophets, as officiais ofthe 

cult, represented the whole and acted as intemediaries between people and Yahweh 

Crenshaw noted that "al1 flesh" could be understood as generic. Crenshaw, JoeL 165. However, dose 
scnrtiny of the context, as Crenshaw poirtîed out, indicates th the "ail flesh" in h e l 3  : 1-5 is limited to 
Israei. There seems to be general schokly agreement on this point. Cf. Prinsloo, Theolom of Joel, 
83E; Stuart, JoeL 260-6 1. Stuart indicated the "al1 flesh" refers to "God's people," but does not specifjr 
Israel. 

99 Mow'rnckel Psalm~ 78. The term c'democratizatior" is used by severai scholars, including 
Mowinckel, to refer to the pouring out of the spirit on al1 flesh in Joel3: l -  S. See, Stuart, Hosea - Jonah, 
229 - 30; McQueen, Joel and the SD& 41. 

'" Stuart, Hosea - JO& 230. 

'O' Prinsloo, -i, 83. As an edargement of the credal formula, Joel3: 1-5 exptains how 
Yahweh's presence among his people will be known and indicates how his presence will alter the state of 
things for his people. 

'O2 Prinsloo, Theologv of Joei, 226. Jeremiah uses the metaphor of Yahweh's law being written on the 
people's heart to speak ofthe new covenant. Joel may be using the metaphor "pouring out of the spirit on 
aii flesh," in a sirnilar way. It is certain that Joel does not intend, nor imply, wiiat is made of tfiis in the 
New Testament (Acts 2). 



Gradually a change occurred in which the individuai experienced a closer, one on one, 

relatiomhip to Yahweh. Mowinckel suggests that the personal prayer life of the great 

prophets made an important contni%ution to this change? Their disciples and adherents 

would have emulated the personal and intercessory prayers of the prophets, thus over 

time the prayers wodd have irnpacted upon the spirihial life of the whole people. A 

trend toward democratization, thstt is understanding Yahweh to be God of the common 

person and willing to engage in an interaction with individu&, exempting an 

intemiediary, develops through the growth and practice of personal prayer. Mowinckel 

pointeci out tfiat "democratization" is a process common to religion and can be seen in 

Babylonian and Egyptian religiodW 

The promise of the democratization of the spirit seems to introduce a new 

dimension into the covenant relationship between Yatiweh and his people. As such, 

certain questions arise, "Where did this idea originate? 1s this idea original with Jwl, or is 

there a precedent?" Crenshaw responded to these questions in the following rnanner, 

The ancient expression of Moses' desire that YHWH wodd endow everyone 
wiîh prophetic gih (Num. 1 1:29) and the subsequent promise of a new heart 
(Jer. 3 113-34) and spirit (Ezek 1 1 : 19-20; 36:26-27) have prepared the way 
for Joel's use of this traditi~n.'~ 

Whether Joel knew of, or drew upon, the texts of Jeremiah and Ezekiel is beyonci the 

scope of this thesis. The important thing is that there was a tradition that looked forward 

to a future when the individual had direct access to Yahweh. Joel may well have known 

of this tradition, perhaps even the texts previously cited. 

Mowinckel, Psalms, 222 - 222. Mowinckel may weii have overstated his case here. He assurned a 
fat- greater positive impact of the prophets than the Old Testament seems to support. Perhaps the book of 
Joe l  presents a prophetic hop; whether that hope ever did, or wili, be realized is open to debate. 

los Crenshaw, 164. Kapeh-ud, Joel Studie, 132. Mowinckeï also offered evidence thai this idea is 
expresseci in tfie Psalms. Mowinckel, Psalms 1, 22 1 - 223. 



The outpouring of the spirit promised in Joel offers an expansion of the New 

Covenant concept of Jeremiah 3 1 :33 - 34. In Ieremiah Yahweh's law will be vnittea on 

every Israelite's mind and heart. This internal placement of Yahweh's Law results in 

every person knowing Yahweh. In the book of Joel, the spint is poured out upon every 

Israelite. Old and young will experience dreams and visions, elements of prophetic 

communication? Sons and daughters of Israel will prophecy. With the outpourhg of 

the spirit, every individual will both know and proclah Yahweh's word. The outpouring 

of the spirit results in every individtd Israelite becoming a member of the prophetic 

community As such, they not oaly know Yahweh' s law, as Jeremiabys New Covenant 

vision offers, but they also proclaim that Iaw to others. 

To whom do they proclaim Yahweh's word Ifevery Israeiite knows and 

proclaims Yahweh's word it would seem measonable that the proclamation would be to 

Israel. The reasonable assumption is that in pouring out his spirit on every Israelite 

Yahweh enables al1 Israel to reveal and proclaim his faw to the nations- Joel3:I - 5 

expands on Jeremiah 3 1 :33 - 34 in that it enables Israel to fulfill its mandate to be a light 

to the nations. 

A m e r  expansion of Jeremiah 3 1:33 - 34 relates to the impact of becorning a 

prophetic nation AUen noted that the prophetic privilege was standing among Yahweh's 

council and hearing the word of God k t  handlm Perhaps what we see in Joel3: 1 - 2 is 

the answer to the question, '%ow wiH Yahweh place his law in their mind and heart?" 

He d i  do so by pouring his spirit out upon them and making Ismel a prophetic 

community by giving to each individual the spirit of prophecy. 

1M Allen, JoeL 99. Ailen aoted lhat dreams and visions were considered legitimate charnels of divine 
revelation and were part of the prophetic tradition. Cf Gen. 28: 12 - 17; Nm. 12:6; Z Sam. 285;  etc. 
;feretniah 23 :ZS - 32; 27:9 is opposed to the content of certain dream communications but not to the dreams 
as a legitimate form of divine communication. 



In Ezekiel I 1:19; l8:3l; 36126 - 27 Yahweh says he will put a new heart and a 

new spirit in his people. Yahweh promises to given Israel a new spirit if they will repent 

(Ezekiel18:31). In Ezekiel 1 l:l9 and 3626 - 27 the promise ofa new spirit is aswciated 

with the retum fiom exile- Yahweh's promise to pour out his spint in Joel3:I - 5 is dso 

associated with repentance. Accepting a mid-nfth centmy date points to an association 

with return fkom exile &o. Joel3: 1 - 5 may be understood as expanding on, or 

dariQing, these passages in Ezekiel. Joel3 : 1 - 5 identifies the new spirit Ezekiel alludes 

to. It also identifies the effeît of receiving this new spirit. The impiied effect is that as 

members of the prophetic cornmuni@ every individual Israelae would live in obedience 

to Yahweh's law. 

The democratkation of the spirit also points to a major social change - the 

equality of d, at least in the realrn of access to and knowledge of Yahweh. Wolff 

suggested the inclusion of mensenrants and maidservants suggested a h o p  for social 

change? The issue of injustice is a fiequent prophetic theme and reason for jument 

(cf. Amos). Here, Joel offers the hope that one &y injustice will be reversed Joel also 

points to a day when Yahweh makes it possible for evetyone to share in the joy of his 

presence. 

Yahweh, through the ccdemacratization" of the spirit causes Ismel to become a 

prophetic commimity. This will enable each member of the community to know Yahweh 

and speak his word, or reveal his will. The community that will dwell in safety with 

Yahweh upon his mountain will be a propheîic co~lltllMty. Joel envisions Zion 

becoming the place where the will of Yahweh is known and proclaimed Allen said this 

democratization of the spirit enables every member ofthe coflzmunity to be "among 

WOE, Joel and Amos, 67, 



Yahweh's council and Pearl bis word at f%t hand."lm Further, the democratization of 

the spirit allows every person to enjoy a relatiomhip of immediacy with Yahweh. 

A m e r  uniqueness of Joel3:l - 5 is that it is the only instance where the Pl'> 

m' initiaiiy executes blessing. Throughout the prophetic coipus, and initially in the 

book of Joel, the 777' D'l' executes the covenant cmes on Ismel and or judgment on 

the nations The cmes may be reversed and blessings follow repentance but the iT1ii7 

01' 777' begins in judgment h Joel3:l- 5 the ?m' DY begins by executing 

spintuid blessing These blessings, as has already been argue4 are not part of the 

reversal descnbed in 2: 1 8 - 27. Joel3: 1 - 5 represents the only place in the prophetic 

corpus where the mÏl' OCCU~S to execute blessing directly on Islael. When the Dl' 

717' is judgment on the nations it provides indirect blessing on Israel but in Joel3: 1 - 5 

the day begins with blessing on Israel before rnoving to judgment on the nations. 

The RealiZanoon of the Zion Tr~dition"~ 

The appearance of the name Zion c a ~ o t  be automatically associated with the 

Zion Tradition. Zion can be used as a synonym for Jenisalem and simply identiS a 

geographical location In the book of Joel, however, the Zion Tradition is clearly refemed 

to (2: 1; 3: 1-5; 4: 15 - 17). WolEf stated that in 3:4-5, Joel took up the "songs of Zion and 

the groclamation of Isaiah that received their M e r  development through exilic hope 

'O9 Leslie C. Allen, The Books of Joel. Obadiah 3onah and Micah, (Graad Rapids: Eerdmans, 1 976)' 
99. 

''O J. J. M Roberts, "Zion in the Theology of the Davidic-Solomonic Empire," in Tomoo Ishida, ed. 
Studies in the Period of David and Solomon and other Essavs, (Wimona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 
1982), 93-108. Roberts idenri;fied several features of the Zion Tradition: 1) Yahweh is the great king; 
2)Yahweh chose Jenisalem fir his dwelling place - this choice tias implications for Zion's topography, 
secunty, and inhabitants. The implication for Zioo's security is that Yahweh will protect it fkom his 
enemies and at Yahweh's rebuke the enemy is undone. The impiication for Zion's inhabitants is that they 
will sbire in the blessings of Yahweh's presence and must be fit to live in his presence. Cf- I. J. M 
Roberts, "The Davidic Ongin of the Zion Traditiom," B L  92 (1973):329-44. D. E. Gowan, 
Eschatoloav in the OId Testament, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, I986), 7. 



and postexilic pro~lamation."~~ Prinsloo, fouowing an indepth textual analysis 

concluded, "It is explicitly stated that tbere is deliverance in Zion and in Jerusalem This 

is a ciassical use of the tradition.'"* Crenshaw noted that the Zion tradition first appears 

in 2: 1 and is intensified in 3:5.'U The Zion Tradition, which at its core speaks of 

Yahweh's people dwelling safeiy in the presence of Yahweh in Zion, in 3: 1-5 is 

associated with the 717 Dl7. 

An association of the 773' UTS with the Zion Tradition is not unique to the book 

of Joel. What is unique to Joel is tbat the 777'' Pl' is the means by which the hopes and 

promises of the Zion Tradition are reali~ed,'~' This is especially evident in 4: 15 - 17. 

Yahweh mars from Zion defeating Israel's enemies, securing Zion Yahweh's throne is 

established in Zion. Yahweh's people, those who call upon his name, are d e  in Zion. 

Zion is now the place where Yahweh's throne is established, Yahweh's people 

experience spiritual (3: 1 - 5 )  and materid (2: 18 - 27) blessings. Allen refened to 4: 15 - 

17 as describing the conditions during the 317' Dl? It is the 317 Dl' that brings 

about the conditions which fulfill the hopes described in the Zion Tradition. Joel chapter 

4 telis its audience how the promises and hopes of the Zion Tradition will be reaiized In 

this the 718' is uniquely developed in the book of Joel. 

"' W o a  Joel and Amos, 68. Wolfffurther noted that the phrase, "as Yahweh hrts said," indicated Joel 
was consciously citing transmitted materiai, nat making a new oracle of Yahweh. Wolff associated this 
text in Joel with Obadiah 17, "on Mount Zion there will be escape." 

lLZ Primloo, IhtoIogy of Joel, 86-87. 

113 Crenshaw, && 128-129. 

"4 The description of Joei 4:lS E Fits very well into J- Fbberts' description of the Zion Traclition. J. 
Roberts, "Zion in the Theology," 92 E The close afnnity between the events dm'bed in Joel4: 15 £E 
and Roberts' description of the Zion Tradition supports the conclusion thai in the book of Joel the DI' 
777 is Yahveh's meam o f  bringing the hopes o f  the Zion Tradition to a reality. 



Joel3: 1-5 has indicated that the 313' Dl' has ushered in "a new age of salvation 

for I~rael.""~ The linking formula, "in those days and at that time," serves to comect 

chapter 4 with 3: 1-5."' Prinsloo argued that the linking formula in 4: 1 indicates Joel 

chapter 4 provides an enlargement upon 'Ihe promised deliverance in J e d e m  and on 

Mount Ziod'"' The indication is that the Cn? D'l' of chapter 4 is not different than, but 

rather another aspect of, the 773' mi' of3: 1-5. 

In the review of the nli7' m' in prophetic literature two important concepts were 

seen to be associated with the ilm' Dl': Erst, the concept of Yahweh's universal 

sovereignty; second, the idea of retributive justice. Yahweh's universai sovereignty is the 

justification for his bringing a 377' D'l' of judgment upon a foreign nation. Retributive 

justice is an important issue that seems to justifj. both the form and outcome of the 

judgment exercised aga& a foreign nation Both of these elements are plainiy in view 

in Joel's description of Yahweh's judgment of the nations on this great and temble E3' 

?'ln9. What seems unique to the book of Joel is the manner in which Yahweh7s 

judgment of the nations is presented as an essential element of Israel's saivation 

"'WolEf JoeI and Amos, 73-74; Prinsloo, TheolosrvofJoel, 92; Crenshaw. Joei. 172-73. 

118 Pnnsloo, Theolow of Joel, 92. Crenshaw said, "A divine annomcement of judgrnentagainst the 
nations reinforces the promised deliverance of YHWH's chasteneci people in and around Zion The o d y  
sure way they could Che11 in safety was by r m o v i n g  any threat fiom their powefil oppressors, so the 
assurance that the nations must now pay for their offenses against Judah and Yahweh connects directly 
with 35." Crenshaw, Joel. 172-73. 



Joel is much more than a poem about the 373' D7' it presents a theological 

deve10pment of this tl~erne.~~~ Ferdinand Deist developed a solid argument for Joel as a 

%book . . . not intended to 'refer' to any concrete event in history, but was rather compiled 

to serve as a '1itemy theulogyy of the concept 'The Day of the L ~ r d ' . " ~  Although Deist 

is convincing in his argument that Joet is a theological development of the 713' El'>, his 

understanding of that developrnent was weakened by the prominence he gave to a 

misplad concept of eschatology. We have already discussed this problem and Deist 

fdls into the trap of using the tem without a ctear definition He does, however, 

bighlight two important points. First, Joel is a theological development of the i?'l?' 01' 

and should be understood nom this vantage-point Second he noted that chapters 1 & 2 

deal with a 317' D1' of judgment upon Imel and chapters 3 & 4 speak of a 717' 01' 

which will be a day of salvation for Israel."' 

The theologicd development of the ill7T' O f  in Joel moves fiom judgment to 

sdvation for kael. The progression of thought in Joel moves from lamentation to 

1 L9 Otto Ploger, 'Theocracy and Eschatology", 10 1 - 104. L cite Pldger as scholarly support for the view 
thaî Joel is a theological development of the 317' PTT thme. 1 reject his understtdirig of îhe theological 
development in Joei as eschatologid on the basis of the discussion in chapter 1. Prinstoo, T h e o l o a f  
foel, 2, 122 - 127. Prindoo also sees Joel as a theological progression with the 713' al' as central to the 
development. 

'" Deist, "Parallels and Reimerpretaiion,'' 63, 78. Deist identifieci 4 layen of development: an anti- 
Canaanatie, a theophanic, an eschatologid and apocalyptic. The anti-Canaanite and theophanic look back 
to the past, wbile the eschatologi~ and apocaiyptic are fiiture oriented. Speaking of chapters 3 and 4, 
Deist says they are clearly "referring to fiitme salvationn. 

lu Deist, "PaTallels and Reinterpretatioq" 70. 



salvation to judgment.lP Salvation for Juda& that is, for those "Who cal1 upon the name 

of Yahweh (3:5),*' is couched in a context of judgment upon the nations in the nnal 

movement of J o e P  Joel uses the 313' 07' in a way that ''aflows for a shift in meaning 

corresponding tu Yahweh's relationship to the people of Judah?'" Joel's iTlC[' 01' does 

not fkHy become a &y of blessing since the blessing of Iudah remains couched in a day 

of judgment upon the nations. Those wha repent may escape and h d  blessing, but the 

iTl7' ml' brings judgment upon everyone else. In the book of Joel, repentance is 

expressed through participation in the communal lament 

Joel begins wÏth a presentation of the 317' 01' that p d e l s  Amos." Hubbard 

argued that Joei used this co~mection as a foil, both to ceinforce its interpretation of the 

plague and then move beyond it to a "radiant understanding of the ultimate victories of 

the day."lX Amos reversed the popular understanding of the 713' Pl' c a l h g  it a day of 

darkness not light. Wthately, Joel reverses it h m  this foreboding, dark &y to a day of 

blessing - for those who cal1 upon Yahweh, but in 1 2  - 2: 11 the i?liT' 01' is cast in 

terms of darkness and judgment. Beghïng with an echo of Amos ad& a powerful, 

dramatic effect and forcefülly aids the theological development of the 377' D?. 

'* bfcQueen, Joel and The Spirit 2 1 - 3 1. JoeI 1 : 1 - 2: 17 describes disasters and a 4 1  for communal 
lament because of them. Joel2:18-35 speak of sdvation in the form of reversing the catastrophes of 1 : 1 - 
2: 17, Chapter 4 deals with judgment upon the nations as an essential elemeut of Israel's f i n d  salvation, 

'* McQueen, Joel and The Spirit, 21 - 3 1. McQueen, arguing th& Isniel's salvation remains coucheci in 
judgment upon the nations, provideci an Mportant modification to Deist's understanding of the thedogical 
development in Joel. In an earlier artide, R o d d  Simkins q u e d  thaî the 717' Dl' in lm1 never fblly iost 
the element ofjudgment, since Israel's salvation is only possible i f  the nations are judged. Ronalc! Simkins, 
"God, History, and the N a t d  World in the Book of Joel," CBQ, 55 (Jdy t 993): 43 5 - 52. 

'24 McQueen, Joeland The Spirit, 3 1. 

Whether Joel uses Amos as a source or shares a common source with Amos is impossible to dererraine 
with absolute certainty- Several scholars understand Joei as drawing upon Amos. Crenshaw noted that 
Joel I:lS fôllows Amos in understanding rejecting the J7Ïi7 Dl' as a day of blessing because this hope 
wcss not grounded in m o d  respomibility. Crenshaw, JoeL, 105. Crenshaw also recognized a possible 
influence of Amos on Joel 1 : 15; 22; 2: 10. Crenshaw, J&, 47 - 48; 1 19; 127. 

Hubbard, Joel and Amog 22. 



Joei 1 2  - 20 descriies a locust plague which has devastaieci the land The cult, 

land, animais and population of Judah each experience iack and deprivation This locust 

pIague seems to have just occurred and although it is a past event it is recent past, almost 

current. In chapter 2 it was noted that Ezekiel 13: 1-9; Jeremiah 469-22; and Isaiah 22: 1 - 
22 referred to past events as nf 7 al'. For Joe1, this locust plague which has occurred 

in the ment  pas< and its inevitable consequences, is cded a 717' Pl'. 

Joel2:  1 - 1 1 turns to describe another 773' BJ'. The language of 2: 1 - 1 1 

supports understanding it as describing a threat other tbaa the locust plague of chapter 1. 

This threat is "imminent," not pst ''' There is a cal1 to sound an a l m  that seems 

meaningless in the case of the locust plague described in chapter 1. Crenshaw noted that 

the relationship beîween 1:2-20 and 2:1-11 is unclear but concluded that they indeed 

described two separate events? The language of 21-1 1 describes Yahweh as the Divine 

Wanior and seems to describe a military attack on Jenisalem. Crenshaw understood 2: 1 - 
I 1 to describe an "imminent threat, one poised to çtrike at any time." Chapter 2: 12 - 27 

describes the reversal of these consequent to repentance. 

Joel chapter 3 and 4 turn to a more remote, future 777' 01'. The text seems to 

speak of the indeme futiire. This future day bodes blessing for Israel and judgment 

upon the nations. Herein lies a uniqueness of the book of Joel. Tbroughout the prophetic 

corpus and in the first instance of Joel the inn' 01' begins as judgment. In the case of 

Israel it al- begins as the execution of the covenant curses. Zn the case of the nations 

Ît  is dways judgrnent In Joel3: 1-5 the 777' 01' executes spiritual blessing on Israel. 

LZ Most scholars view 2:l-11 as an event distinct fiom 2 2-20 and as describing a military threat upon 
Jerusalem which is imminent. WoQ Joel and Amos, 3W. Woiffengaged in an exceiient discussion of 
this issue. Everson, W a y s  of Yahweh," 331, note 8; Prinsloo, The Tbeolow of Joel, 49E Some 
scholars claim 211-1 1 refers ?O the fdl of 3 e d e m  in 586 B.C. E.g. Kapeirud, foel Studies, 90-95. 
Kapelnid's position in this regard is influenceci by his decision to date the book of JoeI as pre-exilic. The 
ody scholars, that I have been able to i d e n e ,  who follow the view that 2:l-11 refers to the fall of 
Jerusalem are those who also accept a pre-exilic date for the book Joel2:l - 11 may echo the fall of 
Jenisalem, and if so, this would be a powerfiil communication tml. 

'28 Crenshaw, J& 116-17. 



In chapter 2, it was estabLished tbat mn9 07' in the prophets could be used to 

refer to several different events? Deist argued that the ttieologicai development of the 

317' 01' in the book of Joel pointed to at least two such days, one past and the other yet 

future.'" Joel interprets a natural catastrophe (a severe locust plague) in tenns of 

Yahweh's wrathful Visitation or 777' D'l'. Joel then uses the locust plague 

metaphoricaüy to refer to a military aîtack upon Jemalem. Fuially Joel uses the D'l' 

iTl?9 to point to a future event that produces salvation for Israel and judgment upon the 

nations. As we have seen, other prophets also recognized the pssibility of more than 

one iIT7' Dl'. It seems Joel does not understand the 317' as a once for all event, 

but a description of any event in which Yahweh appears to enforce his covenant. 

Joel takes the 217' Pl' to a new level. In Joe/ the 717' Dl' is d-inclusive. 

b e l ,  the nations of the earth, even creation itself are brought together and included in 

Yahweh's acîivity on that &y. Simlcins said, 

The day of Yahweh includes the invasion of a locust plague, its devastation 
of the land, Yahweh's destruction of the locusts, and the restoration of the 
land to its original £Îuitful condition Yet fiom another perspective, the day 
of Yahweh includes the deliverance ofthe people of Yahweh fiom the 
oppression of the nations, Yahweh's judgment on the nations, and the 
reestablishment of Jerusalem as the holy, inviolable dwelling of Yahweh. 
. . . Joel has fûsed the human and the natural dimensions, the historical 
and the cosmological dimensions, into one amplex day of Yahweh that 
involves al1 of creation. . . . Through Yahweh's cosmic baffle on his day, 
his enemies who pose a threat to his kingship and ta the stability of the 
created order are defeated, and the creation of the world renewed. - - . 
Yahweh's activity in human history (cannot) be divorced fkom his 
participation in the history of nature. . . . The day of Yahweh is also a 
day of salvation for the people of Yahweh. The land will be regenerated 

129 Everson, "Days of Yahweh," 329 - 337. Everson clearly estabIished that, in the prophetic literature, 
713' 01' was not understood as a singular event. The prophets seem to view many dament events as a 
Ïlli7' Dl'. Joel foliows this tradition by identifjing several different events as 737' 07'. 

lm DOR, Tarallels and Reinteipretation," 75. If  chaptas 1 and 2, as Deist contended, refer to past 
events and chapters 3 and 4 refer to fùture events then logicaiiy there must be at Ieast two events called 
Ïi13' Dl' in the book of Joel. 



and will abound with fertilty, and the people will dweil secure fkom 
oppression Yahweh's redempteon of his people is only a part of his 
redemption of the entire created order."' 

Simkim may have overstated his case slnce Joel seems primarily concemed with the land 

of Israel, not the whole earth. Foreign lands may or may not enjoy Yahweh's actions of 

revend, Joel does not Say. For Israel, however, it is obvious that Yahweh's actions are 

universal - including d l  aspects of the created order. 

The 71iT' Dl' in the book of Joe l  is closely linked to the covenant theme. As 

Crenshaw noted, it may also be related a o  the new covenanfn theme found in Jeremiah 

3 1 :3 1-34. Called a prophet to the natios (1 5, 1 O),  Jeremiah evaluates the cult (ch. 7) 

and Davidic kingship (ch. 22) and fhds them in breach of the Sinai covenant He 

announces exile as Yahweh's judgment upon Judah (ch. 22), and then speaks of a new 

covenant (ch. 3 1 :3 1-34). * Jereniiah's new covenant theme may be echoed in Joel's 

theological development of the 373' ml'. JoeI sppaks of a future ?lil' Di' that will be 

a great day of salvation for Israel based -on an assumed repentance. In Joel, Yahweh 

poun out his spint upon everyone, fkorm the lowest to the greatest Everyone, having the 

spirit, will both know and understand k d ' s  word In Jeremiah, Yahweh d e s  and pub, 

in Joel, he purs  out, but in bath the resuit is that every person wilI know God's law. 

Jeremiah's new covenant concept may provide the backgrouud to a primary purpose of 

Joel's 317' Pl7 - that Israe1 will have intimate knowledge of Yahweh's law. 

13' Ronald A Simkins, "God, Eiistory, and the Natural World in the Book of Joel," CBQ, 55 (July 
1993): 451 - 52. 

132 AIthough the term 'Wew Covenant" is used, it is not intended to infer that theïe is a total discontinuity 
with the Sinai covenant. Dumbrell discusses thi=s issue, concludùig that what Jeremiah intends by "New 
Covenant" is a covenant, '%hich will add a crea~tive qualitative addition to an old arrangement". Durnbrell, 
Covenant and Creation, 175. DumbreIl argues that the oew covenarrt concept found in Jeremiah. Ezekiel 
and Isaiah 40 - 55, is a prophetic response to the= Babylonian exile. 3~1's theologid developrnent of the 
;71;1' Di' as a day that instihtîes this new mvenatlt is M e r  evidence of a postdic date. The tetm "new 
covemt" occurs ody in Jererniah 3 1:3 1 - 34; bsowever, 1saia.h chapters 40 - 55 present a concept of 
covenant renewai, as does Ezelciei 36: 1 - 39:29, which seem to be reff ected in the book of Joel. 

'" Dumbrell, Covenant and Creation, 272 - 1-73. H e  says, 'The entirety of hae l ' s  religious traditions is 
subject to carefiil evduation. In Jer. 7:21fl; the whole systern o f  institutional-hd worship bound up in the 
means of national response, namely the cult, is czondernned," 



Joe13: 1-5 b ~ g s  the Zion tradition and the danocra;tization of the spirit together 

with the 317' 01'. This oracle of salvation highlights the importance of the city of 

Jenisalem to Yahweh's future plans for Israel. Salvation, the outpouring of the spirit and 

Yahweh's presence are all located within the precincts of Jerusalem. A city in niins 

could be seen as inappropriate for such thuigs. Dating the book of Joel as mid fïfkh 

centmy B.C., Joel's message would create a highly motivational reason for engaging in 

rebuilding the city. Weaving these factors intricately together with the 773' 01' 

produces a powemù motivation for rebuilding the city and engaging wholeheartedly in 

the cult It also creates an environment of hope for a people most likely demoraiïzed and 

fearfiil of the future. 

Darius' nse to power resulted in politid upheavd. S. Hermann says, 'We know 

Iittle about the conditions in Judah at this time, but we must reckon with the possibiiity 

that the movements in international politics also aroused hopes and expectations in the 

little commlmity."lu Concem for the development of Jenisalem as a political and 

spintual enter likely developed The temple was rebuilt in 5 15 B.C., but Jemalem 

remained in ruins. The number of retumees was iikely smdl, perhaps less than had been 

anticipated or hoped for. The task of rebuilding Jerusalem would seem enonnous to this 

small comniunity. Ezra and Nehemiah led the rebuilding project in the middle of the fiflh 

century B.C. and Jerusalem's walls were rebuilt in 454 B.C.13' The city itself remained in 

relative niins, with few inhabitants Joel's theological development of the 317' Dl', 

wmbining covenant and Zion tradition could be seen as intended to motivate the people 

to participate in Nehemiah's rebuilding program. 

Ezra was well versed in the law and may have been a priest. He aids Nehemiah in 

the rebuilding project and also led reforms intended to pur@ the cult (Nehemiah 9 & 10). 

'Y Sie@& Herrmanq A History of kael in Old Testament T h e %  2& ed., tnuis. by John Bowden 
(Philadelphia: Forîress Press, 198 l), 303. 



Ezra read the law (Neh. 952 10) and the people respond in repentance. The book of Joel 

would serve as an excellent motivation for participating in these refomis. JoeI would a h  

have aided in rnotivating the people to work toward rebuilduig the city. One might 

wonder if Ezra could have ken  responsible for producing the book, using an older poem 

and ideas fiom the prophet Joef. Whether Ezra had any part in JoeZ's production is a 

matter of conjecture, but the potential for the book of Joel to serve the refonns and 

rebuilding program of Ezra and Neherniah is obvious. 

Joel is a Literary work, fashioned in the form of a lament foilowed by a prophetic 

response. A theological development of the 2lz' Pl' is the focus of the book In the 

book of Joel, the 715' 07' is reinterpreted to be a &y of blessing for Israel. Yahweh's 

sovereignty is at the hart of Joel's theology of the mn' 01'. Israel's blessing is 

possible only as ail other nations are gathered and judged That Yahweh can do this is a 

proclamation of his univerd sovereignty. Nowhere in the Ofd Tesîament is Yahweh's 

universal sovereignty more powerfdy declared than it is in Joel's theology of the Cl' 

i11ir9. 

The development in Joel is tightly tied to covenant themes. The day is a tirne 

when Yahweh appears, a day of theophany. Yahweh initially appears to enforce the 

covenant curses; however, the book of Joel develops the 713' Dl' in such a way as to 

show that following the e d e  and retuni this day becornes a time when the new covenant 

is inaugunited The Zion Tradition, the democratization of the spirit motif, and the new 

covenant concept are brought together with the 7?7' Dl' and become the prophetic 

promise to Israel. In the book of Joel, 317' PT' is reversed fiom a day of judgment to a 

day of blessing. The 777' Dl' is the means by which the hopes of the Zion Tradition 

and New Covenant motif are realized Yahweh, on this comïng future 717' D1' will 

bring to pass the hopes of the Zion Tradition and h e l  will be restored to its place of 

prominence. Joel's theological development of the 317' ml' makes it a bright day, not a 

day of darkness for Israel, reversing the view expressed in the book of Amos. 



Conclusions and Suggestions For Fwther Study 

The study of the book of Joel is indeed the study of 317' 01'. The development 

of the nli?' ml' motif found in the book of Joel supports the conclusions of chapter 1. 

The vision found in the book of Joel is that of a transformed hture, but a future that is 

firmly rooted in and in conhnuity with the past A vision of an end to history c m o t  be 

found in Joel; therefore, support is given to the conclusion that the concept of 

eschtology should not form part of the understanding of 317' Pl'. 

The book of Joel also supports the conclusion that theophany and covenant 

combine to form the best background to 317 Dl', as F. C.  Fensham argued. The 

multiple descriptions of iilÏ'i' 01' in Joel are best understwd in relation to theophany 

motifs. The covenant blessingç/curses (Deuteronomy 28, Leviticus 26) seem the best 

background to Joel's presentation of ?llÏT' Dl' as both judgment and blessing. 

Using communal lament as an expression of repentance, Joel presents a 

theological reversal of mg' m? Joel begins with CIIÏT' Pl' described as it is in Amos 

5:18 - 27? The reversal is used in Joel to offer a speedy relief fiom the hardship the 

plague has created and aiso a vision of hope for the more distant future. Amos' audience 

was prosperous and cornplacent toward their covenant obligations. The 777' 01' is 

IM Amos presented a reversal of 7 7 7  01' fiom a day of blessing to a day of judpent. The book of Joel 
begins with this same view but reverses it again to a day of blessing for Israel. This raises the possibility 
that the positive presentation of the 773' n7' explains, at least partially, Joel's placement in the canon. 



reversed amid a c d  for repentauce. Joel's audience is impoverished and despiring of 

Yahweh's faithfulness. Again there is a theological reversal of nlt17 Dl7. This time the 

reversal occurs amid an assumai repentance. This reversal offers hope and explains why 

the people should heartily engage in the cult and faithfblly serve Yahweh. This leads to 

the conclusion that the 717' 01' is theocentric in nature and its primary purpose in 

relation to Israel is the re-establishment of covenant fâith£ulness. 

The 717' m7 h the book of Joel and the prophetic corpus as a whole also 

invo1ves the nations. In the book of Joel, the inclusion of the nations is directly 

associated to the salvation of Isael. The friture vision found in Joel is so grand that it 

may have aroused the question, "How can this be in light of international conditions?" 

Chapter 4, the judgment of the nations answers this question A M e r  implication of the 

involvement of the nations is that they would recognize, or corne to laiow, Yahweh- This 

further supports the conclusion that an important elernent of 373' 01' is the 

establishment of an appropriate relationship between Yahweh and humanity. 

In many ways the book of Joel uses the 713' Pl' consistently with the way it is 

used in the rest of the prophetic corpus. Joel also uses this motif in ways unique to the 

book of Joel. This ieads to the conclusion that the terni 317' 0' was not rigidly fixed. 

There was suficient breadth and fluiciity to the t e m  to allow its use in a varieîy of ways. 

This may suggest that 71n' Pl' is better mderstood as a mofifrather than a c%echnical 



The book of Joel provides clear evidence tbat nf 3' Pl' was not understood as 

one specific day, or event There are at Least three different events identined as 01' 

317' in the book ofJoel. It is also cIear that the gathering of the nations for judgment 

does not end the possibility of a future 377' Dl'. The vision of Joel is a restored Israel 

that realizes the hope of the Zion tradition, but this vision does not imply that there will 

never be another 37n' 07' - 
... 
4 

8%- 

The study of 333' D1' in the book of Joel also raises some issues that are worthy 

of fûture study. The study suggests that covenant and theophany are the background, and 

establishing an appropriate relationship with Yahweh is the goal of 313' O?. What 

remains unclear is what M g a t e s  Yahweh to intervene. In the case of Joel, what was the 

catalyst that caused Yahweh to send the locust plague? One is reminded of Yahweh's 

statement to Abraham that the sin of the Amorites is not yet full (Gen. 15: 16). Clearly 

the 773' 01' is a &y in which Yahweh exercises his prerogative as sovereign What 

seems missing in the study to this point is why Yahweh chooses to act when he does. 

Further study may identrfy a catalyst for the intervention that is called 317' 01'. 

As was suggested in chapter 1, the use of the concept of eschatologv defined as 

"an end to history" in Old Testament studies is dso a subject needing m e r  study. The 

prominence of eschatology in Old Testament literature suggests that it wouïd be very 

difncdt, if not impossible, to e l i d t e  eschatology compietely. That being the case, the 



search for a uniform definition and a common usage is essentiai. There is clearly a need 

to investigate the issue of eschatology in relaîionship to Old Testament studies. 

A. J. Everson suggested that a full understanding of 717' Dl' required 

investigating texts that used related phrases." Everson identined several relates phrases: 

717' m 3 Y  Cl7, ?lW TH DY, lrlH lWT n1'L etc. h my research 1 was 

unable to h d  a scholarly examination that identifieci those phrases which are truly 

reiated to 717' 07'. Consequently, there is no study that incorporates the nndings of a 

study of these phrases into the understanding of 317' Dl? Such a study holds the 

promise of providing a much clearer understanding of the n'I7' Dl' motif. 

Everson, 'Days of Yahweh," 330. 
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APPENDIX A: TRANSLATION 

1. I The word of Yahweh which came to 
Joel, son of PethueI, 

1.2 Hear this, O elders, and listen ali those 
dwelluig in the land. Has th& ever 
happeneci in your days or in the days 
of your ancestors? 

1.3 Tell it to your sons, and your sons to 
their sons, and their sons to the next 
generation 

1.4 What the flying locusts lefl, the adult 
locusts ate. What the adult locusts 
Ieft, the hopper locusts ate, and the 
remainder the kaping Iocusts ate. 

1.5 Awake dninkards! M o u  and wail, 
al1 those who drink wine, over the 
fiesh wine because it was cut off h m  
your mouttr, 

1.6 1.6 For a nation ascended upon my land, 
too numerous to count, its teeth - the 
teeth of a lion, and fangs of a Lioness. 

1.7 1.7 It made my vines a desolation and my 
fig trees into spiinters, stripping the 
bark and kowing it down, leaving the 
twigs white. 

1.8 1.8 Moum We a virgin clothed in 
sackcloth over the husband of her 
youth. 

1.9 
1.9 Grain offerings and drink offerings 

have been cut off h m  Yahweh's 
house. The priests mourn - those who 
minister before Yahweh. 

1-10 1.10 The fields are destroyed The Iand 
*eves because the corn- is destroyed, 
the new wine is dried up, the fiesh oil 
is depleted. 



1 : I l  Be ashameci, fanners- W a  
vindressers, for the wheat and the 
barley because the West  of the 
fields is destroyed 

1 : 12 The vine has dried up and the fig 
tree haç peished, also the 
pomegranates, the date tree and the 
apricot (apple). Al1 the trees and 
the fields are destroyed, even joy 
has dried up among the children of 
men 

1 3 3  Gird yourselfi lament, O priests. 
Wail, those who serve the altar. 
Corne, spend the night in sackcioth 
ministers of my God, because the 
grain offerhgs and drink ofSerings 
are withheld fkom the house of your 
God. 

1 : 14 Consecrate a fast, c d  a solemn 
assembly, gather the elders, all those 
dwelling in the Iand, to the house of 
Yahweh your God and cry out to 
Yahweh. 
Mas! That day, the &y of Yahweh 
is near and it cornes like a destruction 
frorn the destroyer. 

1s not the food cut off before our 
eyes? Joy and rejoicing £?cm the 
house of Yahweh? 
The grains have shtivelled under 
their clods, the storehouses are 
devastated, the granaries broken 
dowri and the corn withered. 

Even the animais groan, the flocks 
of cattle are perplexed because there 
is no pas- for them, and even the 
flocks of sheep are sufFering. 



1 : 19 I cal1 to you O Yahweh, for a f ie  has 
devoured, and the £iame burns dl the 
trees of the field 

1 :20 Moreover, the cattle of the field long 
for yo y for the water charnels have 
dried up, and fire devours the pasture 
in the wiiderness. 

2:1 Biow the Shofar in Zion and raise a 
shout on my holy moirntain. Let 
everyone who dwells in the land 
quake, for the day of Yahweh cornes, 
for it draws near. 

212 Day of darkness and calamity, Day of 
cioud, thick cloud, Like dawn being 
spread out upon the momtains, a 
people numerous and mighty, their 
lÏke has not been seen since antiquiiy, 
nor will be seen again through the 
years of the generations. 

2.3 2:3 Before it a fire devours, &er Ét a bIade 
burns. Like the garden of Eden before 
it; after it, a dderness waste. Alas! 
Nothhg escapes fiom it. 

2 5  Like the sound of chariots, they skip 
over the rnountain tops, Like the sound 
of f ie  crackling, cievourlng the ch- 
tir;e a mighty army arranged for battle. 

2:6 Nations are terrified before them. AI1 
faces tuni pde. 



27 They nm like the mighty, like men of 
war. They ascend walls,each 
rnarching on their way, and they do 
not deviate their course. 

2:8 No one crowds his brother, 
each one marches on the highway, 
they cross the defenses without 
breaking ranks. 

2:9 They rush about the city. They run 
over the d s .  They go up inot the 
houses, against the windows, they go 
like a thief- 

2: 10 Before them the land quivers, the 
heavens shake, the sun an moon 
become dark, the stars gather up their 
brilliance. 

2: 1 1 Yahweh roared before his army, for 
his camp is very numerous, poweriùl 
to do his will, for great and dreadfid 
is the day of Yahweh, who can 
endure it? 

2:12 Even now says Yahweh, 'hini to 
me with all your heart, with fasting, 
and with weeping, and with 
lamentation. 

2: t 3 Tear your heart and not your 
clothing retum to Yahweh, your 
God, for He is gracious and 
compassionate, slow to anger, having 
an abunàânce of steadfast love, 
repenting of his intended evil. 

2: 14 Who know if he will tunr and repent? 
And leave a blessing after him, grain 
and dnnk offerings for Yahweh your 
God 

2: 15 Blow the Shofàr in Zion. 
Consecrate a fast, cd1 an assembly. 



2: 16 Gather the people, consecrate a 
convocaiion, gather the elders, gather 
the children, and one sucking the 
breasts, bridegrooms corne out of 
your chamber and brides fiom your 
-0PY- 

2:17 Let the priests weep W e e n  the 
porch and the altar- Let Yahweh's 
ministers Say: Pity, Oh Yahweh, your 
people, do not put your possession to 
shame that the nations mock them. 
Why should the people Say, V7here 
is their God?" 

2: 18 Yahweh was jealous for his land to 
spare his people. 

2: 19 Yahweh answered saying, to his 
people: Behold! 1 am sending to you 
the grain, new wine and kesh oil and 
will satisQ yo y and will never again 
make you a reproach among the 
nations. 

2:20 f will remove the northem invader 
h m  you. 1 wiIl drive him to a dry 
and desolate place, the ones in fiont 
to the eastern sea, those coming 
behind to the sea. Their smell d l  
ascend, their steach arise because he 
has done grea. things. 

221 Fear not, O Land. Rejoice and be 
glad, because the Lord has done great 
things. 

2:22 Fear not, animais of the field, 
because the wilderness will grow 
green pastures, the trees wil bear 
fniit, the fig tree and vine will give 
their strengtk 

2:23 ChiIdren of Zon, rejoice, be glad in 
the Lord your God, because he gives 
to you the early rains for vindication, 
and he will cause the rain ta fd, the 
early and later rains as More. 



2-25 
2:25 1 will restore to you the years that the 

adult locusts have eaten, the flying 
Iocusts, the hoping Iocusts and the 
leaping locusl, my great army that 1 
sent against yoo. 

2.26 226 You shall certainly eat and be 
satisfied You will praise the name 
of the Lord your God, which made 
you to be extraordhmy- My people 
d l  never be ashamed again 

2.27 2:27 You will know that 1 am in the midst 
of Israel, that I am the Lord your 
God, and there is no other. My 
people will not be ashamed ever 
again- 

3:l Mer this it shall be: 
1 will pour out my spirit upon all flesh 
Yom sons and your daughters shall 
prophecy, Your old men shall dream 
dreams, Your young men s W  see 
visions. 

3 :2 Moreover, upon the male servants and 
the fernale servants, in those &YS, 1 
will pour out rny spirit. 

3:3 1 ~vill set in the heaveas and on the 
earth, bIood, £ire and billowing plumes 
of smoke. 

3 :4 The s u  shall be turned to darkness, 
and the moon to blood, before the 
great and tem'ble day of Yahweh 
cornes. 

3 5 It shall be h t  dl who c d  upon the 
name of Yahweh shall be rescued. 
From Mount Zion and in Jerusalem 
there shall be deliverance just as 
Yahweh said, among the survivors 
whom Yahweh is calling. 



4: 1 For, behold, in those days, and at îhat 
time, 1 wili restore rest to Judah and 
Jerusalem. 

4:2 1 will gather al1 the nations. I will 
bring them d o m  tu the valley of 
Jehoshaphat. 1 will judge them there 
on account of my people and rny 
possession, Israel, whom they 
scattered among the nations. They 
divided my land. 

4:3 They cast lots for my people. They 
traded boys for prostitutes and sold 
girls for the wine they drank 

4:4 Furthemore, what are you tu me, Tyre 
and Sidon, al1 the districts of Philistia? 
Were you paying recompense to me? 
Were you trying to do something to 
me? Quickly, rapidly, 1 will return on 
your own heads wht  you were doing. 

4 5  You took my silver, my gold and 
desireable treastires and brought them 
into your temples. 

4:6 You sold the sons of Judah and the 
sons of Jentsalern to the sons of the 
Ionians (Greeks), in order to move 
them fiom their territory. 

4:7 Behold, 1 will rouse them out of the 
place where you sold them and 1 will 
return recompense upon your own 
head. 

4:8 1 will seU your sons and daughters to 
Judah, and they wili seli them to the 
Sabeans, to a distant nation, for 
Y-eh has spoken 

4:9 Proclah this among the nations, 
Sanctify a war, stir up the rnighty7 let 
them approach and corne up, all the 
men of war. 



430 Beat your plows into swords and 
your pnining hooks into spears. Let 
the weak say, 1 am mighty. 

4: I l  Hurry, come, al1 the inhabitants 
round about. Let them gather 
themselves there. Bring down your 
mighty ones, Yahweh. 

4: 12 Let the nations stir and come up to 
the vaLley of Jehoshaphat because 
there 1 wili judge al1 the nations 
round about 

4: 13 Put forth the sickle for the harvest is 
ripe. Corne, tread for the winepress 
is fùil the vats overflow, for their 
evil is great. 

43.4 Crowd, Crowds, in the valley of 
judgment, for the day of Yahweh 
approaches in the vailey of decision. 

4: f 5 The sun and moon grow dark and the 
stars draw in their hg&. 

4: 16 Then Yahweh roars fiorn Zion. He 
utters his voice f h m  Jerusalem. 
Heaven and earth tremble, but 
Yahweh is a refuge for his peopIe, a 
fortress for Israel. 

4: 17 Then you will know that 1 Yahweh, 
your God dwefl in Zion, my sacred 
rnountain; and Jerusalem will be 
holy, foreigners wiII no longer 
invade her, 

4: 18 On h t  day mountak wiIl drip 
sweet wine, hius wilI run with milk, 
and ail the wadis of Judah wiU flow 
with water, a stream nishing fiom 
Yahweh's house, watering the valley 
of Shittim. 



4:19 Egypt wiU become a waste, Edom a 
desert wilderness, because of thc 
violence against the people of Jridah, 
the spilling of innocent blood in their 
land. 

420 Judah will be inhabited forever and 
Jenisalem for al1 generatiuns. 

4:21 I dxd avenge their blood, yet 
unavenged Yahweh dwells inZion. 




